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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
TRACE (TRafficking as A Criminal Enterprise) is a two-year project funded by the European 
Union’s Seventh Framework Programme that runs between May 2014 and May 2016. 
TRACE aims to support stakeholders in combating and disrupting human trafficking (THB) 
by assessing and consolidating information surrounding the perpetrators and the wider 
trafficking enterprise. The purpose of this paper is to provide a preliminary overview of the 
findings relating to the role of technology in THB.  
 
Today a vast number of technologies play a significant role in the everyday lives of human 
beings, from those technologies that enable us to communicate to technologies that permit us 
to track our finances. Accordingly, it is necessary to consider how they are used both within 
the human trafficking process as well as in the fight against human trafficking. Accordingly, 
this part of TRACE is based on desk-based research, as well as information gleaned from 
interviews with those involved in combating and committing acts of THB. The report begins 
with an introduction to the study and a taxonomy of technologies that have been found to play 
a role in facilitating, combating and preventing THB. Subsequently the report is divided into 
three parts:  
 
Part 1: The role of current technologies in THB  

• Applications, software and hardware found to play a role in facilitating THB. 
• Applications, software and hardware found to play a role in combating and preventing 

THB. 
 
Part 2: Future trends in the role of technology in THB 

• Those technologies that may play a role in facilitating and combating THB in the 
future.  

 
Part 3: Recommendations and further research 

• Recommendations for law enforcement, policy makers and civil society organisations 
for engaging with the challenges and opportunities associated with the role of 
technology in THB. 

• Recommendations for further research 
 
Notable findings from this study include:  

• A range of existing and emerging technologies play a significant role in facilitating 
THB. It is important to focus attention on understanding how technologies can be used 
to participate in THB. This will become increasingly importantly as technology, and 
its application in the context of THB, evolves. Further research and technological 
monitoring is required in order to remain up-to-date with existing and emerging trends 
in order to continue to combat and prevent THB. 

• EU and national policies are required to enable law enforcement and prosecutors to 
engage with and access the growing amount of data online, particularly those in the 
dark web. 

• The Internet remains an important source for recruitment and exploitation of trafficked 
persons, however, great emphasis is placed on technology and sexual exploitation, 
further primary research is required to understand the relationship between technology 
and other types of THB.  

• The use of technology by traffickers leaves a digital footprint, which law enforcement 
officials should follow. In addition law enforcement persons should “follow the 
money”, and can use technological tools to do this.  



• In thinking about technology and human trafficking we have to bear in mind debates 
regarding data protection and privacy. 

 
Technology is not just a means of facilitating THB, but is an important tool for relevant 
stakeholders to engage with in their efforts to prevent and fight THB. This study seeks to 
highlight the range of technologies available to stakeholders. Cross-border collaboration will 
help to gain further insights into, and effect greater impact, as the fight against THB 
continues. 
	   	  



1 INTRODUCTION 
Today a vast number of technologies play a significant role in the everyday lives of human 
beings. From technologies that enable us to communicate (e.g., landline telephones, mobile 
phones and the Internet), to technologies that track our finances (e.g., online banking) and 
emerging surveillance based technologies (e.g., Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems - RPAS). 
With such a vast array of technologies it is necessary to consider how they are used both 
within the human trafficking process as well as during the fight against human trafficking. 
Within this report, the use of the term technology draws on the definition provided by 
Latonero et al.:  

 
By “technology,” we refer to information and communication technologies, particularly those 
constituting digital and networked environments. Technologies that allow users to exchange 
digital information over networks include the Internet, online social networks, and mobile 
phones. Digital and networked technologies alter the flow of information between people and 
thus impact social interactions, practices, and behaviour.1 

 
We are particularly interested in what Latonero et al. refer to as technology-facilitated 
trafficking: “[…]the social and technical ecosystem wherein individuals use information and 
communication technologies to engage in human trafficking and related behaviors”.2   
 
In relation to how this report regards THB, this study uses the European Union definition of 
human trafficking as found in Article 2 of Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament 
and of the Council:3  
 

The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or reception of persons, including the 
exchange or transfer of control over those persons, by means of the threat or use of force or 
other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a 
position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the 
consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. 

 
Accordingly, the aim of this report is to provide stakeholders (law enforcement, civil society 
organisations, prosecutors, policy makers etc.) with information surrounding the role of 
current and emerging technologies in facilitating, combating and preventing the trafficking of 
human beings (THB). By doing so, the authors seeks to provide the reader with an outline of 
the various technologies, their purposes, examples of use within THB and recommendations 
on how to respond to these challenges, and where possible, to best utilise technology in the 
fight against trafficking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
1 Latonero, Mark, Jennifer Musto, Zhaleh Boyd, and Ev Boyle, The Rise of Mobile and the Diffusion of Technology-
Facilitated Trafficking, University of Southern California Annenberg: Center on Communication Leadership and Policy, 
December 2012. https://technologyandtrafficking.usc.edu/files/2012/11/HumanTrafficking2012_Nov12.pdf  
2 Ibid., p. 10. 
3 European Parliament and the Council, Directive 2011/36/EU of 15.04.2011 on on preventing and combating trafficking in 
human beings and protecting its victims, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA, OJ L 101/1,  15.4.2011. 



N.B. Although this scenario is fabricated, it is based on a 
number of real cases as found in the UNODC database. 
 
X and Y and other individuals were charged 
with human trafficking having sexually 
exploited a number of minors, including J. 
 
X met J in an online public chat room; records 
show that on the day of the meeting X 
suggested they chat in a private messenger. X 
told J that he was lonely and was looking for a 
friend. J said she also felt lonely, as she did not 
have any friends at school. Online 
conversations from X’s computer show that X 
and J chatted online for two weeks before he 
suggested they meet up. In between online 
chats X would also send text messages to J.  
 
X met the J in a public place where he took her 
for some food, and subsequently to a hotel 
room. When the girl expressed concern, X said 
he would show their conversations to her 
school and parents, which would result in her 
being in trouble. The girl eventually agreed. 
 
In the room was also Y. X fixed J’s hair and 
told J how to pose. X then took nude photos of 
J on his phone. X also ordered J to dance and 
sing on top of the bed while Y filmed this on 
his camera. 
 
The images and video were shared with other 
individuals via e-mail. The images were also 
used as currency to gain access to child 
pornography sites. 
 
Eventually J told her mother about what 
happened, who subsequently went to the 
police. The police launched an investigation 
and decided to examine the mobile phone of J 
with her and her mother’s agreement, and also 
put in place a telephone wiretapping device. 
 
Thanks to the telephone tapping, the police 
listened to conversations and were able to 
gather evidence. The police found that X and 
Y were working in an organised manner and 
were part of a larger group. The police 
intercepted incriminating e-mails and during 
the search of X’s home found a hard drive 
containing over 300 photos of minors. The 
evidence was used in court. 
 

In court to prevent further harm being done to 
J, J was allowed to give her key evidence by a 
recorded interview and any further evidence by 
live video link. 
 
As a reaction to what happened to her 
daughter, the mother, in partnership with a 
civil society organisation, created an online 
campaign about the dangers of online 
grooming. The campaign, in the form of a 
website, includes: informative leaflets, 
explanatory videos about how grooming takes 
place and how to recognise signs (also 
available on YouTube), and an online forum 
were persons can engage in dialogue. The 
positive response from the public inspired the 
activists to create an online petition to the 
government to put in place stronger 
regulations.  

“The migration of sex trafficking to 

a digital space can both make the crime more 
public, but also remove it from places where it 

has been traditionally recognized and 
identified. These complications present 

challenges for accurate identification and 
assessment of the nature and frequency of 

child sex 

trafficking.”4 
                                                        
4 Leary, R., “Fighting Fire with Fire: Technology in 
Child Sex Trafficking”, Journal of Gender Law & Policy, 
21, Spring 2014, pp.289-323 

Key technologies used 

 
§ Chat room 
§ SMS messaging 
§ Camera phone 
§ Camera 
§ Telephone tapping 
§ E-mail interception software 
§ Video link 
§ Online campaign 
§ Online Petition 

A FICTIOUS SCENARIO SHOWING THE ROLE OF TEHCNOLOGY IN 
FACILITATING, PREVENTING AND COMBATING HUMAN TRAFFICKING 
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1.1 METHODOLOGY 
As TRACE relies on pooling existing research as a basis for its work, the majority of the 
findings in this report stem from desk-based research and thus the findings and its limitations 
should be treated accordingly, particularly the greater attention relating to sexual exploitation. 
As will become clear in the concluding remarks, further research is required to contribute to our 
understanding of the role of technology in relation to other forms of human trafficking.  
 
By desk-based research we mean the activities of partners examining reports by academic 
groups, civil society organisations and government agencies (among others) in order to 
understand the role of technology in facilitating, combating and preventing THB. Reports were 
supplemented by an examination of news articles relating to THB that mentioned technology 
(e.g., the role of social networking sites in recruiting trafficked persons), as well as materials 
from peer reviewed journal articles, books and chapters from edited books. In addition to desk-
based research, findings are supplemented from interviews with experts (e.g., prosecutors) and 
those perpetrators involved in participating in human trafficking that have taken place in the 
course of the research during the TRACE project (of which appropriate ethical protocols have 
been followed). Lastly, the findings included in this report are (in part) based on self-reflection 
by TRACE partners involved in responding to THB, including partners from civil society and 
law enforcement who are actively engaging with technology in the course of their work.  
 
In order to validate the findings from the report, the results were discussed in a workshop – 
Validation Workshop – held in Tilburg with members of the TRACE consortium and 
representatives from law enforcement, academia and civil society.5 Where applicable this report 
refers to discussions and points raised during the Validation Workshop. A representative from 
our expert group has also externally reviewed the report. Combined, the findings from the 
workshop and review were taken on board in order to improve the report.  
 

1.2 REPORT STRUCTURE 
The report will proceed in Chapter 2 by outlining taxonomy of technologies used to facilitate, 
combat and prevent THB from taking place. The taxonomy presented in Chapter 2 provides a 
useful means of categorising technologies and has been used to structure our presentation of the 
findings in this report. Subsequently, Part 1 of this report consists of two chapters and is based 
on the provision of a description, and where possible, analysis, of the various technologies 
identified in the course of the research. Where possible, examples will be provided to help aid 
understanding of the role these technologies play. Chapter 3 examines those technologies that 
facilitate THB, Chapter 4 focuses on technologies that can be used to combat and prevent THB. 
Part 2, Chapter 5, of this report focuses on examining and highlighting future trends relating to 
the role of technology in facilitating and combating THB. Finally, Part 3, Chapter 6, provides 
the reader with some key recommendations for the use of technology in the fight against THB 
and offers some areas of future research required in this area in order to continue to enhance our 
understanding of the role of technology in tackling THB. 
 
 

                                                        
5 Please see Annex A for the workshop agenda and list of participants. 
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2 TAXONOMY OF TECHNOLOGY USED IN THB 
Taxonomy is a useful means of classification, particularly when trying to understand the vast 
range of technologies involved in THB. As discussed by Bradley, Curry and Devers: 
“Taxonomy is a formal system for classifying multifaceted, complex phenomena (Patton 2002) 
according to a set of common conceptual domains and dimensions.”6 Within TRACE, as part of 
work package four on the role of technology in human trafficking, a taxonomy provides partners 
with a useful means of classifying (known) existing technologies being used to carry out, 
combat and prevent THB.  
 
Accordingly, the taxonomy that follows is based on a hybrid7 qualitative exploratory approach 
that is predominantly based on document analysis. Where possible, in the course of the project, 
some information was also gathered from semi-structured interviews and self-reflection by those 
authors considered as end-users within the project (i.e., those in law enforcement, government 
and civil society). Please note, that the taxonomy is limited to information that could be readily 
used as evidence, and thus, whilst some technologies might be used by traffickers for instance 
(e.g., databases) – as evidence is not present, this has not been represented as such within the 
taxonomy. As a consequence, the findings of this report are limited due to the nature of the 
study and the limitations within the project.  
 
In order to catalogue technologies relating to THB, partners noted two central elements in 
relation to THB. First, based on the information currently available, where possible, the 
taxonomy provides an indication of whether each technology is used to facilitate, combat or 
prevent the trafficking of human beings (or whether it has multiple functions across these 
domains e.g., social networking sites are used to both combat and prevent THB). Second, for 
those technologies that are used to facilitate trafficking, where possible – and based on available 
information, partners have provided an indication of the stage of THB that is commonly used 
(i.e., recruitment or exploitation). The taxonomy is displayed in Table 1 below, where partners 
have divided the taxonomy into two parts:  
 

1. Applications and software: Applications or ‘Apps’ are computer programmes, which, in 
the everyday use of the term, almost always refer to programmes run on smartphones or 
other mobile devices.8 Within this category, we also include, web-based applications 
(e.g., databases) that are a form of program that are designed to fulfil a specific purpose. 
Lastly, we include ‘software’, “the programs and other operating information used by a 
computer”.9 

 
2. Hardware - those physical tools and machinery that either enable applications and 

software to be used10, or, that act in a standalone fashion and are forms of technological 
equipment in their own right (e.g., television and cameras).  

 
Further information on each type of technology will be discussed in Part 1 of this report: 
Chapter 3 discusses those technologies that facilitate THB, Chapter 4 examines those 
technologies that are used to combat and prevent THB.11 
  
                                                        
6 Bradley, Elizabeth H, Leslie A Curry, and Kelly J Devers, “Qualitative Data Analysis for Health Services Research: 
Developing Taxonomy, Themes, and Theory”, Health Services Research, Vol. 42, No. 4, 2007, pp. 1758–72. (p. 1760). 
7 Ibid. 
8 Webwise Team, “What are apps?”, BBC, 10 October 2012. http://www.bbc.co.uk/webwise/guides/what-are-apps  
9 ‘Software’, Apple Dictionary – Oxford Dictionary of English, 2015. 
10 ‘Hardware’, Apple Dictionary – Oxford Dictionary of English, 2015. 
11 Please note: This taxonomy was developed between the period of October 2014 to June 2015, and thus should be reflected 
upon with this period in mind. 
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Table 1: Taxonomy of technologies used in THB 
Type of technology Role(s) in THB Stage of THB 

Applications and software    
Adult entertainment sites Facilitating Exploitation 
 Prevention  
Advertising and classifieds Facilitating Recruitment/exploitation 
Applications  Facilitating Recruitment/exploitation 
 Preventing  
Case management tool Combating  
Computer games Facilitating Exploitation 
 Preventing  
Crowdsourcing Combating  
 Preventing  
Cyprus Police Computerization System (CPCS) Combating  
Dark-web Facilitating Exploitation 
Database Combating  
E-learning training programmes Combating  
 Preventing  
E-mail Facilitating Facilitation, exploitation 
 Combating  
 Preventing  
Facial Reconstruction (software) Combating  
Financial tracking Combating  
 Prevention  
Geographic information system Combating  
I2 Software Combating  
Online Collaboration Platform Combating  
Online dating sites Facilitating Exploitation 
Online forums Combating  
 Preventing  
Online petition Combating  
Peer to peer networks (P2P) Facilitating Exploitation 
Podcasts Combating  
Social Networking Sites (SNS) Facilitating Recruitment/exploitation 
 Preventing  
Supply chain management toolkit Combating  
Websites (Generic) Combating  
 Preventing  
Hardware   
Cable television Preventing  
Camera and video technologies and associated 
outputs 

Facilitating Exploitation 

 Combatting  
 Preventing  
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) Combating  
 Preventing  
Desktop, laptop and tablets Facilitating Exploitation/Recruitment 
 Combating  
 Preventing  
Routers and backup devices Combating  
Scanners Facilitating Exploitation 
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Type of technology Role(s) in THB Stage of THB 
Telephone (incl. landline and mobile) Combating  
 Preventing  
Television Facilitating Exploitation 
 Preventing  
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PART 1: THE ROLE OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES IN THB 
 

3 TECHNOLOGIES FACILITATING THB 
Chapter three details the various technologies that have been identified as playing a role in 
facilitating THB (i.e., they are used to contribute to enabling traffickers to recruit and exploit 
persons for the purpose of THB). The very essence of technology facilitated THB is that in 
reality it is not about technology, it is about human behaviour and human interaction; this is 
especially true in the recruitment stage. In this context it is important to reflect on the idea that 
trafficked persons and traffickers are in the same social environment, they are socially 
connected. There is therefore a continuum and possibility for exploitation. We can also look at 
technology as an interaction of supply and demand; these two concepts meet on the Internet and 
take the form of identification of potential trafficked persons and those who look for cheap 
services.  
 
It is important to note that the role of technology in facilitating THB is thought to differ across 
different types of THB. For instance, interviews carried out as part of the TRACE project 
revealed that the Internet and associated content from social networking sites (for instance) 
plays a greater role in sexual exploitation than in THB for forced labour.12 As argued by 
Hughes, who is predominantly an expert in the domain of sexual exploitation, “Traffickers 
appear to be less likely to use digital technologies for trafficking people for forced labor”.13 This 
is similarly supported by a study of THB online by Latonero et al. who were unable to find 
evidence of the use of the web for forced labour, but rather, their findings predominantly point 
to the Internet helping to facilitate THB for the purpose of sexual exploitation.14 As previously 
stated, further research is required to truly understand the relationship between types of 
trafficking and technology. For now, the present chapter aims to provide a discussion of the 
various types of technology that play a role in facilitating THB: applications and software, and, 
hardware. First however, consider the illustrative case (below) that shows the relationship 
between technology and its ability to facilitate THB. 
 
 

                                                        
12 TRACE interviews conducted by VUB: Garden Court Chambers  (September 2014) & Polaris (January 2015). 
13 Hughes, Donna M., "Prevention of Trafficking in Human Beings Online," paper presented during the Seventh EU Anti-
Trafficking Day, Vilnius, Lithuania, 18 October 2013, p. 3. 
14 Latonero, Mark, Genet Berhane, Ashley Hernandez, Tala Mohebi, and Lauren Movius, Human Trafficking Online: The Role 
of Social Networking Sites and Online Classifieds, University of Southern California Annenberg: Center on Communication 
Leadership and Policy, 7 December 2011. https://technologyandtrafficking.usc.edu/files/2011/09/HumanTrafficking_FINAL.pdf  
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3.1 APPLICATIONS AND SOFTWARE 
The EU recognises that the Internet and associated applications play a key role in facilitating 
human trafficking.15 To an extent, the Internet is the ideal channel through which a trafficker can 
recruit, advertise, sell and exploit individuals, as to some extent, it provides anonymity 
(especially with the use of proxy servers or hacked computers), or at least the ‘sense’ of 
anonymity. It also allows for two-way communication and the exchange of money. For 
offenders it removes geographical distances; hypothetically an individual in Asia can recruit a 
trafficked person in South America and exploit him/her online, all of which is possible within a 
short space of time. The offender’s consumers are also vast and no longer restricted to the local 
market. Moreover, as argued by Smith and Jorna the Internet provides the offenders with an 
opportunity to commit large-scale offences with fewer personal risks.16  Prior to the advent of 
the Internet, trafficked persons would have been recruited in a more visible manner. For 
example, this can occur on the streets, in bus stations, and/ or shelters and thereby exposing the 
trafficker to a higher chance of being detected. The Centre for Equal Opportunities and 
Opposition to Racism also recognises other benefits of the Internet, including seeing it as a 
source of intelligence: 
 

Similarly, the Internet also enables traffickers to obtain information describing a country (or 
town) precisely. Such information can bolster false statements made during police interviews 
(about their origins, the roads that they say they have used) or mislead investigations being 
carried out.17    

 

                                                        
15 European Commission, Mid-term report on the implementation of the EU strategy towards the eradication of trafficking in 
human beings, COM 234 (635) final, Brussels, 17 October 2014, http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-is-
new/news/news/docs/20141017_mid-term_report_on_the_2012-2016_eu_strategy_on_trafficking_in_human_beings_en.pdf  
16 Smith, R.,  and P. Jorna, “Corrupt misuse of information and communications technologies”, in Adam Graycar, and Russell G. 
Smith (ed.), Handbook of global research and practice in corruption, Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham, 2011. 
17 Centre for Equal Opportunities and Opposition to Racism, Trafficking in and smuggling of human beings 
Combating social fraud to prevent trafficking in human beings, Annual Report, Brussels, 2010 https://ec.europa.eu/anti-
trafficking/sites/antitrafficking/files/trafficking_and_smuggling_of_human_beings_report_2010_en_1.pdf  

Use of Technology to Facilitate Recruitment - Illustrative case: UNODC No.: SWE022 
The trafficked persons included two young Romanian women (A and B) who had been misled to 
come to Sweden. Defendant one sought women for prostitution in Sweden via Internet 
advertisements. The advertisement stated that food, transportation and accommodation would be free 
of charge and that the women would receive a salary of EUR 6,000 per month. One of the women (A) 
saw the advertisement in Spring 2011 and contacted Defendant one to confirm the salary. Defendant 
one confirmed that the salary was EUR 6,000 per month and that prostitution would only be carried 
out at a nightclub. In late May 2011, when woman A and woman B decided to go to Sweden, 
Defendant one bought bus tickets for them from Bucharest to Helsingborg. Defendant one and 
Defendant two transported the women from Helsingborg to Klippan where they were housed in the 
apartment of Defendant two. 
 
The case revealed that the young women came to Sweden on May 31, 2011 and that they had to 
provide sexual services on thirteen occasions until June 8, 2011. The women did not get paid as 
promised. The women did not speak Swedish, and did not have any other contacts in Sweden, except 
for Defendant one and two. 
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In 2013 Europol noted that the Internet would gain an increasing role in aiding the undertaking 
of various illicit activities.18 In D1.3 A report concerning the macro and micro analyses of 
human trafficking19 the authors noted that ‘It is very common that recruiters use false profiles to 
obfuscate their criminal role on the Internet and/or actively manipulate the emotional state of 
their victims. ‘Friending’ on social networks and seeming benevolence are often used to 
persuade trafficked persons to agree to travel abroad of their own free will.’20 This is just one 
way in which applications aid traffickers. Moreover, the Internet not only creates a space for the 
recruitment of individuals to be trafficked, but also facilitates the control and exploitation of 
trafficked persons. For example in a case involving two Polish women, one defendant took 
photos of the women, which he intended to publish on the Internet, offering a “girl for sale.”21 
 
By focusing on the role of applications and software this Chapter will explore how they 
contribute to facilitating THB. Here we discuss ten considerations: adult entertainment websites, 
advertising and classifieds, applications, computer games, the dark-web, e-mail, online dating 
sites, online forums, peer-to-peer networks and social networking sites. 
 

3.1.1   Adult  entertainment websites  
Adult entertainment sites are websites that contain sexually explicit or graphic material designed 
for adult viewing. For the purpose of this report adult entertainment websites will include sites, 
which (i) offer the possibility of viewing pictures/videos (so called online pornography) and/or 
(ii) the possibility to order a particular sexually related service. At the outset, we wish to 
acknowledge that we do not equate all adult entertainment sites, including online pornography, 
with human trafficking.  
 
Having set a basic terminological background, the next step is to acknowledge the rich 
arguments in relation to adult entertainment websites. It is not the purpose of this section to 
regenerate the discussions, but to acknowledge that the arguments about whether the availability 
of pornography generates demand for prostitution, and possibly, trafficking has a long history 
and significant debate exists on this issue. Whilst further research is no doubt needed, a good 
deal of research does exist; the same however is polarised.22 
                                                        
18 European Police Office, “EU Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment”, Europol, The Hague, 2013. 
https://www.europol.europa.eu/content/eu-serious-and-organised-crime-threat-assessment-socta  
19 Spapens, Toine, Ana-Maria Tamas, Aija Lulle, Hugo Durieux, Vineta Polatside, Cristina Dragota, Angelos Constantinou and 
Julia Muraszkiewicz, Deliverable 1.3: A report concerning the macro and micro analyses of human trafficking, TRACE project, 
2014. http://trace-project.eu/documents/  
20 Ibid., p. 28. 
21 UNODC, “UNODC No.: POL007”, UNODC Human Trafficking Case Law Database. https://www.unodc.org/cld/case-law-
doc/traffickingpersonscrimetype/pol/2007/ii_aka_32505_.html?tmpl=old  
22 Donna, Hughes. Sex trafficking of women for the production of pornography. Citizens Against Trafficking, 2010, 
https://www.academia.edu/4847671/Sex_Trafficking_of_Women_for_the_Production_of_Pornography; Tewksbury, Richard 
and Seana Golder, “Why do johns use pornography?: Predicting consumption of pornography by clients of street level 

Use of Technology to Facilitate Recruitment and Exploitation - Illustrative case: 
The 2013 case of an English man, who set up a fictitious business via a website illustrates how the 
web can help offenders and facilitate THB. The offender, was convicted ‘for voyeurism and another 
of trafficking after tricking an 18-year-old student into travelling to a rented flat in Milton Keynes, 
where he filmed her with four secret cameras dressing up as a schoolgirl and posing for photographs 
before having sex with her.’1 The person was recruited via a website that the offender had 
specifically created for recruiting women. The website, posed as a scholarship scheme and 
supposedly offered money in return for meetings with a sponsor. 
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In brief, traffickers may use the pornographic images/videos on the websites as specific 
advertising for their “products.”23 At the same time the videos or pictures alone may constitute 
THB: ‘[S]ometimes acts of prostitution are filmed without the consent of the victim and 
distributed. On other occasions victims are trafficked for the sole purpose of porn production.’24 
To borrow from Dettmeijer-Vermeulen: [I]mages of sexual acts with victims circulating on the 
Internet constitute a new dimension to victimhood.’25 This has also been confirmed during an 
interview with a UK barrister who noted that ‘… a lot of exploitation occurs in the context of 
indecent images, and exploiting people and making money out of indecent images.’26 
 
During the research conducted within TRACE, partners asked a series of practitioners from a 
range of fields (e.g., police officers, civil society representatives and defence Barristers who 
have worked with trafficked persons) about how technology facilitates THB; much of the 
answers focused on adult entertainment websites. In Poland, we were told by a member of the 
police force, that traffickers often advertise women on Roksa.pl27, which is a website for adults 
with pictures and adverts for escorts and erotic encounters. In turn, the British police are familiar 
with Adultwork.com28, a multi-purpose adult website with, amongst many other services: 
webcam viewings, chat services, picture, blogs and ability to advertise/order escort services.  
 
Through these sites, traffickers have a means of marketing, delivering and exploiting individuals 
all within a reach of a few clicks. A further benefit of adult entertainment sites to the traffickers 
is that it allows one to pose as a legitimate business, such as an escort agency. Even more 
beneficial is that the trafficker does not feature on the site nor does the trafficker have to meet 
the clients.29 Consequently the trafficker is somewhat (physically) absent from the scene – thus 
making him/her harder to detect. This will make it harder to gather evidence in any possible 
prosecutions. 
 
In addition, traffickers can as argued by Major “use online media to blackmail their victims into 
cooperation, by threatening to release nude photos of their victims online, or post them where 
friends and relatives may see them.”30 This is classified as technological blackmail, and can 
include the use of other technologies such as scanners, e-mail, and digital recorders. As 
highlighted by the TRACE report D2.1 Review of the media framing of human trafficking:  
 

“There were cases, in which, girls had a friendly relationship with the traffickers, they have 
developed a relationship with the trafficker, they lived together for a period, generating real or 
false debts regarding rent, food, and maintenance. After being intimate, the trafficker would 

                                                                                                                                                                                  
prostitutes,” The Southwest Journal of Criminal Justice 2(2), 2005, 101-118; McElroy, Wendy, XXX: A Woman's Right to 
Pornography, St. Martin's Press, New York 1995. 
23 Farley, Melissa. Prostitution and Trafficking in Nevada: Making the Connections, CA: Prostitution Research & Education, 
San Francisco, 2007. 
24 Guest Author, “The Connections Between Pornography and Sex Trafficking”, Covenant Eyes, September 2011. 
http://www.covenanteyes.com/2011/09/07/the-connections-between-pornography-and-sex-trafficking/  
25 Dettmeijer-Vermeulen, C., “Trafficking in Human Beings. Ten Years of Independent Monitoring by The Dutch Rapporteur on 
Trafficking in Human Beings”, European Journal of Criminal Policy Research, Vol. 18, No. 3, 2012, p.301. 
26 UK Barrister x (QC), TRACE project interview, 19 September 2014. 
27 Roksa, http://www.roksa.pl/  
28 Adultwork, http://www.adultwork.com/Home.asp  
29 Sykiotou, Athanassia, “Trafficking in human beings: Internet recruitment. Misuse of the Internet for the recruitment of victims 
of trafficking in human beings”, Gender Equality and Anti-Trafficking Division, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, October 2007. 
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/trafficking/Source/THB_Internetstudy_en.pdf  
30 Major, Maxine, “Technology and Human Trafficking,” University of Idaho, no date. 
http://www2.cs.uidaho.edu/~oman/CS336/Major_HumanTrafficking.pdf  
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choose to blackmail the victim for prostitution with the film and images captured while they 
two were a couple.” 31 

 
A number of concerns arise out of adult entertainment websites; first it is a forum that can be for 
the purpose of sexual exploitation. Second, some service providers are under the age of 18, and 
thus we are faced with the exploitation of minors, as stated in all legal definitions of human 
trafficking.32 Certain scholars go a step further and argue that adult entertainment sites drive the 
demand for buying a sexual experience that could potentially be with a trafficked person (a 
similar argument is made with regard to Cable TV showing pornography or explicit games – 
please see below). Mackinnon argues that consuming pornography is an experience of bought 
sex and thus it creates a hunger to continue to purchase and objectify, and act out what is seen.33 
In light of this it seems that for this camp of scholars, which also includes Dworkin, the 
interaction with pornography fuels the demand for real life engagement with sex workers, 
including perhaps forced sex workers.34 This however is an area requiring further research.  
 
From the perspective of fighting THB, it is hard to determine if the posts on adult entertainment 
websites are posted voluntarily by consenting individuals or are merely products of the human 
trafficking business. Sometimes it may be possible to determine if an individual is a minor, 
especially if language such as “young” or “new” is used in the description. In such instances, 
following the definition of human trafficking, we can comfortably ascertain a case of human 
trafficking.  
 
However, on the whole there are significant limitations on what can be done to determine who is 
a trafficked person and who is not. Equally the Internet client, is also likely to be unaware if 
he/she is consuming the product of human trafficking. Although the client is likely to be familiar 
with technology, and feels confident when browsing the Internet, navigating forums or 
upgrading software, there are few signs that would indicate to the user whether what he/she is 
looking at is a case of THB. In this respect an analogy can be drawn with other areas of human 
trafficking. Often it is difficult for consumers who buy services or goods, manicures, sex, car 
washes, etc., to determine whether fair labour standards have been provided. 
 

3.1.2   Advertising and classifieds  
The Internet is home to numerous advertisements that yield the potential to facilitate THB. A 
common form in which both kinds of advertisements can be found are short texts placed on 
popular online advertising services such as Backpage.com35, Craigslist36 and Gumtree.37 Similar 
to more traditional non-web-based advertisement sections in newspapers or magazines, these are 
websites that are home to a wide variety of adverts, ranging from houses, to pets, or jobs. 
Advertisements facilitating THB have also diffused beyond these major websites, and adverts 
are also placed on more specialised websites, including employment sites, marriage agency 
                                                        
31 Constantinou, Angelos  Suzanne Hoff, Ana-Maria Tamas, Ionuț Lupașcu and Adrian Petrescu (ed.), Deliverable 2.1: Report 
on the relevant aspects of the trafficking act (geographical routes and modus operandi) and on its possible evolutions in 
response to law enforcement, TRACE project, 2015, p.32. http://trace-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/TRACE-
D2.1_FINAL.pdf   
32 op. cit, Major, no date.   
33 Mackinnon, Catharine A. “Pornography as Trafficking.” In, David E. Guinn and Julie DiCaro (ed.), Pornography: Driving the 
Demand in International Sex Trafficking, Captive Daughters Media, Los Angeles, 2007, pp. 31-42. 
34 Dworkin, A. Pornography: Men Possessing Women, Lowe & Brydone Ltd, Leeds, 1981. 
35 “Minn. cheerleader accused of prostituting 16-year-old cognitively delayed teammate”, Fox News, 5 June 2013. 
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2013/06/05/minnesota-cheerleader-accused-prostituting-16-year-old-girl/ 
36 op. cit, Hughes, 2013.  
37 Dooley, Padraig, “Panel debate I - "What are the implications of severe labour exploitation for practitioners?", Sever Labour 
Exploitation in the EU, 2 June 2015. http://fra.europa.eu/en/event/2015/how-address-severe-forms-labour-exploitation/watch-
live  
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sites, dating clubs38, and escort service sites (e.g., MyRedBook, VerifiedPlaymates, and 
www.hotspotsofnevada.com)39,40. Some websites have adverts concerning trafficked persons, 
possibly without the knowledge of the website host – as in many cases it is not explicit that such 
person refer to trafficked persons, in other cases websites themselves are created with the 
purpose of facilitating THB. For instance as identified by Herbert: 
 

In Illinois, a 19-year-old female responded to an Internet ad promoting modelling opportunities. 
Instead of offering her a modelling job, the offender enticed the girl to wait in a hotel room 
where she was expected to have sex with an unknown person. The offender, who would become 
her pimp, intended to sell the young woman for sex at an hourly rate. In this case, the pimp’s 
would-be client was an undercover police officer who brought the young woman to safety.41 

 
Advertisements can play an important role in THB both by facilitating the recruitment of 
trafficked persons, as well as advertising trafficked persons’ services once they are recruited. 
Examples of the former include advertisements offering employment opportunities (e.g., for 
waitresses, models, or au pairs) that may appeal to (young) people, mainly women.42 However, 
men are also at times targeted by such advertisements. Examples of the advertisement of 
trafficked persons’ services once they are recruited include ads offering sexual services.43 
Additionally, advertisements play a role in facilitating the trade of trafficked persons between 
perpetrators involved in THB, hence relating to the secondary recruitment of trafficked 
persons.44   
 
Mobile phones play an important role in online advertisements, as many websites have 
developed mobile applications that make it easy to post, view, and respond to advertisements via 
a mobile phone. This represents the interaction between applications and hardware and the 
assisted facilitation of THB. Latonero’s research indicates, as part of the wider advances in 
access to and reliance on mobile phones, the majority of phone numbers listed in sex 
advertisements are mobile or Internet service providers (also see Section 3.2 of this report).45  
 
The examination of previous studies and grey literature on the role of advertisement sites in 
facilitating THB demonstrates that there is a link between sexual exploitation and 
advertising/classifieds online. However, there appears to be a lack of (publicly available) results 
that indicate the relationship between these sites and other forms of THB (e.g., forced labour 
and organ trafficking) – thereby presenting a clear need for further research in this area.  
 

                                                        
38 Sykiotou, Athanassia P. “Trafficking in human beings: Internet recruitment- Misuse of the Internet for the recruitment of 
victims of trafficking in human beings”, Directorate General of Human Rights and Legal Affairs Council of Europe, 2007, pp. 
1-145. 
39 op. cit.  Latonero, 2012. 
40 Shared Hope International, A Comparative Examination of Sex Tourism and Trafficking in Jamaica, Japan, the Netherlands, 
and the United States, 2007, pp. 1-166. 
41 Dixon, H.B.J., “Human Trafficking and the Internet* (*and Other Technologies, too)”, The Judge’s Journal, Volume 52, 
Number 1, 2013. 
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/judges_journal/2013/winter/human_trafficking_and_internet_and_other_technologies_
too.html   
42 Ibid. 
43 Sykiotou, Athanassia, P., Trafficking in human beings: Internet Recruitment, Directorate General of Human rights and Legal 
Affairs Council of Europe, EG-THB-INT (2007) 1, Strasbourg, 2007, p.40. 
http://www.genderit.org/sites/default/upload/THB_Internetstudy_en.pdf  
44 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, “Background paper- workshop 017: Technology and human trafficking” The 
Vienna Forum to Fight Human Trafficking, 13-15 February 2008. https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-
trafficking/2008/BP017TechnologyandHumanTrafficking.pdf  
45 op. cit.  Latonero, 2012. 
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3.1.3   Applications  
Apps allow perpetrators of human trafficking to engage with quick and flexible ways to recruit 
and monitor trafficked persons. In contrast with some of the technologies discussed in this 
report, apps are not a stand-alone technology as they are a technology facilitating the use of 
other technologies (e.g., social networking sites). Instagram, for instance, is a mobile social 
networking service for the sharing of photos and videos. It is commonly used via its app, and 
has been used by perpetrators of THB to approach and recruit trafficked persons.46 However, 
there are also apps that have been developed independent of an existing website. Skype is 
another example of a technology commonly used via its app that is considered a convenient 
method in the recruitment and trafficking of people.47 While phone tapping can be used for 
evidence purposes, this is not necessarily the case with Skype, where it is extremely difficult to 
gather evidence. Thus, with the increasing number of apps available on the market, some may 
yield great challenges to engaging with to disrupt and prosecute THB. 
 

3.1.4   Computer games 
In our analysis of the relationship between computer games and THB, we made note of the 
examples as illustrated by Table 2.  
 
Grand Theft Auto players target prostitutes as objects of murder. The following is stated in one of the 
version guides: ‘While the woman is giving you a "good job", you gain life points but your money 
reserves go down. But if you want to recover the money you've spent, or even gain more, kill the girl 
as soon as you get out of your car...’ 
 
In Pimpwar.com players take on a pimp identity and “scout for whores”, “produce crack” and 
“discipline the whores”. The game description includes ‘game where you play the part of a 
ruthless pimp on a quest for power and money. You will become a master at the art of pimping 
your hoes…’ 
 
Knights of Xentar includes explicit rape scenes. 
 
In Spank The Booty 2 players punish the characters by spanking buttocks. The description 
states ‘The higher score you get the more action you'll see!’ 
Sociolotron’s describes itself as a cyber role-play and its plot includes the rape of a woman. 
 
Table 2: Example of games promoting culture of exploitation 
 
From the table it becomes evident that video games may present a degrading image of women 
and trivialise abuse. Funk et al. contends that the active nature of playing video games and the 
intense engagement in such games may act as a precursor to lack of empathy and aggression 
also contribute to the debate.48 
 
Whilst our exploration did not reveal that traffickers use video games as a tool to directly 
facilitate the exploitation of trafficked persons, it may be interesting to further investigate if 
                                                        
46 Parascandola, Rocco, Sandoval, Edgar, Yaniv, Oren, Hutchinson, Bill, “Florida model allegedly lured to New York on 
Instagram and forced to be sex slave”, Daily News, 16 July 2013. http://www.nydailynews.com/news/crime/cops-model-lured-
nyc-forced-hooker-article-1.1399559  
47 Stone, Karyn. “The new cyber trend in human trafficking: how to stay safe online.” MTV Exit, no date. 
http://mtvexit.org/blog/human-trafficking-goes-cyber-stay-online/  
48 Funk, Jeanne. B., Heidi, Baldacci, Tracie, Pasold, and Jennifer Baumgardner, “Violence exposure in real-life, video games, 
television, movies, and the internet: is there desensitization?” Journal of adolescence, 27(1), February 2004, pp. 23-39. 
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there is a relationship between playing such games and then going onto exploit persons; whether 
as consumers or traffickers. Moreover, as highlighted by ECPAT UK, during the TRACE 
validation workshop, there is a need to examine whether recruitment also takes place via online 
games. The games can have chat functions that are not always monitored and could therefore be 
an ideal place for traffickers to engage with gamers. Here however we face challenges with 
regard to privacy, if it is found that such games can be a forum for recruitment should they be 
monitored? If so by whom and how often? The same questions arise with respect to other online 
chat rooms, messaging services and forums. The relationship between technology and human 
trafficking causes speculation as to data protection and privacy issues. 
 

3.1.5   Dark-web  
The Dark Web refers to world wide web content that exists on the Dark Net49, where identities 
and IP addresses are hidden using encryption tools, and the content is not referenced by general 
search indexes (Google and Yahoo etc.). It contains the layer of content beneath the more 
widely publicly accessible layer of the Internet. Specifically, the Dark Web is: 
 

a collection of websites that are publicly visible, but hide the IP addresses of the servers that run 
them. Thus any web user can visit them, but it is very difficult to work out who is behind the 
sites. And you cannot find these sites using search engines. Almost all sites on the so-called Dark 
Web hide their identity using the Tor encryption tool.50 
 

In essence, the Dark Web is fertile ground for the facilitation of criminal activity because the 
perpetrators and the details of their transactions remain anonymous. This is because: 
 

Much of this Deep Web information is unstructured data gathered from sensors and other devices 
that may not reside in a database that can be scanned or “crawled” by search engines. Other deep 
Web data comes from temporary pages (such as advertisements for illegal sexual and similarly 
illicit services) that are removed before search engines can crawl them. Some areas of the deep 
Web are accessible using only special software such as the Tor Onion Router, which allows 
people to secretly share information anonymously via peer-to-peer connections rather than going 
through a centralized computer server.51 

 
The Dark Web provides an almost impenetrable platform for traffickers to advertise services, 
obtain fraudulent identity documents that are crucial to transferring trafficked persons to 
‘buyers’, as well as facilitate other methods and means, including for instance the exchange of 
money, by which trafficking and trafficking enterprises operate. However, this is not to say that 
traffickers categorically favour it over utilising the surface web in the same manner, although 
there are examples of its use.52 For example, certain websites on the Dark Web list girls for sale. 
One such website is “Black Death”. The website has recently moved, which is a common tactic 
used by those behind such websites to evade detection that can occur when there is a spark in a 
website’s popularity. An advertisement posted on the site at its previous location included two 

                                                        
49 A Dark Net is an overlay network that can only be accessed with specific software, configurations, or authorisation, often 
using non-standard communications protocols and ports. Two typical Dark Net types are friend-to-friend networks (usually used 
for file sharing with peer-to-peer connection) and anonymity networks such as Tor via an anonymised series of connections: 
Wikipedia, “Darknet”, no date. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darknet  
50 Egan, Matt., “What is the Dark Web? How to access the Dark Web. What’s the difference between the Dark Web and the 
Deep Web?”, PC Advisor, 20 August 2015. http://www.pcadvisor.co.uk/how-to/internet/what-is-dark-web-how-access-dark-
web-deep-3593569/  
51 Greenemeier, Larry, “Human Traffickers Caught on Hidden Internet”, Scientific American, 8 February 2015. 
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/human-traffickers-caught-on-hidden-internet/  
52 Ulster University, TRACE WP4 validation workshop on the role of technologies in human trafficking, TRACE project, 
Tilburg, the Netherlands, 29 September 2015. 
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pictures of a girl, bound and gagged and suspended from chains fixed to a ceiling. The caption 
accompanying the photographs contained the following information:53 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The brashness with which this person is presented for sale would indicate that traffickers feel a 
certain degree of invincibility when using the Dark Web to facilitate their enterprises. This is 
what makes the dark Web such a powerful tool for traffickers. Traffickers taking advantage of 
the anonymity provided by the Dark Web have recently attracted negative attention in the online 
media – in a number of articles and blog posts (although mostly in the US).54 The role that the 
Dark Web plays in human trafficking and other criminal activity also attracted global attention 
when an international operation, called “Operation Onymous” forced the closure of a number of 
‘hidden’ websites in November 2014.55 The target websites were marketplaces dealing in the 
sale of illegal goods and services, including drugs, weapons and sexual services. Operation 
Onymous was coordinated by Europol’s European Cybercrime Centre (EC3), the FBI, the US 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE), Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) and 
Eurojust, and resulted in 17 arrests of vendors and administrators running these online 
marketplaces and more than 410 hidden services being taken down.56 Whilst there exist a 
growing number of technological means to monitor activity on the dark web, the difficulty that 
Law Enforcement Agencies have is enforcing their findings with sufficient evidence, especially 
as the content on the Dark Web is prone to constant change. This is the very reason why the 
Dark Web is a sound channel for traffickers to implement their methods, especially in the 
anonymous sale of individuals. However, it is less likely that traffickers utilise the Dark Web for 
the purpose of recruitment, seeing as it requires a level of sophistication that, as a generalisation, 
would not accord with the general profile of those vulnerable to victimisation in this context, 
namely those who are more likely to be less educated about, or possess the skills required for, 
this deep layer of the Internet.  
 
                                                        
53 Cox, Joseph., “My Brief Encounter With a Dark Web ‘Human Trafficking’ Site”, Motherboard, 27 July 2015. 
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/my-brief-encounter-with-a-dark-web-human-trafficking-site  
54 See for example, Op. cit. Greenemeier, 2015; Siegel, Robert., “Investigators use New tool To Comb Deep Web For Human 
Traffickers”, npr special series, 6 July 2015; “The Dark Net and Human Trafficking: Is There a Connection?”, A21 Blog, no 
date. http://www.a21.org/content/the-dark-net-and-human-trafficking-is-there-a-connection/gjdplv?permcode=gjdplv; “Human 
Trafficking on the Darknet”, Darknet Injustice blog, 4 May 2015. http://darknetinjustice.tumblr.com  
55 “Global Action Against Dark Markets on Tor Network”, Europol, 7 November 2014. 
https://www.europol.europa.eu/content/global-action-against-dark-markets-tor-network    
56 Ibid. 

“Name: Nicole 
Age: 18 years old 
Ethnic origin: Caucasian 
Country of Origin: United States 
Abducted in: Paris 
Held in: EU 
Weight: 47kg 
Measurements: 32A-24-34 
No STDs 
Nicole’s starting bid is set at 150,000$. 
Auction set to 19 July 2015.”1 
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Despite this, discussions at the TRACE validation workshop highlighted the fact that the surface 
web is still very much utilised in the context of trafficking, and the Dark Web may not be used 
by traffickers as much as it would be expected given the possibility for anonymity that it 
presents. The precise usage statistics of trafficking related activity carried out on the Dark Web 
would be useful in assisting law enforcement agencies in combatting trafficking facilitated via 
this means. This is an area that requires further research. 
 
Nevertheless, the Dark Web presents a unique problem because the identities and dealings of its 
users are encrypted and anonymised. This problem means that it is difficult to mitigate its 
impact without employing technological tool, such as crawler tools, that seek to de-anonymise 
the content of the Dark Web. This in turn, raises a number of legal and ethical hurdles that relate 
to privacy and data protection in Europe, despite de-anonymisation being the sole way to 
uncover traffickers in the midst of their trafficking operations. As will be seen in Section X, in 
the US, the Defence Advanced Research Agency57 has developed an Internet search tool, called 
Memex, for that very purpose in the pursuit of detecting traffickers who use the Dark Web to 
facilitate their activities. With the Memex example, it can detect whether photographs used on 
suspected trafficking sites are taken with the same camera, or at what location and can connect 
the advertisers to contacts via telephone numbers.58 In Europe, such a tool could be exempt from 
otherwise relevant privacy and data protections such as those proscribed by the European Data 
Protection Directive 95/46/EC under the exception for use of personal data during “the 
prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences”59. Although, 
responsible innovation that accords with best practice would also consider compliance with the 
requirements of that Directive.  Thus, further research into the use of these technologies may 
lead to the development of tools designed for this specific reason that are both compliant and 
effective and can prevent the ease of use of the Dark Web to facilitate THB. Recently, Interpol 
developed its own cryptocurrency and simulated online marketplaces for participants to role-
play vendors, buyers and administrators of Dark Web websites. Live law enforcement 
“takedowns” of the simulated sites were carried out to help enhance the understanding of the 
technical infrastructure of the Tor network. The training initiative is thought to be the first of its 
kind and could be a precursor to a significant international crackdown on dark web activities.60 
Enhanced understanding of the Dark web infrastructure by Law Enforcement Agencies, as well 
the development of tools to monitor and combat the use of the Dark Web in THB will become 
increasingly important, as Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance, Jr. points out: “There's no 
question that it [the dark web] is a continually changing environment and we need all the help 
we can get technologically and otherwise to stay on pace with the criminals.” Unless law 
enforcement agencies are better equipped to deal with trafficking that is facilitated by the Dark 
Web, a large portion of the industry will continue to utilise the dark Web to facilitate trafficking 
without fear or threat of detection. 
 

3.1.6   E-mail   
E-mail is a commonly used term for ‘electronic mail’ it is “one of the most widely used features 
of the Internet, along with the web. It allows you to send and receive messages to and from 
anyone with an email address, anywhere in the world”.61 In the mid-1990’s, as examined by 
Hughes, the use of e-mail provided some clients of the sex industry with a means of paying for 

                                                        
57 “About DARPA”, Defence Adavanced Research Agency, no date. http://www.darpa.mil/about-us/about-darpa  
58 Op. cit. Greenemeier, 2015.  
59 European Parliament and the Council, Directive 95/46/EC of 24.10.1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the 
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, OJ L 281, 23.11.1995, Article 13 1 (d). 
60 Cuthbertson, Anthony, “Interpol Creates Cryptocurrency to Fight Bitcoin Crimes on the  Dark Web”, International Business 
Times, 3 September 2015. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/interpol-cryptocurrency-fight-bitcoin-crimes-dark-web-1518264  
61 “Email”, Tech Terms Online, 31 October, 2014. http://techterms.com/definition/email  
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access to pornographic material or engage in online prostitution via the Internet.62 Although e-
mail may no longer be a means of paying for the results of sexual exploitation, it has progressed 
as a tool for facilitating the greater exploitation of trafficked persons online. Today, e-mail 
remains a unique application to facilitating THB, as without an e-mail address (whether bogus 
or real) traffickers are unable to utilise applications on the web such as social networking sites, 
advertisement and classifies sites and other forms of web-based services. Many of these 
applications require an e-mail address to be able to sign-up and use these applications. 
Consequently, e-mail also plays a role in the recruitment of trafficked persons via its interaction 
with other applications. 
 
Furthermore, as identified by Miller, e-mail provides a form of communication for traffickers, 
potential clients and others to communicate and formulate ‘business arrangements’ with one 
another and is therefore a key tool in the facilitation and exploitation of trafficked persons.63 E-
mail is thus also a potential form of evidence for the prosecution of traffickers. 
 

3.1.7   Online dating sites 
Not much has been written in academic literature about online dating sites and the relationship it 
has with facilitating THB. As such,  the first conclusion reached is that there is a need for on-
going and comprehensive research in this field. However, various media reports and blogs64 
speak to a world order where online dating can be a tool for recruitment. In September 2014 the 
BBC reported that: 
 

“Some victims had initially responded to online dating sites’.65 In addition, intelligence gathered 
by the National Crime Agency (UK) has highlighted the use of online dating to recruit trafficked 
persons.”66  

 
Although, it should be highlighted that the BBC and the Crime Agency do not reveal the exact 
source of their findings, which casts some questions as to the reliability of their information and 
emphasises the need for further research. During the course of the primary research for TRACE, 
we were also informed by a Bulgarian lawyer that Internet dating websites are used for THB.’67 
The case of Elizabeth Shuvalova, presented below, is perhaps amongst one of the most cited 
examples of the use of online dating websites in relation to THB and it is worth considering for 
it highlights the link between online dating and recruitment.68 
 

                                                        
62 Hughes, Donna M., “The Internet and Sex Industries: Partners in Global Sex Exploitation”, Technology and Society 
Magazine, Spring 2000. http://www.uri.edu/artsci/wms/hughes/siii.htm.  
63 Miller, Christa M., “Mobile Forensics & Human Trafficking”, Officer.com, 24 January 2014. 
http://www.officer.com/article/11145118/mobile-forensics-human-trafficking.  
64 See for example a blog post by Conscious Trafficking, “On-Line Dating and Human Trafficking”, Human Trafficking Watch, 
July 23, 2010. http://nohumantrafficking.blogspot.co.uk/2010/07/on-line-dating-and-human-trafficking.html  
65 “Rise in UK trafficking and slavery”, BBC News Online, 2014. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-29420184  
66 National Crime Agency, “National Crime Agency - NCA Human Trafficking Report reveals 22% rise in potential victims”, 
National Crime Agency Online, 2015. http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/news-listings/452-nca-human-trafficking-
report-reveals-22-rise-in-potential-victims  
67 Bulgarian lawyer x, TRACE interview conducted by Animus Association, Bulgaria, 2015. 
68 “From online romance to real life slavery”, Slavery Blog, 2010. http://www.wearelostandfound.org/slavery-blog/from-online-
romance-to-real-life-slavery  
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In many ways online dating can capture the relationship between facilitating human trafficking 
and technology. A person’s vulnerability is one of the most important factors in recruiting 
potential trafficked persons, taking as a starting point that on some level trafficked persons are 
searching for something. Whether they are in need of a job, love or a migration route. On a 
platform such as a dating website, a chat room, forum, Skype or messaging service an 
individual’s vulnerability becomes visible to a trafficker and provides the trafficker with the 
space, behind the invisible cloak of the Internet, to make attractive promises.  
 
The organisation, Online Dating Tips writes: ‘While we have never personally heard of a sex 
trafficking case on any of our websites, we still think you should be aware of all the facts to stay 
safe online.’69 Subsequently they provide guidance on how to be safe online and avoid falling 
prey to traffickers. The provision of tips for staying safe online is a commendable approach and 
could be widely implemented across online dating sites to inform users of their potential 
recruitment for the purpose of THB. In addition, it is worth considering the benefits associated 
with adopting a policy or legislation that would require online dating companies to run 
background checks on customers to ensure a safe dating experience. However, the current 
situation appears to be that there is no appropriate and/or cost effective technology that would 
allow companies to carry out such checks, and consideration of privacy and data protection 
issues require consideration in this context. It is nevertheless a field worth exploring.  
 

3.1.8   Online forums  
Access to various online services, such as adult websites, has given rise to online forums where 
various sexual services are the subject of reviews, discussions, and recommendations. This is 
not too dissimilar to other markets where consumers read reviews online before purchasing a 
good. The importance of forums has gained such recognition that activists have developed a 
phrase to describe these forums as “john boards”. In brief “john boards” are websites where 
individuals can rate women/men, brothels, sites and discuss their experiences online. In an 
interview with a Non-Government Organisation (NGO) worker from the United States, TRACE 
was told of eroticmp.com70 and theeroticreview.com71 as some of the leading sites for reviews.72 
In Europe, similar sites exist where punters describe the service they received in detail including 
by whom and where the service was provided. It is also possible to find punters commenting on 
the age of the sex worker, which could be used by law enforcement agencies to locate under age 
sex workers.73 
 

                                                        
69 Cupid Media, “On line dating tips”, no date. http://www.onlinedatingsafetytips.com/SexTrafficking.cfm  
70 “Home”, Erotic Massage Parlours and Erotic Massage Parlour Reviews, no date. http://eroticmp.com/  
71 “Home”, The Erotic Review, no date. http://www.theeroticreview.com/  
72 NGO worker x, TRACE interview, 23 January 2015. 
73 For European examples see the following websites: “UKpunting”, https://www.ukpunting.com/; “Hookers”, 
http://www.hookers.nl/forum.php  

Case study: Ms Shuvalova 
Elizabeth Shuvalova, a Russian national, accepted Joseph Cunningham’s marriage proposal after a 
two-year relationship using the online dating site eHarmony. Once in the USA and residing at 
Cunningham’s, Elizabeth and her daughter were forced to work long hours without pay, verbally 
abused and held captive inside the home. 
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3.1.9   Peer-to-peer networks  
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks consist of “distributed systems in which nodes of equal roles and 
capabilities exchange information and services directly with each other”.74 P2Ps enable the 
sharing of large volumes of data by “distributing the main costs (disk space for storing the files 
and bandwidth for transferring them) across the peers in the network”.75 Examples of renowned 
P2P networks include the music sharing site Napster, as well as more recent networks such as 
Pirate Bay and Isohunt. These sites are renowned for the sharing of entertainment related 
content. It is important to note that file sharing is no longer restricted to P2P, but is also 
facilitated by the many forms of cloud based services, and thus further research into the role of 
different sharing mechanisms would be of benefit. 
 
As Hughes76 observes, P2P networks are a useful tool for requesting and sharing or transmitting 
files including images, text files, and video content across devices, and can therefore contribute 
to the demand for pornographic material. The documented sharing of pornographic material in 
P2P networks77 is indicative of this practice. The rise and growth of P2P networks prompted 
Internet service providers to respond in technical ways, for example by blocking sites or filtering 
traffic. This contributed to the decentralisation and encryption of the P2P networks, thereby 
enabling the illicit transfer of vast amounts of data.78 As P2P networks form decentralised 
systems, meaning that there is no central server through which all communications pass, there 
are no transmission logs. This means that transmissions of data are untraceable, which makes it 
attractive for perpetrators of THB.79,80 Consequently, the ease of use of P2Ps to facilitate THB 
by the sharing of material, such as pornography, prompts a call for a legally compliant tool to 
identify, monitor and track the origins of illegal data files containing illegal pornographic 
material when they are transmitted via file sharing websites. 
 

3.1.10   Social Networking Sites  
Social Network Sites (SNS) are understood in the context of this report as an:  
 

online community that allows people, through a built-up profile, to meet, communicate, keep in 
touch, share pictures and videos with other community members with whom a connection is 
shared. The social network structure includes having a profile, friends and groups. Some social 
networks also allow users to personalise their profile using widgets or to create their own blog 
entries.81  

 
While there are many SNS, some of the well-known examples of SNS include: Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter and YouTube. As identified previously, adult entertainment websites enable 
traffickers to advertise their “service/s” and exploit individuals and similarly, SNS are 
particularly useful in recruitment. An in-depth study based on primary research of human 
trafficking online by Latonero et al. revealed that within the US, SNS were being used for the 
                                                        
74 Yang, Beverly and Hector Garcia-Molina, “Improving Search in Peer-to-Peer Networks,” Proceedings 22nd International 
Conference on Distributed Computing Systems, Distributed Computer Systems, 2002, p.5.  
75 Ibid. 
76 Hughes, D. M., “The Use of New Communications and Information Technologies for Sexual Exploitation of Women and 
Children,” Hastings Women’s Law Journal, Vol. 13, No. 1, 2002, pp. 129–148. 
77 Döring, Nicola M. “The Internet’s impact on sexuality: A critical review of 15 years of research”, Computers in human 
Behaviour, Vol. 25, No. 5, 2009, pp. 1089 – 1101.  
78 Johnson, M. Eric, Dan McGuire, and Nicholas D. Willey, “The Evolution of the Peer-to-Peer File Sharing Industry and the 
Security Risks for Users”, Proceedings of the 41st Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, 2008. 
http://digitalstrategies.tuck.dartmouth.edu/cds-uploads/publications/pdf/30750383_1.pdf  
79 Op. cit. Hughes, 2002, pp. 145. 
80 Op. cit. Johnson et al., 2008. 
81 ENISA, “Online as soon as it happens”, 2010. http://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/cert/security-
month/deliverables/2010/onlineasithappens   
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recruitment of persons and for advertising purposes with regards to the THB for sexual 
exploitation.82 An update to this study in 2012, confirmed that SNS were helping to facilitate 
THB, and crucial to this continued use of SNS is the vast expanse of mobile devices, which 
enable access to the web and support traffickers’ efforts to recruit (further information on the 
role of mobiles will be discussed in Section 3.2).83 
 
Additionally, as identified in D1.3 of the TRACE project:  
 

In Latvia, recruitment most often takes place via social network websites, such as draugiem.lv or 
facebook.com, where with one click an unknown person becomes ‘approved’ as a friend. These 
websites provides a platform for sharing details of our everyday life and the opportunity to 
display emotion publicly, which makes it easy to observe and approach a potential victim who 
shows signs of being in a vulnerable emotional state... Although interaction on the Internet may 
be between people of different generations, trust can be established very quickly.84  

 
One trafficker who completed a questionnaire during the TRACE project acknowledged that 
Facebook is a useful means for looking up girls, chatting to them as part of 
recruitment/befriending, and/or publicising the service they provide.85 
 
The various studies and newspapers examined for this report indicate a focus on the use of 
Facebook for the purpose of human trafficking. For instance, a study by Cook and Heinl (2014) 
found that in Asia, children under the age of 18 are particularly vulnerable to being trafficked 
via SNS: “In the first instance, a young person might receive a friend notification from an 
unknown person but still accept the request. They increase exchanges, agree to meet and after 
continued social media interaction they meet again. The child is subsequently trafficked.”86 To 
show the extent to which this is happening, Cook and Heinl report from a study by MTV EXIT, 
that in Indonesia alone, one quarter of missing children are thought to have been trafficked via 
Facebook. Equally, authors found that traffickers in Sweden tend to recruit via social media: 
‘Traffickers target prospective victims by posting online employment vacancies for various 
types of jobs within the sex industry, both locally situated and outside the country of origin.’87  
 

3.2 HARDWARE 
This sub-section aims to show how different types of hardware can facilitate human trafficking. 
In this section we will provide readers with an analysis of some of the more prominent hardware 
that have been identified as being used to facilitate THB, including: camera and video 
technologies and associated outputs, desktops, laptops and tablets, scanners, the telephone and 
television. 
 

3.2.1   Camera and video technologies and associated outputs 
Cameras and video cameras provide a means of capturing still and moving images of those 
people being trafficked. With digital photography processing now available, the digital cameras 
and digital video cameras provide instant access to material. Furthermore, with the widespread 
proliferation of smart phones, users have cameras and video cameras at their disposal without 
having to carry additional equipment. In the course of the TRACE project, partners were 
                                                        
82 Op. cit. Latonero et al., 2011. 
83 Op. cit. Latonero et al. 2012.  
84 Op. cit. Spapens et al., 2014.  
85 The National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons, TRACE research questionnaire completed by Traffickers “7” “11” and 
“17”, Romania, 2015. 
86 Cook, Alistair D. B., and H. Heinl, Caitriona, “New Avenues for Regional Cooperation: Tackling Human Trafficking in Asia, 
RSIS Commentaries, 2014, p.2. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/Digital-Library/Publications/Detail/?lng=en&id=178588. (p. 2) 
87 Op. cit Spapens et al., 2014, p. 32. 
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informed by a trafficker88 that video-chat is a new technology used in the THB industry, 
illustrating the difference between present day technologies and past. From the point of view of 
facilitating THB, images and video material can be used to further exploit trafficked persons and 
function in conjunction with different types of applications and software examined in Section 
3.1. For instance, as seen in Section 3.1, photographic and video material can be used for 
advertising trafficked people (e.g., via social networking sites, forums and classified sites). 
Furthermore, as argued by Hughes photographic and video content are used for exploitation 
purposes via the sharing and advertising of persons for the purpose of sexual exploitation on 
adult entertainment sites and other advertising venues online (See Section 3.1 for further 
information).89  
 
Video and image material need not simply be used for the purpose of sexual exploitation, but 
may also contribute to enabling other types of THB. For instance, as identified by the UNODC 
the forgery of documents such as passports, national identify cards which may require image 
based documentation is a crime within THB that contributes to the facilitation of THB.90  
 
As such, video and image material should be considered a key form of evidence in the 
prosecution of trafficking cases. Recognising the various applications that can play ‘host’ to 
video and image material is vital to gathering evidence from the many different applications that 
are now contributing to facilitating THB.  Accordingly, material and the devices used to capture 
this material should not be treated in isolation of application and software (e.g., social 
networking sites). 
 

3.2.2   Desktops,  laptops,  tablets  and printers 
Desktop and laptop computers, and tablets are forms of hardware that provide a means for 
traffickers to record, edit, transmit and receive information across the globe. At its simplest 
level, a desktop computer is a form of computer that is predominantly stationary and used in the 
home or office. Alternatively, whilst a laptop can also be used at home or in an officer, unlike a 
desktop, a laptop comes with a battery that enables it to be used whilst on the go and travelling. 
As the digital age booms, we are also faced with increasingly mobile tools including tablets that 
act in a similar manner to a laptop in that they are mobile, but furthermore, they are smaller and 
more compact in that they do not require a keyboard or mouse to access them, but rather, the 
user can utilise the touch screen functionality with an in-built keyboard. Over time computing 
solutions have become increasingly inexpensive and as a result are available to a wide range of 
users possessing the skills to utilise them. As identified by a trafficker that completed a 
questionnaire in the course of the TRACE project, computers and laptops can also be used for 
forging documents (e.g., passports).91 Hardware such as desktops and laptops are instrumental in 
the counterfeiting of documentation for THB. A report by the UK’s National Crime Agency 
provides evidence of the use of counterfeit documents for the trafficking of children for the 
purpose of falsely claiming financial support in the UK92. 
 
These computing solutions have been identified within this analysis as possessing the capacity 
to facilitate THB as they provide users with the means to access the various applications and are 

                                                        
88 The National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons, TRACE research questionnaire completed by trafficker “7”, Romania, 
2015. 
89 Op. cit. Hughes, 2013. 
90 UNODC, “Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons”, 2008.https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-
trafficking/2008/electronic-toolkit/electronic-toolkit-to-combat-trafficking-in-persons---index.html  
91 Animus Association Foundation, TRACE research questionnaire completed by trafficker “1.1”, Bulgaria, 2015. 
92 CEOP Command, “The trafficking of children into and within the UK for benefit fraud purposes”, 2010. 
https://www.ceop.police.uk/Documents/CEOPChild_trafficking_for_Benefit_Fraud_Assessment_Oct2010.pdf  
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thus vital to those involved in the trafficking of human beings. Accordingly, from a prosecution 
perspective, they may therefore provide prosecutors with vital evidence. 
 

3.2.3   Scanners   
It is an irrefutable fact that a trafficker’s modus operandi will make use of all available tools that 
will help facilitate the crime, and this includes every day technologies such as scanners. To put 
simply, scanners are used to turn hardcopy images and documents into electronic formats 
available to upload on to the Internet.93 However, a literature review and interviews with 
stakeholders did not confirm whether scanners are still widely used in light of the availability 
and accessibility of devices taking and transmitting digital photography. Thus, the inexpense 
and availability of digital technology means that anyone can easily exploit children and adults of 
both sexes.94 
 
Similarly to scanning images, traffickers are likely to scan fake passports and other documents.95 
This was evidenced when computers seized in a raid were examined and, Police were able to 
view scanned images and use them in evidence to prove that an individual has been involved in 
the crime of THB. 
 

3.2.4   Telephone 
No longer restricted to landline phones, telephones are now available in a relatively low-cost 
fashion via mobile devices. As reported by Latonero et al. the use of mobile phones for 
facilitating THB is not to be ignored, for as the World Bank claim, up to 75% of the global 
population has access to a mobile phone.96 For Latonero et al.: 
 

Traffickers are able to recruit, advertise, organize, and communicate primarily—or even 
exclusively—via mobile phone, effectively streamlining their activities and expanding their 
criminal networks. In short, human traffickers and criminal networks are taking advantage of 
technology to reach larger audiences and to do illicit business more quickly and efficiently across 
greater distances.97 

 
Latonero et al. study of the role of mobile phones in THB in the United States (US) revealed that 
mobile networks and devices are one of the most important tools that help to facilitate sex 
trafficking of minors in the US.98 A case illustrating the role of the telephone in facilitating THB 
can be seen with the prosecution of a trafficker in January 2013 in Tulsa County District Court  
(US) who was charged with human trafficking and the use of the Internet and telephone to 
“facilitate a prostitution business involving the sex trafficking of children”.99 As expressed in an 
interview in TRACE with a barrister, it is often the case that trafficked persons are controlled 
via their mobile phone.100 As identified in Table 3 below, the traffickers, who were interviewed 
as part of the TRACE project, also confirmed the same.  
 
 
 

                                                        
93 Op. cit Hughes, 2002, p. 132.  
94 Op. cit Hughes, 1999. 
95 Kathleen Maltzahn, “Digital Dangers Information & Communication, Technologies and Trafficking in Women”, APC Issue 
Papers, 2012. http://www.unapcict.org/ecohub/resources/digital-dangers-information-communication  
96 Op. cit Latonero et al., 2012, p. iv. 
97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Op. cit Harper, 2013.  
100 UK Barrister x, TRACE interview, Skype, 1 October 2014. 
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Table 3: Use of mobile phones by traffickers 
Question Answer 

What technologies do you usually use to facilitate your 
acts of trafficking? 

I) Mobile phones.101 102 
II) We were talking on Facebook, by mobile phone.103 
III) The phones for meeting. The trafficking was made 
in a verbal way, face to face.104 

Which different technologies do you know that help to 
prevent human trafficking? 

Mobile phone was used for ads and for phone 
number.105 

 
Furthermore, the use of pay-as-you-go mobile phone sim cards that facilitate a network 
connection to a mobile phone are inexpensive, and as a consequence can be utilised in a fairly 
transient manner by both traffickers and those they traffic so as to avoid detection.106 This use 
was observed by one police officer that was interviewed during the course of the TRACE 
project:  
 

Traffickers use basic technology that is easily available – they use technology predominantly to 
communicate. However, traffickers are smart and they learn from their mistakes; they use 
technology in such a way that the police cannot use it against them. For example they use pre 
paid phones and regularly change sim cards. In addition they use accounts such as Gmail as it is 
hard for Police to get access to accounts.107 

 
An interview with border security personnel during the TRACE project revealed that coded 
language can be used by traffickers in order to avoid detection.108 As such, the use of 
untraceable mobile phones adds to the complexity of detecting THB.109  
 
It is important to note that mobile phones are not simply a means of two-way voice 
communication, but also enable the sending and sharing of text messages, including multimedia 
messages such as video and photographic content. More recently, advances in smart mobile 
phones that enable access to the Internet can also be used to access other technologies that can 
facilitate THB (e.g., social networking sites and adult entertainment sites). Latonero et al. found 
that in the US telephone numbers are synonymous with sites advertising trafficked persons (e.g., 
classifieds). Their study of publicly available data on a Los Angeles section of a popular 
classified site in 2012 found that:110  
 

• Of 18,429 posts in a three-month period – only 4,753 unique telephone numbers were 
included in the posts. 
o Of those unique numbers, 2050 were included once during the three months. 2,073 

numbers existed across multiple postings. 
                                                        
101 Animus Association Foundation, TRACE research questionnaire completed by trafficker “3.4”, Bulgaria, 2015. 
102 The National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons, TRACE research questionnaire completed by trafficker “3”, Romania, 
2015. 
103 The National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons, TRACE research questionnaire completed by trafficker “11”, 
Romania, 2015. 
104 The National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons, TRACE research questionnaire completed by trafficker “23”, 
Romania, 2015. 
105 The National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons, TRACE research questionnaire completed by trafficker “7”, Romania, 
2015. 
106 Denning, Whitney, “Technology Takes on Trafficking: How Data Collection Is Changing the International Fight Against 
Modern Slavery”, Denver Journal of International Law and Policy, 2013. http://djilp.org/4510/technology-takes-on-trafficking-
how-data-collection-is-changing-the-international-fight-against-modern-slavery-part-3-of-3/  
107 Police officer x, TRACE interview, Warsaw, Poland, 22 October 2014. 
108 Polish Border agency officer x, TRACE interview, Warsaw, Poland, 13 November 2014. 
109 Op. cit Latonero et al., 2012, p. 33. 
110 Ibid., p. 24. 
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o 80% of the unique numbers were mobile numbers. 
 
Latonero et al. have further highlighted the growing interoperability of mobile phones and web 
services:111 
 

Logistical information such as time, place, pricing, and types of services are communicated 
through phone calls or text messages on mobile phones. As an increasing number of websites 
develop mobile applications, posting of advertisements can be done primarily via mobile phone, 
as can viewing and responding to these advertisements.  

 
Thus, within THB, telephones are crucial devices that enable those involved in the trafficking 
process to recruit, transport, control112 and exploit trafficked persons. Understanding their value 
and how they are used is crucial to combating this modern form of slavery from both a law 
enforcement perspective as well as by those seeking to disrupt and prevent THB.113 For Miller, a 
key resource to utilising the evidence of mobile phone content for persecution purposes lies with 
mobile phone forensics where information found on a mobile device (e.g., call logs, text 
messages or voicemails) may provide valuable information and evidence.114  
 

3.2.5   Television  
This section discusses the role of TV programing services such as cable television (TV) and 
satellite TV. The two services deliver TV channels in different methods. Cable TV relies on 
radio frequency whilst satellite delivers programming via communications satellites.115 The 
benefit of either cable or satellite TV is the availability of a rich amount of channels; including 
access to oversees channels. The popularity of cable and satellite TV means that it is a powerful 
tool in delivering news and entertainment to audiences around the world. Importantly for this 
report, the content of entertainment can also include pornography and as argued by Hughes in 
2002, only one in eight major cable companies in the US does not offer pornographic movies.116 
Similarly the Guardian has argued that ‘Adult TV stations are leading a boom in new channel 
launches across Europe.’117 It is not the purpose of this report to engage in a debate whether TV 
channels that show pornography should be banned or censored. What we aim to show is that 
there could be a darker side to the function of cable and satellite TV.  
 
Furthermore, Rich has argued that the high competition in the cable TV pornography business 
has meant that videos become rougher and more degrading.118 As such there is a possibility for 
pornography on TV to show exploitation. Accordingly, within this report we view pornography 
on TV, not by focusing on whether it exemplifies patriarchy and helps keep it in place, but by 
highlighting that it could be a place where humans are used as a means to an exploitative end.  
The actors can at times be vulnerable persons who are made to perform acts against their will.119 
According to Farley, “porn and internet sex shows are markets for the exploitation of trafficked 

                                                        
111 Ibid., p. 32. 
112 Prosecutor x, TRACE interview, 1 September 2014. 
113 Op. cit. Latonero et al., 2012, p. 32. 
114 Miller, Christa M., “Mobile Forensics & Human Trafficking”, Officer.com, 24 January 2014. 
http://www.officer.com/article/11145118/mobile-forensics-human-trafficking 
115 See Diffen, “Cable vs. Satellite TV”, no date. http://www.diffen.com/difference/Cable_TV_vs_Satellite_TV  
116 Op. cit. Hughes, 2002, p. 130. 
117 Timms, Dominic, “Porn drives European TV channel growth”, The Guardian, 13 September 2005. 
http://www.theguardian.com/media/2005/sep/13/broadcasting  
118 Frank Rich, “Naked Capitalists”, N.Y. Times Magazine, May 20, 2001. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/20/magazine/naked-capitalists.html  
119 See for example Snow, Aurora, “Porn Star can be sexually assaulted too: why adult actresses have a hard time reporting” The 
daily beast, 25 April 2015. http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/04/25/porn-stars-can-be-sexually-assaulted-too-why-
adult-actresses-have-a-hard-time-reporting.html  
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victims.” Following this argument, pornography can be another avenue for women and men to 
be trafficked.120 Nevertheless, this does not need to be the case as it could be a forum in which 
consenting adults participate. 
 
It is difficult to conclude on the direct relationship between cable and satellite TV and 
pornography and the role it plays in facilitating human trafficking. However, it undoubtedly has 
some impact, although the extent of that impact remains in question. Relevantly, in our 
interviews with traffickers and professionals working in the field of addressing THB we did not 
make note of TV programs as a technology that plays a great role in facilitating THB.  
 
 

3.3 DISCUSSION 
Technology is not a cause of human trafficking, but like so many factors it can contribute to the 
conduct of the crime. Technological solutions facilitate communication and easy travel, all key 
ingredients of the business of THB. At first instance, it should be highlighted that many of these 
applications and hardware work together to facilitate THB and thus should not be treated in 
isolation from one another. An example of this is the interaction between hardware such as 
tablets and telephones, and associated video and image material and applications such as SNS – 
which are also facilitated by e-mail. The following figure shows this interaction of hardware and 
applications and software in order to use SNS for recruitment purposes. 

 
 
 
In our research we noted that there is a disproportionate amount of attention paid to sexual 
exploitation. This is still the practice across the anti human trafficking field in general. O’Brien 
opines that the human trafficking victim is frequently perceived to be trafficked for sexual 
exploitation: “a clear commonality amongst the campaigns reviewed is a prioritising of sex 
trafficking as opposed to trafficking for other forms of labour in the experiences of trafficking 
depicted.”121 Copic and Simeunovic-Patic argue that consequently,  “stereotypes regarding 
‘ideal victims’ impact the recognition/legitimacy of those victims who do not share such defined 
demographic and personal characteristics.”122 It is paramount that technology studies, 

                                                        
120 Op. cit. Farley, 2007. 
121 Op. cit. O’Brien, p.317. 
122 Copic, S., and B. Simeunovic-Patic, “Victims of Human Trafficking: Meeting Victims' Needs?”, in John Winterdyk, Philip L 
Reichel and Benjamin Perrin (ed.), Human Trafficking, CRC Press Inc, 2012,  p.271. 
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innovations and solutions do not repeat the errors of solely focusing on the sexual exploitation 
of human beings. Further research need to be invested to demonstrates the link between 
applications and other types of THB.  
 
As shown in this section, SNS and key applications that enable two-way communication and the 
sharing of video and image material are instrumental in the recruitment and exploitation of 
trafficked persons. While it is evident that SNS are instrumental in THB today, what is not 
known is the extent to which different SNS function in different EU Member States in relation 
to facilitating THB. Such a study would yield important data for understand the positioning of 
SNS within the modus operandi of THB, and would support law enforcement efforts in 
understanding what SNS to pay attention to, particularly as social media use varies in different 
Member States.123 
 
It was also raised during the TRACE validation workshop that SNS users frequently disclose 
information about themselves, knowingly or unknowingly. This can take place when posting a 
tweet, Facebook post, uploading a picture to Instagram, or checking in at a hotel via 
TripAdvisor. Due to technical advances, such as location tracking, and the openness of many 
SNS, it is possible for traffickers to gain a wide pool of data on trafficked persons. This includes 
information as to their whereabouts after they have escaped the trafficking situation. It thus 
becomes paramount that individuals are educated about the dangers of public information. In 
particular, parents, teachers and guardians need to be educated about matters such as privacy 
settings and who can view users’ profiles so that they can assist with keeping children safe 
online.   
 
We cannot think about technology facilitating human trafficking without observing that forced 
labour practices exist in the technology sector. It is not surprising anymore to read in papers that 
“widespread forced labor [sic] is embedded in a major manufacturing hub for the global 
electronics industry…”124 There is an increasing amount of research focusing on the role of 
exploitative practices in the technology sector, documenting: 
 

“the routine and widespread seizure of workers passports; the need for the vast majority of 
foreign workers to buy their jobs through excessive ‘fees’ charged by job brokers operating 
across international boundaries; and huge debts for workers’ families from paying those fees that 
often leave migrants trapped on factory floors.”125  

 
This paints a clear picture that THB is not facilitated only by gangs seeking to exploit women 
for sex but that THB can be present in a number of aspects of daily life. This report therefore 
stresses the importance of fair practices in the labour sector and the importance of focusing on 
supply chains (see section 4.1.19). 
  

                                                        
123 Kemp, S., “Digital, Social and Mobile worldwide in 2015’, We are Social, 2015. http://wearesocial.net/tag/statistics/  
124 Cam Simpson, “Forced labor in Tech: It’s Not a Buf, It’s a Feature”, BloombergBusiness, September 2014. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2014-09-17/forced-labor-in-malaysian-technology-factories-its-not-a-bug-its-a-feature   
125 Ibid. 
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4 TECHNOLOGIES USED TO COMBAT AND PREVENT THB 
Chapter four details the various technologies that have been identified as playing a role in 
helping to combat and prevent THB. Within this report, combating human trafficking includes 
actions taken in reaction to human trafficking. Although the EU Human Trafficking Directive 
does not define the term “combating”, the same suggests that human trafficking has already 
occurred and therefore needs a criminal justice/enforcement response. Such technologies range 
from online databases, to collaborative tools for understanding THB and to aid in the (overall) 
fight against THB. Alternatively, initiatives aimed at preventing THB through technology target 
the time period before the acts have occurred, and seek to lessen the risk for potential trafficked 
persons. Article 18 of Directive 2011/36/EU126 defines “prevention” as measures, taken by the 
Member States, which “discourage and reduce the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation 
related to trafficking in human beings.” These measures, according to the Directive, involve 
education and training activities, such as information and awareness-raising campaigns, 
research, training of officials and the criminalisation of the use of the services typically provided 
by trafficked persons (e.g., sex services). The use of the Internet in the prevention of THB is 
specifically mentioned in the Directive. Other sources also recognise the potential for 
technological tools in the prevention, exposing and monitoring of human trafficking.127 
Prevention of trafficking in persons through the use of ICTs, such as web-based technologies, or 
other types of technology can have at least three main purposes:  
 

1. Behavioural and attitudinal change and a higher level of information128 through raising 
awareness activities to the general public or specific target groups. 

2. Reducing vulnerabilities among persons at risk through different programs - labour 
insertion programs, labour requalification programs, digital literacy programs, improving 
the quality of the trafficked persons assistance programs, different activities meant to 
educate the people to adopt a responsible use of the internet, training programs for 
specialists working in the field of prevention of trafficking and others 

3. Social empowerment for civic responsibility and action against trafficking in persons 
 
As with the previous chapter, this Chapter is split into two sub-sections: applications and 
software, and, hardware.  
 

4.1 APPLICATIONS AND SOFTWARE 
Section 4.1 aims to examine those applications and software that may play a role in preventing 
and combatting THB. Focus is placed on 20 technologies ranging from adult entertainment 
websites and crowdsourcing, to databases and podcasts. 
 

4.1.1   Adult  entertainment and dating websites  
In Chapter three partners explained how adult entertainment and dating websites can facilitate 
THB. In respect of these technologies it is also important to see what practical relevance they 
can have in the respective fight on preventing the crime. The online service Backpage.com 
(mentioned above that allows for the advertisement of adult services) has in fact been described 

                                                        
126 Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and the Council of 5 April 2011 on preventing and combating trafficking 
in human beings and protecting its victims, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA. 
127 Latonero, Mark, Bronwyn Wex and Meredith Dank, Technology and Labor Trafficking in a Network Society, University of 
Southern California Annenberg: Center on Communication Leadership and Policy, February 2015. 
http://communicationleadership.usc.edu/pubs/USC_Tech%20and%20Labor%20Trafficking_Feb2015.pdf. 
128 National Agency against Trafficking in Persons, Conducting prevention campaigns in the field of trafficking in human beings 
Practical Guidebook, Alpha Media Print 2009, p.37.    
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in the media as aiding prevention efforts.129 An article in Seattle Times recognised that 
Backpage.com employs: 

 
“a triple-tiered policing system that includes automated filtering and two levels of manual review of 

the adult and personal categories. It also responds to law-enforcement subpoenas within 24 hours or 
less in almost all cases. It uses its own technological tools to voluntarily collect and submit additional 
evidence to law enforcement from across the Internet. And it is ready to do more.”130   

 
In a similar context Bass has argued websites such as Backpage.com allow sex workers to 
advertise their services easily and safety.131 An important concern therefore is embedded in the 
following question: if such options were removed would the sex workers have to turn to the 
street or third parties, where in turn there is a higher chance of exploitation? 
 

4.1.2   Applications  
Developing specific application for the prevention of trafficking in persons could serve the 
purpose of raising awareness, social empowerment and education of people about potential 
risks.  
 
For example an application developed by the Ministry 
of External Affairs “Travel safely”, offered by iQapps, 
available on ANDROID and IOS allows Romanian 
nationals travelling abroad to:  

• Learn about the country of destination: 
conditions, recommendations and travel alerts, 

• Be alerted when special circumstances arise in 
the country they are in; 

• Be able to alert the nearest Romanian mission 
in case of an emergency; 

• Quickly find out relevant  procedures in case 
of incidents (accidents, illness, loss of 
documents, etc.) or other useful information132. 

 
Figure 1: Travel safely app (Romania) 

 
Once downloaded, the application can be used offline as well. If the users do not have roaming 
or active data, they will still be notified via text message when they are in countries where THB 
is considered to be a high risk. However in order to have the latest information on hand, 
developers recommend that the user regularly update the application so as to ensure the 
information it contains is up-to-date. However, this can be problematic if a trafficked person is 
not connected to the Internet.  
 
The app is working as an information toolkit for Romanians found abroad who encounter 
difficult situations and need to find out for example, what is the nearest Embassy or consular 
office to address their request. Additionally, users consider the applicability of this app because 
                                                        
129 McDougall, Liz, “Backpage.com is an ally in the fight against human trafficking”, Seattle Times, 6 May 2012. 
http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/backpagecom-is-an-ally-in-the-fight-against-human-trafficking/   
130 Ibid.  
131 Bass, Alison, “Shuttering websites does nothing to help sexually exploited teens”, Alison-bass.com, 3 June 2015. 
http://www.alison-bass.com/shuttering-websites-does-nothing-to-help-sexually-exploited-teens/  
132 National Agency against Trafficking in Persons Questionnaire for the evaluation of the implementation of the Council of 
Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings by the parties, submitted by Romanian authorities, 9 April 
2015, p.60. 
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it transfers information from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as being especially useful 
in situations where Romanians may be travelling abroad to countries with reported armed 
conflicts, or political conflicts133. This information is transferred through the news alert function 
of the app. 
 
Other applications available on different portable or non-portable devices (desktop computer, 
laptop, tablet, mobile phone) may offer the possibility to counter trafficking in persons by 
heightening citizen awareness of THB. Such applications allow a user to also inform a potential 
case of trafficking to authorities. Examples of such applications available via Android and iOS 
platforms include: 
 

• Ban Human Trafficking134 is a preventive and informative anti-trafficking mobile 
application to educate young people about the phenomenon of human trafficking and the 
risks of becoming a trafficked person.  

 
• Other anti-trafficking apps created for awareness and/or notification of possible 

situations of trafficking in persons and/or slavery include: Free2Work135, Freedom136, 
Report!Save!137.  

 
4.1.3   Case management tools  

Case management tools can support those involved in combatting THB. The Pillango case 
management tool stems from the collaboration between the Swiss NGO – Terre des hommes (a 
childrens aid charity) and the French software editor Wopata.138 The case management tool 
provides NGOs with the ability to collect, centralise and analyse data from multiple cases in 
order to support decision-making and subsequent actions. The tool also enables case notes to be 
recorded and collated in a collaborative fashion thereby acting as a secure information 
management system. 
 

                                                        
133 Jurca, Mihai, “Calatoreste in Siguranta. Aplicatie de alerte de calatorie, Iansata de MAE”, Mihaijurca Ro, 15 May 
2014.http://www.mihaijurca.ro/calatoreste-in-siguranta-aplicatie-de-alerte-de-calatorie-lansata-de-mae 
134 Netherlands Helsinki Committee, “BAN Human Trafficking mobile application out now!”, News, 29 October 2014. 
http://www.nhc.nl/news/news_2014/BAN_Human_Trafficking_mobile_application_out_now_.html?id=252  
135 Free2work, “Free2Work Mobile App Update”, no date.  http://www.free2work.org/2014/04/23/free2work-mobile-app-
update/  
136 Orphan Secure, “The Freedom! App For Android & Iphone”, no date. 
http://www.orphansecure.com/orphan_secure_mobile.php  
137 Spaho, Elda, “New smartphone app, hotline make reporting human trafficking possible for more Albanians”, World Vision 
Albania news, 24 June 2014. http://www.worldvision.org/news-stories-videos/human-trafficking-app-albania  
138 “About”, Pillango, no date. http://pillango.im/#about  
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Figure 2: Pillango - Case Management Tool139 

 
Such a tool is important for helping to facilitate collaborative work practices, data security, data 
management and analysis. Such an activity can then support those involved in combating THB 
by assisting them with making informed decisions and taking subsequent steps. Relevantly, 
other tools are in evidence, Pillango is just one example of case management software. For 
instance, elsewhere in Europe, civil society organisations, such as La Strada Czech, are using 
Salesforce. 
 

4.1.4   Computer games  
There are a number of examples of initiatives within the gaming industry that can assist in 
combatting THB, particularly through raising awareness. The Balkans Act Now140 project aims 
to raise awareness of human trafficking through an online game. The game puts the player in the 
place of someone who is at the risk of being trafficked and then asks the player to make choices 
and understand why they may become trafficked. The game is a unique way to fight the 
clandestine nature of the crime by explaining how it can happen to anyone and everywhere. 
TRACE engaged with the game and concluded that putting yourself into the shoes of the 
persons at the risk of being trafficked gives a very immediate and real sense of how everyday 
people can become involved in the crime.  
 
There are other organisations that have also developed games, some of which are exemplified in 
Table 4: 
 
“Life not for sale”: produced by CDC and IOM under the Serbian UN Joint Programme called 
“Youth employment and management of migration”.141 In this game the player is a trafficked person 
and must get back to safety. Whilst playing the players learns useful information about trafficking and 
gets tools on how to find help when stuck in a difficult situation. 
SOS_SLAVES: an online portal that integrates a social impact GAME, and a micro-documentary 
series inspiring audiences to take direct action through an array of web-based civic engagement tools 
promoting real world volunteerism.142 

                                                        
139 Ibid.  
140 “Home”, Balkans Act Now, no date. http://banhumantrafficking.com/en/home  
141 CDC and IOM, “Life not for Sale: escape human traffickers in informative online game”, Social Innovation Exchange, 19 
November 2012. http://www.socialinnovationexchange.org/categories/read/life-not-sale  
142 “SOS Slaves: changing the trafficking game”, Inneriens, no date. http://www.innerlens.com/SOS_SLAVES_Game.html  
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Trafficking Interactive Prevention Simulation (TIPS): The TIPS experience is said to provide “a 
safe and controlled environment for the participants to hear the beginning stages of trafficking 
scenarios. These scenarios are based on real life trafficking cases and they have been adapted to take 
place during the four high school years. The trafficking scenario content ranges from being lured by a 
friend, love, and by opportunities that seem too good to be true. These are all real-life techniques used 
by traffickers to recruit their victims. At the end of the experience, the participants will have the 
opportunity to read what actually happened to the victim they just heard about in the various scenarios. 
Participants are given cards with actual tips they can use to protect and prevent themselves from 
becoming victims of human trafficking.”143 
Table 4: Computer games designed to prevent THB, 
 
Thus, the gaming industry is a great source of communication with young people, a population 
that due to various vulnerabilities is particularly at risk of being trafficked. Moreover games can 
serve as tools in wider context, not only just for playing and educating at home, but they can 
also be used in contexts such as lectures or classes in schools.  
 

4.1.5   Crowdsourcing 
Crowdsourcing is a means of assisting in combatting THB. As identified by Brabham (2008) 
crowdsourcing was first defined by Jeff Howe (2006) writing for Wired magazine, a magazine 
focusing on innovation and technology.144 For Howe, crowdsourcing refers to: 
 

Simply defined, crowdsourcing represents the act of a company or institution taking a function 
once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined (and generally large) network 
of people in the form of an open call. This can take the form of peer-production (when the job is 
performed collaboratively), but is also often undertaken by sole individuals. The crucial 
prerequisite is the use of the open call format and the large network of potential labourers.145 

 
To be successful, crowdsourcing relies on pooling information from the crowd, or as Latonero et 
al. (2011) refer to as the “public or a large defined or undefined group”.146 As identified by 
Latonero et al. within the fight against THB, crowdsourcing can play a role in information 
management and response efforts. Latonero et al. (2011) provide an example of the use of 
crowdsourcing within the fight against THB by a project called ‘Survivors Connect’. They use 
“the Ushahidi and Frontline SMS tools to map and connect international anti- trafficking 
organisations as well as survivors of trafficking”.147 Crowdsourcing in this manner enables them 
to understand where potential survivors of trafficking may be located and furthermore through 
the monitoring and mapping of text messages of reported incidents of THB, this information can 
be shared with authorities and civil society organisations. Whilst crowdsourcing can be a useful 
information management tool, it is important to consider the various sensitivities associated with 
tracking and mapping THB (e.g., personal information of trafficked persons and maintaining the 
security of trafficked persons) as well as the implications of information overload, which could 
overwhelm response efforts.148 Thus there is a need to further understand how best to utilise 
crowdsourcing for THB response efforts. 

                                                        
143 “Trafficking Interactive Prevention Simulation”, Human Trafficking Awareness, no date. 
http://humantraffickingawareness.org/tips/  
144 Brabham, D. C., “Crowdsourcing as a Model for Problem Solving: An Introduction and Cases”, The International Journal of 
Research into New Media Technologies, Vol. 14, 2008, pp. 75–90. 
145 Howe, J. “Crowdsourcing: Crowdsourcing: A Definition”, Crowdsourcing (Blog), 2 June 2006. 
http://www.crowdsourcing.com/cs/2006/06/crowdsourcing_a.html  
146 op. cit. Latonero et al., 2011, p. 32. 
147 Ibid.  
148 Ibid. p. 33. 
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In addition to a tool for combating THB on the front-line, crowdsourcing can also be used for 
fundraising purposes – otherwise referred to as ‘crowdfunding’. Crowdfunding is described by. 
Belleflamme et al.: “instead of raising the money from a very small group of sophisticated 
investors, the idea of crowdfunding is to obtain it from a large audience (the “crowd”), where 
each individual will provide a very small amount”.149 Accordingly, today, the use of the Internet 
and social networking websites provides a unique resource for crowdfunding efforts. An 
example of crowdfunding can be seen with the use of ClickStartMe a crowdfunding website 
used by a New York based non-profit organisation, Nomi Network, to raise funds ($30,000) to 
be used for counselling and rehabilitating trafficked persons for the purpose of sexual 
exploitation.150 With regard to crowdfunding it is worth recalling the old mantra that many 
charities and civil society organisations suffer from a financial deficit, often relying on grants 
and donations. In the face of national budget cuts, technological solutions such as crowdfunding 
are welcome. However the same evokes a need for charities to know about these solutions. As 
with many of the technologies included in this report, it is important to raise awareness around 
the usefulness of technologies in this context. Below in the recommendation section we 
advocate that countries consider appointing national co-ordinators responsible for emphasising 
the role of technology in human trafficking as part of anti-trafficking measures. In this capacity 
such a person could provide guidance to charities on how technologies can be utilised to ease 
their financial burdens.  
 
Online crowdfunding initiatives are used not only to combat human trafficking, but also for 
pulling together resources to prevent it. For example, the US based organisation Oklahomans 
Against Trafficking Humans (OATH) uses volunteers to create maps of areas where trafficking 
is known to occur, and contacts potential trafficked persons to warn them.151 Crowdfunding 
platforms and websites, such as http://www.gofundme.com/ and https://www.indiegogo.com/, 
can be used to raise financial resources for programmes and initiatives aimed at the prevention 
of trafficking in human beings (among a variety of other causes). Examples include the 
following crowdfunding campaigns:  
 

• “Drink Coffee. Fight Human Trafficking”152 which raises funds for the building of a 
coffee shop in Houston, Texas, where information about trafficking will be shared and 
profits will be used to support THB victims;  

• “Nepal Aid and Human Trafficking Prevention”153 which asks for donations for the 
people affected by the 2015 Nepal earthquake so that they do not have to risk becoming 
victims of trafficking; and 

• “Human Trafficking Awareness Exhibit”154 (figure 3 below) involved raising money for 
the organisation of an art exhibition dedicated to the topic of THB.  

 

                                                        
149 Belleflamme, P., Lambert, T. & Schwienbacher, A., “Crowdfunding: Tapping the right crowd”. Journal of Business 
Venturing, Vol. 29, No. 5, 2014, p. 586. 
150 “Nomi Network Using ClickStartMe To Crowdfund An End To Sex Trafficking”, PR Web, 9 September 2013. 
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2013/9/prweb11101744.htm  
151 As described in Latonero et al., 2012, p. 20.  
152 “Drink Coffee. Fight Human Trafficking”, Indiegogo, no date. https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/drink-coffee-fight-
human-trafficking#/story  
153 “Nepal Aid and Human Trafficking Prevention”, Indiegogo, no date. https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/nepal-aid-and-
human-trafficking-prevention#/story  
154 “Human Trafficking Awareness Exhibit”, Gofundme, no date. http://www.gofundme.com/AHTExhibition  
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Figure 2: Human Trafficking Awareness Exhibit 

 
 
At the most immediate level, the success of crowdfunding initiatives could be assessed by the 
degree to which they have managed to raise their target amount. Of the examples given above, 
as of October 19, 2015, in six months the “Human Trafficking Awareness Exhibit” had raised 
$550 of the targeted $1500; the Nepal Aid and Human Trafficking Prevention campaign 
finished with only $711 of the $5000 target and “Drink Coffee. Fight Human Trafficking” also 
closed with only 5% of the target amount of $100,000 raised. Beyond the numbers, impact 
should be measured in the manner in which traditionally funded initiatives are assessed, 
including the determination of appropriate indicators and benchmarks. In fact, the assessment of 
the impact of crowdfunded initiatives could be more rigorous. This is because there is a greater 
risk with crowdfunding that recipients are less accountable to donors when the donors can be an 
amorphous group making (sometimes anonymous) donations, rather than an entity with 
established reporting and evaluation standards and expectations.  
 
When considering the role of crowdfunding initiatives within the fight against human 
trafficking, crowdfunding can be seen as playing a supporting role to those individuals that have 
been trafficked. At the end of June 2015, a partnership between Microsoft and non-profit IOM X 
(the International Organization for Migration anti-trafficking initiative) saw the launch of 
6degree. 6degree is a crowdfunding portal designed to specifically raise funds by donating 
money directly to individuals caught up in human trafficking to give them a ‘fresh start’.155 The 
IOM works with trafficked persons to determine their suitability and financial needs.  An 
individual’s case is then submitted to 6degree and advertised for crowdfunding, with the consent 
of that individual.156 This approach protects the identity of those individuals seeking support by 
relying on interactive maps and content rather than images of the person: “Instead, we tell their 
stories with maps, and other tools, to allow you to understand their experiences and appreciate 
their challenges, in hopes of making it easier for you to help” (See Figure 14 below).157  
 

                                                        
155 Tuohy, Laurel, “A New Crowdfunding Platform Helps Human Trafficking Victims Come Home”, VICE, 5 July 2015. 
http://www.vice.com/read/a-new-crowdfunding-platform-helps-human-trafficking-victims-get-home-
263?utm_source=vicetwitterus  
156 “How it works”, 6degrees, 2015. http://6degree.org  
157 Ibid. 
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Figure 3: Screenshot - 6degree - recent cases158 

 
Such an initiative provides a timely approach to supporting those affected by human trafficking 
as supported and led by renowned and respected organisations in the fight against human 
trafficking. While it is evident that this initiative exists, little is know about how successful it is. 
Accordingly, assessing how successful these initiatives are ought to be a key area of 
consideration in future research. 
 

4.1.6   Police database systems  
Law enforcement agencies increasingly apply specialised software for handling information 
regarding criminal acts, criminals and victims. Likewise, the act of THB, due to its perplexed 
character, requires a more sophisticated approach, namely one that draws on technological 
advancements.    
 
For instance, the Office of Combating Trafficking in Human Beings (OoCTHB) within the 
Cyprus Police, gathers, collects, processes, evaluates, and analyses information, related to 
human trafficking and other relevant offences (e.g., child pornography). All information related 
to THB is recorded and stored on a database. The database is used as a tool in order to improve 
the Police’s knowledge on crime patterns established in THB cases in order to take the 
necessary and appropriate preventive measures. The utilisation of CPCS – THB facilitates the 
monitoring of issues related to THB. This new computerised system has been put to work since 
October 2014, and registers any information related to THB. Specifically, it includes the 
following information: 
 
Individuals: Personal details (name, surname, nationality, dob, passport number, id number, 
nickname, telephone numbers, address, photos, etc.), role of the individual (potential trafficked 
persons, actual trafficked persons, suspect, accused, witness, other), comments, and relation to: 
other individuals, establishments, vehicles, Information/Requests from Interpol/Europol, police 
operations, and cases investigated. In the case the individual is a potential trafficked person, 
apart from the above, the dates, and details of interviews taken place by members of the police 
for identification. In case the individual is an identified trafficked person, apart from the above, 
furthermore details regarding the identification, that is, date of identification, details of the 
Social Welfare Officer responsible, whether a reflection period was granted, type of trafficked 
                                                        
158 Ibid. 
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person, current status, date of resident permit expiration, age, whether the person gave a 
statement to the Police, details on their personal documents, regular country/area of residence, 
background and personal situation of trafficked person, details of recruitment, exploitation, 
identification, assistance and cooperation with the Authorities). Relevantly, the data protection 
and privacy issues raised by the collection and use of this personal data are raised below at 
Section 4.1.7. 
 
Additional details include: 

• Establishments 
• Type/name of establishment, address, telephone, comments  
• Vehicles Registration, details of vehicle, comments 
• Information/Requests from Interpol/Europol 
• Date/source/type/description of information/request, secure code, and relation to: 

individuals, establishments, vehicles, other Information/Requests from Interpol/Europol, 
police operations, and cases investigated, and details of answer. 

• Police Operations 
• Type/date/result/comments of police operation, and relation to: individuals, 

establishments, vehicles, Information/Requests from Interpol/Europol, other police 
operations, and cases investigated. 

• Cases investigated 
• Type of case, where taken place, comments, details of investigation/trial, and relation to: 

individuals, establishments, vehicles, Information/Requests from Interpol/Europol, 
police operations, and other cases investigated. 

 
4.1.7   Database  

In October 2011, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) launched the online 
“Human Trafficking Case Law Database” a publicly available repository of summaries and full 
court documents of trafficking cases to support successful convictions in trafficking cases.159  
 

 
Figure 5: UNODC Human Trafficking Case Law Database160 

                                                        
159 “UNODC expands key legal database to help improve human trafficking convictions”, UNODC website, 30 April 2014. 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2014/April/unodc-expands-key-legal-database-to-help-improve-human-trafficking-
convictions.html  
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As of the 30 April 2014, the database had more than 1000 cases from 83 countries. For the 
UNODC, the database provides an instrumental tool for law enforcement and justice 
practitioners who are working towards successfully settling human trafficking cases. Not only 
can people search the database, in addition, they can contribute new cases by directly contacting 
the UNODC, thereby helping to continuously populate the database. For the database to be 
successful there is a need for countries to populate the database with cases. 
 
In addition to the database by the UNODC, other online databases that support the fight against 
THB include the ‘Counter Trafficking Module Database’ (CTM) by the International 
Organisation for Migration (IOM). The CTM is considered by the IOM to be the ‘largest global 
database with primary data on victims of trafficking’.161 The CTM is a key tool used by IOM to 
manage their counter-trafficking efforts and to map victims’ experiences. Such a database is  
fundamental to research activities and in assisting with understanding the ‘causes, processes, 
trends and consequences of trafficking’.162 The database entails strict regulations on privacy to 
ensure that information is kept secure and confidential. 
 
Other databases include the ‘Human Trafficking Law Project’ (HTLP) that compiles human 
trafficking cases in the US by the University of Michigan Law School.163 The database is 
publicly accessible and is regarded as a means of supporting those combating THB and helping 
to strengthen anti-trafficking laws.164 Thus we see a direct relationship between the role of 
technology and its intended contribution towards policy. Databases are thus suitable tools for the 
management of vast amounts of information on THB. 
 
In the aforementioned databases it is possible for persons to read about the details of what 
happened to trafficked persons. This raises concerns regarding the protection of trafficked 
persons’ private life and personal data, especially in their attempts to rebuild their lives in the 
country of origin or destination free of stigmatisation. This also raises the need for security 
given the risk of retaliation by their (previous) exploiters. As such, any organisation creating 
such databases has to be mindful of these issues. A key concept is informed consent and the 
need to protect sensitive information; the data subject should give explicit, voluntary consent 
once he/she has full knowledge of the purpose of collection and subsequent use of the personal 
data collected, and is aware of their rights of data protection.  
 

4.1.8   E-learning training programmes 
Specifically designed, technology-focused training programs are vital methods to prevent 
trafficking and represent an area requiring greater attention in Europe. Whilst there are few 
examples of relevant online training programmes within Europe, Sheffield College in the UK 
provides a good example. Sheffield College has developed an online training course for public, 
private and voluntary sectors to “raise awareness of human trafficking and equip professionals 
and the public with the skills to identify and report it”.165 The course, launched in 2012, is 

                                                                                                                                                                                  
160 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, “UNODC Human Trafficking Case Law Database”, 2015. 
http://www.unodc.org/cld/index.jspx  
161 International Organization for Migration, “Counter-trafficking”, IOM Website, no date. 
http://www.iom.int/cms/countertrafficking  
162 Ibid. 
163 Michigan Law School, ‘Human Trafficking Database’, 2015. 
http://www.law.umich.edu/CLINICAL/HUTRAFFICCASES/Pages/searchdatabase.aspx  
164 Ibid. 
165 “First Online Human Trafficking Course Launches”, Sheffield College General News, 9 October 2012. 
http://www.sheffcol.ac.uk/News/General/First-online-human-trafficking-course-launches 
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believed to be one of the first of its kind in the UK and is supported by entities including 
Crimestoppers and Love 146. 
 
On the hand, there are a growing number of examples of relevant online training programmes 
abroad. For example, in the US, online training programmes provide a means of providing 
education to identify instances of human trafficking. One such programme is run by the 
American Hotel and Lodging Educational Institute in partnership with the civil society 
organisation, ECPAT-USA to create a training programme for hotel employees titled: "The Role 
of Hospitality in Preventing and Reacting to Child Trafficking."166 The program lasts for 30 
minutes containing text, video and audio material to provide a wider understanding of THB, 
including indicators or signs and behaviour that may indicate THB, as well as how to report 
potential cases. It also incorporates an assessment including a quiz. By completing the course, 
employees are able to gain a certificate of completion.  Other training programmes include 
government based programmes, as seen for instance with the US Department of Defence 
‘Counter Trafficking in Persons (CTIP) General Awareness Training’.167 The program provides 
background on what trafficking in persons involves, relevant definitions, types of trafficking, 
locations of trafficked persons (e.g., massage parlours and clubs), vulnerable populations, 
trafficker profiles, combating etc. The programme is aimed at representatives from the defence 
governmental sector (e.g., army, navy, air force, health and intelligence).  
 

 
Figure 6: CTIP General Awareness Training 

 
This programme includes an interactive online course, as well as the option for individuals to 
sign up to 15 minute long refresher courses that represent ongoing training to help combat THB. 
Representatives from the Ohio State University have also created a Massive Open Online 
Course (MOOC) on human trafficking via the MOOC provider – Coursera, an organisation that 
provides access to free courses from top universities.168 The course is open to anyone wanting to 
sign up to the course. The course introduces THB, laws and policies (US based), an examination 
of the impact of THB on trafficked persons and information on intervention measures. 
 
 
 
                                                        
166 “Educational Institute Launches Online Course to Increase Awareness of Human Trafficking at Hotels”, Hospitality Net, 7 
January 2014. http://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/4063525.html  
167 “Combating Trafficking in Persons: General Awareness Training”, US Department of Defense website, 2015. 
http://ctip.defense.gov/Training/GeneralAwareness.aspx  
168 “Human Trafficking”, Coursera Website, no date. https://www.coursera.org/course/humantrafficking  
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Specifically designed, technology-focused training programs are required in order to prevent 
trafficking. One example of a programme, providing a vast range of online training and 
informational resources on its website is Training and Resources United to Stop Trafficking 
(TRUST).169 TRUST focuses specifically on raising awareness about and preventing 
commercial sexual exploitation of children in the state of Arizona in the US In the Resource 
Center section of the website, organisations and individuals, interested in conducting 
information campaigns, can download and print flyers, posters, brochures and factsheets to 
distribute in their communities.  
 

 
Figure 7: Trust website - awareness raising resources 

 
Training kits are also available for download via the TRUST website. These include training 
tools geared to the needs of mental health practitioners, healthcare service providers and child 
protection services. TRUST also provides an online video library with short YouTube videos 
and documentaries, public service announcements, and speeches and commentaries by public 
figures on the issue of THB. Other resources, available on the website, include research and 
policy papers, statistical reports, relevant legislation as well as news and updates on programs 
and initiatives, carried out by the local authorities to prevent and combat trafficking, and 
information of prosecution and convictions of perpetrators of THB (along with a mug shot 
gallery with the police pictures of the persons arrested in Arizona and charged with offences 
related to prostitution and sexual exploitation of minors.  
 
In addition, the multi-media campaign by MTV ‘End Exploitation and Trafficking’ (EXIT), 
which was funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and 
took place between October 2006 and June 2014,170 also contains a substantial awareness-
raising and informational component aimed at the prevention of human trafficking. The 
campaign’s website features a “Learn More” module for facilitators of educational workshops 
on, providing training material, together with facilitator’s notes, training tips and exercises. The 
training material includes links to video clips on vimeo.com and pictures of risky scenarios.  
 

                                                        
169 “TRUST: Training and Resources United to Stop Trafficking”, Trustaz, no date. http://www.trustaz.org/  
170 MTV EXIT, “End of project Final Report October 2006 – June 2014”, Mtvexit.org, 2014. 
https://d21buns5ku92am.cloudfront.net/38909/documents/24539-
MTV%20EXIT%20End%20of%20Project%20Report_Sept%202014%20-a1f84b.pdf  
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Figure 4: MTV End Exploitation and Trafficking (EXIT) website 

 
E-Learning platforms may also be used in different programs and projects meant to reduce the 
vulnerabilities of persons at risk of being trafficked. Such tools may be used in different on-line 
training for people’s requalification, for digital literacy or for many other trainings improving 
vulnerable persons independent life skills and increasing their autonomy. Such platforms could 
serve also the purpose of learning or improving the skills of professionals working in the field of 
combating and preventing trafficking in persons. Webinars are also used for the purpose of 
training or sharing best practices among specialists. In this regard, different webinars on related 
topics have been made available by  CEPOL-European Police College171, UNODC172 and many 
others national institutions and international organisations.  
 
Despite sound examples of online training programmes that raise awareness about THB, which 
may assist in the prevention and combat of incidents of THB, their mere existence will not effect 
the desired change. Thus, further information is required including whether the knowledge 
acquired during an online course is being implemented in practice, whether they are effective as 
educational tools, and whether the quality and accuracy of the content has been validated. 
 

4.1.9   E-mail   
Data found in e-mail accounts of trafficked persons can be useful in obtaining information about 
traffickers and those wishing to exploit others. In many cases, traffickers send trafficked persons 
scanned entry permits (which are often fictitious) along with other information. As such, e-mail 
accounts (which are accessed by the police upon victims’ consent). This information can lead to 
the identification of the sender, their location, or other relevant information, such as a phone 
number of a fax number if further communication is alluded to in the email. For example, in the 
course of the investigation of a labour trafficking case, police officials collected scanned copies 
of entry permits from a trafficked person, which bore a fax number from which the location of 
the original document could be identified. In this instance, both the trafficker and his associate 
were detected.        
 

4.1.10   Facial Reconstruction  
In cases where the police are confronted with situations in which the victims of crime are not 
able to give a proper description of their assailant, forensic facial reconstruction software can be 
employed. Although in the context of THB, it is rare that a trafficked person could not provide a 
detailed description because trafficked persons ordinarily spend a considerable amount of time 

                                                        
171 United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT), European Commission webinar on preventing and 
combating human trafficking, 20 September 2012. http://www.ungift.org/knowledgehub/stories/September2012/european-
commission-webinar-on-preventing-and-combating-human-trafficking.html  
172 “Webinar Panellists Call for Partnerships in Efforts to Combat Trafficking Globally”, unodc.org, 13 December 2012. 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/2012/webinar-panellists-call-for-partnerships-in-efforts-to-combat-
trafficking-globally.html  
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with their traffickers/exploiters. However, there are reported instances in which the following 
software was employed in identifying and locating suspects involved in human trafficking:  
 

• Facial creation (police sketch): The software creates near-photo quality images. Via this 
software, the police collect the information and description provided by the trafficked 
person and build a composite of a suspect that is later used to digitally search other photo 
databases. Once a match is created, it is presented to the witness for identifying purposes 
during the investigation stage.  In cases where the photo of a suspect may be dated, 
software can assist in (realistically) aging the face of a suspect. 

• Facial recognition (identification) is achieved via the scanning of facial images obtained 
from still images and/or video streams. Police can run a photo file on their digital 
depository/ database to find a match. Police databases are connected to other agency 
databases to ensure that the search is cross-sectoral. Alternatively, the police may match 
the photo with a file located within open source data on the Internet. An example of this 
is provided by the Cyprus Police who, during an investigation into a case involving 
human trafficking for labour exploitation, used recognition software to match a photo of 
a suspect with a video clip on the Internet.  

 
While this software is only required in a limited number of cases involving THB due to the 
familiarity of the trafficker to the trafficked person, it remains a useful tool that can aid in 
prosecution. 
 

4.1.11  Financial tracking  
Just as the ability to conduct financial transactions online without scrutiny would facilitate 
trafficking in human beings and concealing the proceeds, the ability of police, or another body, 
to track online money flows enables them to intercept trafficking activities and take preventive 
measures. Financial tracking refers to the ability of financial institutions, regulatory agencies 
and governmental authorities to monitor the financial transactions, conducted by individuals and 
organizations, such as bank transfers and payments by credit card, in order to identify and 
disrupt possible criminal activity underlying the transactions. An example of this tracking is 
observing unusually large sums of money transferred to the account of a small business, which 
may be an indication of money laundering, or transactions between two individuals, where it is 
already known that one is involved in organised crime. Approximately 70 per cent of the 
proceeds of organised crime are laundered through the financial system.173 The United Nations 
Office on Drugs and Crime has estimated that, in 2009, around $1.6 trillion was laundered by 
criminals (especially traffickers of drugs), which represented 2.7% of the world’s total Gross 
Domestic product (GDP).174 Thus, there is a need to conduct extensive and far-reaching 
financial tracking, in order to be able to intercept illicit flows of money, disrupt the organised 
crime networks behind them and convict the individual perpetrators.  
 
Money is a constant element in the business of human trafficking, a notion that has been 
recognised by anti-trafficking coalition called Stop the Traffik:  
 

Human trafficking is primarily a cash-based illegal activity. Traffickers deal mostly with cash. 
While much of their profit is distributed within their organised crime group in small amounts for 
daily expenses such as food and entertainment, which does not require the use of money 

                                                        
173 “Illicit money: how much is out there?”, undoc.org, 25 October 2011. 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2011/October/illicit-money_-how-much-is-out-there.html  
174 Ibid.   
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laundering techniques, some will use the financial system to send money to their country of 
origin.175 

 
Stop the Traffik have documented key identifiers of illicit money in a comprehensive report,176 a 
number of which are presented below:  

 
THB is a crime that relies heavily on the existence of financial institutions.177 In addition to 
requiring bank accounts to deposit the proceeds from the crime, traffickers use financial services 
during all or many of the steps during the process, including: to pay people providing 
transportation services; to move money across borders through prepaid cards; and to distribute 
the profits among gang leaders using individual bank accounts.178 For this reason, financial 
monitoring along the entire process is an important tool for interruption the flow of moneys in 
this context. It would also help with the timely seizure of the perpetrator’s assets, and increase 
the likelihood that the trafficked person would be able to recover the due compensation, should 
he or she be successful in criminal (or other) proceedings against a trafficker. It is also important 
to disrupt illicit financial flows that sustain organised crime as a business, as once  money enters 
the legal financial markets, its origins are harder to trace, leaving the crime cycle to 
perpetuate.179 In the context of THB, financial tracking would enable the responsible authorities 
to discover the flow of illicit funds and link it to incidences of THB and the people involved. 
That would also serve to potentially deprive perpetrators of the funds that can be used to bribe 
officials, and ultimately limited related corruption,180 
 
 

                                                        
175 “Suspicious Financial Activity and Human Trafficking: Red flags you can recognize”, Finance Against Trafficking, October 
2013. http://www.financeagainsttrafficking.org/  
176 Ibid. 
177 “How Financial Institutions Lead Way in Battle Against Human Trafficking”, Insightcrime.com, 6 May 2014. 
http://www.insightcrime.org/news-analysis/how-financial-institutions-lead-way-in-battle-against-human-trafficking  
178 Ibid.   
179 UNODC, “Estimating illicit financial flows resulting from drug trafficking and other transnational organized crimes”, 
undoc.org, October 2011, p.109. http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-
analysis/Studies/Illicit_financial_flows_2011_web.pdf  
180 Ibid.  

Red flags for Banks, financial institutions and law enforcement persons: 
 

• Investment in real estate and cars. 
• Frequent money transfers to “risk countries” 
• Concentration of “risk” nationalities in accounts opening records, especially within a branch 

or branches in close proximity along with accounts opened within short periods of time from 
each other 

• Frequent deposits or withdrawals with no apparent business source 
• Third party cash deposits made at various bank branches and via ATMs 
• Transactions undertaken that appear inconsistent with customer profile 
• Money rapidly withdrawn from accounts after an account balance increases 
• Unusual withdrawals, deposits or wire activity inconsistent with normal business practices, 

or dramatic and unexplained change in account activity 
• Numerous incoming money transfers or personal cheques deposited into business accounts 

for no apparent legitimate purpose.  
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An example of an initiative involving the use of financial tracking for the prevention of 
trafficking in human beings is the Financial Coalition against Child Pornography (FCACP).181 
FCACP is a coalition of private sector organisations (credit card companies, electronic payment 
networks, third party payments companies among others) and includes leading companies such 
as Bank of America, Master Card, Visa, Pay Pal, Microsoft and Google.182 The coalition is led 
by US-based International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children (ICMEC), and it’s main 
goal is to follow illicit flows of money over the Internet, particularly those used for the 
purchasing of child pornography, and to close the accounts used by these criminal enterprises.183 
According to an ICMEC background paper, the work of the FCACP is producing observable 
results.184 Since the establishment of the coalition in 2006, the following impacts have been 
observed: calls to the US CyberTipline reporting unique commercial websites containing child 
pornography decreased by half; many child pornography websites started to direct clients away 
from using traditional payment methods, such as credit cards, and towards alternative and multi-
layered ways to pay; some child pornography sites stopped accepting American credit cards; and 
the price of subscriptions to child pornography increased significantly from about USD 30 per 
month to at least USD 100 and, in some cases, as much as USD 1,200 per month, which is a 
suggested result of  FCACP’s efforts disrupting the illicit activity.185  
 
Another example is a preventive initiative undertaken by US-based MetaBank, which partnered 
with company NICE Actimize, a large provider of monitoring systems, to develop monitoring 
mechanisms that capture online behavioural patterns indicative of trafficking. The bank aimed to 
develop a typology of financial activity related to human trafficking, focusing on prepaid cards. 
It also co-operated with law enforcement to exchange information which can be used to launch 
criminal proceedings, where in many cases the financial data connected to one suspected illegal 
activity led to the discovery of wider criminal operations.  
 
Financial analysis and tracking continues to provide evidence that is crucial to prosecuting cases 
of THB. This is because,  “Following the money” makes it possible to investigate and find out 
who “the big fish are”, who usually remain discreetly in the background. Gaining access to the 
“big fish” has been highlighted in the TRACE project as crucial to profiling traffickers.186 As 
researchers we may have an idea of the “on the ground” traffickers but little is known about the 
people at the head of the trafficking enterprises. Financial tracking could allow for this to occur.  

                                                        
181 United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking, The Vienna Forum report: 
a way forward to combat human trafficking, New York, 2008. P.39. 
http://www.un.org/ga/president/62/ThematicDebates/humantrafficking/ebook.pdf  
182 “Financial Coalition Against Child Pornography”, ICMEC, no date. 
http://www.icmec.org/missingkids/servlet/PageServlet?LanguageCountry=en_X1&PageId=3064  
183 International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children, Financial Coalition Against Child Pornography Backgrounder, no 
date. http://www.icmec.org/en_X1/pdf/FCACPBackgrounder1-13.pdf  
184 Ibid., p. 2  
185 Ibid.  
186 Conny Rijken, Julia Muraszkiewicz, Pien van de Ven, Report on the features and incentives of traffickers and on the social 
interactions among them, Report for the TRACE project, June 2015 http://trace-project.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2015/06/TRACE_Deliverable-3.1_Final.pdf  

Case Study: In Cyprus financial tracking is undertaken by the Unit for Combating Money Laundering 
(MOKAS), the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) of Cyprus. It is the national centre for receiving, 
requesting, analysing and disseminating suspicious transactions reports and other relevant information 
concerning suspected money laundering and terrorist financing.  When a suspicious cases is detected, 
MOKAS collaborates with the OoCTHB to detect whether a suspect is connected in any way with the 
crime of trafficking in human beings.  For instance, if a person with a low-paid job (or unemployed) 
wires large sums of money abroad, then MOKAS after running their own investigation notify 
OoCTHB which runs an additional investigation in order to attest whether there are any links to the 
crime of THB.  
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“As trafficking in human beings is a profit driven crime, it is imperative to find, 

freeze and forfeit the proceeds of crime. This requires the use of financial investigation 
on a routine basis, as well as on a large  

scale.”187 

 
 
Thus, financial tracking can, on one hand, help disrupt human trafficking activities and break the 
vicious circle of re-investing illicit funds to perpetuate and expand the criminal enterprise, and 
on the other, it can serve as a preventive measure, for example, through monitoring, shutting 
down of accounts and intercepting payments, and cooperation of financial institutions with law 
enforcement. Such an effort is particularly important considering the growth of emerging digital 
currencies such as Bitcoin (See Chapter 5.2 of this report). However, awareness must be had for 
the fact that law enforcement persons tend to ‘focus on the main offence (the basic offence) 
rather than subsequent offences, which may be the offence of money laundering. This obstacle 
is further reinforced by the inherent difficulty in conducting financial investigations by people 
who are not particularly expert in financial matters. Moreover, there is a lack of financial 
knowledge and training in the area of money laundering among investigators and judges. 
Reinforcing the training of investigators and magistrates in financial matters and creating mixed 
specialised teams of investigators and magistrates (sections for trafficking and finances) would 
allow these difficulties to be remedied.188 
 

4.1.12   Geographic information system  
A geographic information system (GIS) enables crime mapping and support the manipulation of 
data and statistical information, such as frequency and description of THB incidents, for anti-
trafficking purposes. A GIS means that the police, for example, can create geographic 
representations with either a simple point map or a more involved three-dimensional 
visualisation of spatial or temporal data. Additionally, A GIS can perform spatial analysis via 
which the police can detect criminogenic locations and also study criminal patterns with respect 
to the movements of traffickers and the places where THB is most likely to take place.  
 

                                                        
187 op.cit. FATF-GAFI,  p. 44. 
188 Centre for Equal Opportunities and Opposition to Racism, Trafficking in and smuggling of human beings: The money that 
matters. 15th Annual Report, 2011. http://www.diversitybelgium.be/trafficking-and-smuggling-human-beings-15th-annual-
report 

In a Belgian case concerning a Bulgarian national ‘and his large-scale prostitution network, the 
financial investigation made it possible to demonstrate how the organisation is making use of 
commercial structures for its criminal activities, which made it possible to also convict him of 
organised crime. Furthermore, those responsible for the network were also uncovered thanks to 
evidence from the financial analysis.’  
 

Source: Centre for Equal Opportunities and Opposition to Racism, ‘Trafficking in and smuggling of human beings: The money 
that matters’, 2011. 
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4.1.13   i2 software  
Software can assist in law enforcement efforts’ to combat THB. Software that performs data 
analytics is particularly useful because “Individuals are embedded in thick webs of social 
relations and interactions.”189 If these interactions are analysed, relationships can be detected, 
which in turn, can allow for weak points in relationships to identified and targeted.  
 
An example of software implemented by the Cyprus Police is i2 software. This software 
translates data efficiently and effectively into actionable intelligence by performing the 
following key functions, which have been observed by a representative of the Cyprus Police – 
office of Combating Trafficking in human beings:  
 

a) Providing advanced data management tools to collect, collate, and consolidate data from 
various disparate sources (i.e. police departments, informants, real time online searches), 
creating a richer, centralised, aggregated view of analysis-ready information; 

b) Delivering intuitive visual analysis tools that allow police to use greater insight from 
information and existing intelligence (situational awareness is improved across the 
operational community through the visualization tools); and 

c) Presenting flexible features that enable analysts and the greater operational team to work 
cooperatively across a centralised aggregated view of information with operational 
governance that includes the ability to track and retain the provenance of information 
gathered from various sources.190  
 

All UK police forces currently use i2 Analyst's Notebook, which is a dedicated SNA software 
package with in-built centrality metrics. Private security firms and law enforcement agencies 
also use this software across the world, including the American FBI. Analysts regularly present 
network charts in court to demonstrate offending groups’ structures.191 In a transnational human 
trafficking case, this software is used to illustrate associations between people and events by 
building a common intelligence picture, which highlights criminal networks. The usefulness of 
i2 software has received recognition from the UNOCD who have donated the computer system 
to the Federal Investigation Agency in Pakistan. It is understood that the system can also 
improve intelligence sharing between different national institutions.192 In essence the software 
can expedite investigative work. However, the software is human operated and thus, not always 
objective because results and relationships can be influenced by the metrics applied, data 
available and the aim of the analysis.  
 

4.1.14   Online collaboration platforms  
In addition to databases in the format of case law, there are also web-based platforms being 
developed in order to aid and foster collaboration in the digital sphere as part of anti-trafficking 
measures. One such example is Freedom Collaborative (See Figure 9 below), a collaborative 
iterative project that has been developing over the last five years, including 16 representatives 
from across ten disciplines within civil society, academia and industry (among others).193 
 

                                                        
189 Borgatti S P, Mehra A, Brass D and A. Labianca, Network Analysis in the Social Sciences. Science 2009, pp. 892-5. 
190 Cyprus Police TF-THB, Observation by representative x, 8 May 2015. 
191 Eleanor Cockbain, Helen Brayley and Gloria Laycock, ‘Exploring Internal Child Sex Trafficking Networks Using Social 
Network Analysis’ Policing, 5(2), 2011, pp.144-157. 
192 Asad Kharal, “Punjab chapter: New software to help FIA track culprits”, Tribune, February 2014. 
http://tribune.com.pk/story/668604/punjab-chapter-new-software-to-help-fia-track-culprits/  
193 “About”, Freedom Collaborative website, no date. http://freedomcollaborative.org/about  
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Figure 5: Freedom Collaborative194 

 
Freedom Collaborative provides crucial information for those undertaking work in the anti-
trafficking sphere because it consists of three basic elements: 
 

1. A Registry of vetted counter-human trafficking organizations. The registry consists of a 
directory of vetted counter-trafficking organisations from across the world. This enables 
registered users to update their own information and to find and search for other 
organisations; 

2. A Community of advocates;  
3. A Modern, social resource library. The library provides access to thousands of THB 

related resources and supports users to add their own resources, as well as “up-vote 
them” (to indicate their deemed significance).; and 

4. Ann Application Program Interface (API) that provides pre-approved access to data 
within the platform for research purposes.195  

 
The platform has a number of additional features including news and social media updates as 
well as a space for dialogue and conversation. Combined, this resource provides those interested 
and involved in combating THB with unique access to (global) information and specialists. 
 
Within Europe, The Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings (OTSH)196 is an example of 
an online collaborative approach involving the Ministry of Interior of Austria and Cyprus and 
the Bulgarian National Commission against THB to develop a PAN-EU Monitoring System as 
part of the European project “Towards a Pan-European Monitoring System on Trafficking in 
Human Beings”.197 The mission of the OTSH is to produce, collect, analyse and disseminate 
information and knowledge about the trafficking in human beings phenomenon and other forms 
of gender violence.  The vision of the Observatory is to become a national and international 
reference centre that will contribute to the analysis, knowledge and intervention on trafficking in 
human beings and other forms of gender violence.198 The pan-EU element has three main levels: 
(1) at the local level - the objective is for data providers to collect, validate and publish data on 
‘victims’ and/or ‘traffickers’ in order to ensure comparability across Europe; (2) at a national 
level – the objective is to collect and compile harmonized and coherent information to ensure 
the comparability of the aggregated statistics produced at the European level; and (3) at a 

                                                        
194 “Home”, Freedom Collaborative website, no date. http://freedomcollaborative.org  
195 “About”, Freedom Collaborative website, no date. http://freedomcollaborative.org/about 
196 which is tied to the Portuguese Ministry of Internal Affairs 
197 OTSH, Presentation of the PAN-EU MoSy, March 2014. 
198 Ibid., p. 1. 
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European level – the objective is to provide and share consistent and comparable statistics on 
THB amongst Member States.199 
 
While such initiatives exist, further investigation into their impact, namely their usefulness and 
effectiveness in relation to anti-trafficking measures, would help demonstrate the necessity of 
such platforms and why stakeholders should engage with them. 
 

4.1.15  Online forums 
Online forums and message boards provide an opportunity to share information and experiences 
in a quick, informal and anonymous manner, among a potentially large number of participants. 
They provide first-hand information on, for example, recruitment companies that engage in 
trafficking, employers who exploit their workers and fraudulent job adverts. The forums have 
the potential to be an effective tool in the prevention of incidents of THB, and the degree to 
which they are used and are successful requires further research. According to NGOs and 
trafficking survivors interviewed for a research project conducted by the Philippines Overseas 
Employment Administration (POEA), job seekers tend to have more trust in the opinions posted 
by others on job search forums than by official policies.200 Online job-related and work-abroad 
forums are also an appropriate channel for the dissemination of information about the risks of 
human trafficking and raising awareness. Reportedly, the Dutch government posted a banner 
raising awareness about human trafficking for sexual exploitation on the site of a popular 
Internet forum (www.hookers.nl) in 2007 where visitors of red light districts and users of sex 
services exchanged tips and information.201 
 

4.1.16  Online peti t ions  
Online petitions can reach a large number of people and are a contemporary form of protest or 
lobbying tool. Online petitions are hosted at SaaS (Software as a Service) platforms that provide 
the ability for the public to express their support for issues. These web-based platforms use 
cloud services to handle high volumes of traffic at low costs, with it then being possible to 
leverage the technology as a third party service rather than undergoing a fresh platform build. 
Online petitions cover all matters of interest to individuals, from global to more local issues. 
Groups or persons with special interests can create petitions. A well-known example of a host 
website for online petitions is Change.org.202 Other sites include avaaz.org203 and moveon.org204 
 
As rates of use for online petitions have increased and the petitions become more influential, 
those striving to combat human trafficking have turned to this form of technology. Latonero 
states that the issue of human trafficking “ranks among the 12 ‘Top Causes’ featured on the 
Change.org homepage.205 In 2010, more than 10,000 Change.org members signed a petition 
asking Craigslist to shut down its “adults services” section.’206 One such an example of an 
online petition is illustrated below:207 
 

                                                        
199 Ibid., p. 3. 
200 Latonero et al. (2015), p.26 
201 “Demand: a Comparative Examination of Sex Tourism and Trafficking in Jamaica, Japan, the Netherlands and the United 
States, Shared Hope International, no date. http://sharedhope.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/DEMAND.pdf  
202 “Home”, Change, no date.  https://www.change.org/  
203 “Home”, Avaaz, no date. http://www.avaaz.org/en/  
204  “Home”, Moveon, no date. http://front.moveon.org/  
205 Latonero et al. 2012. 
206 Ibid., p. 19. 
207 Legal 123, “@David_Cameron: Address the issue of modern slavery and human trafficking in UK business supply chains”, 
Change.org, no date. https://www.change.org/p/rt-hon-david-cameron-mp-david-cameron-address-the-issue-of-modern-slavery-
and-human-trafficking-in-uk-business-supply-chains  
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Other petitions aimed at preventing THB advocate for the enforcement of minimum wage 
legislation and workplace safety standards,208 or focus on addressing the root causes that give 
rise to the supply of trafficked persons, such as poverty, and on the fulfilment of development 
goals.209  
 
Thus, online petitions are a case in point that the web can be used to combat and prevent human 
trafficking as much as it can be used to exploit people. By definition this web-based product is a 
mere petition and alone it can do little, however its does have the potential for dual use. On one 
hand it puts pressure on governments and other institutions (such a private companies) to change 
policy/legislation whilst also raising general awareness.                                                                         

 
 
 
 

                                                        
208 “The North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation Petition”, Cdmigrante online, no date. 
http://www.cdmigrante.org/cdms-work/special-initiatives/the-north-american-agreement-on-labor-cooperation-petition/ 
209 “Urge the UN to Protect the Poor from Violence”, Thelocusteffect.com, no date. http://www.thelocusteffect.com/petition 

Figure 10: Example of online petition relating to human trafficking 

Legislation: A type of online petition focused to a larger extent on prevention, are those demanding 
legislative change, as many of them are based on the presumption that measures such as 
criminalisation of certain acts or tougher penalties for trafficking-related offense would act as 
deterrents, and thus prevent future acts of trafficking. The examples are numerous, and include: a 
petition for the enactment of state-level laws in the State of Virginia in the United Stated to address 
domestic (in-state) trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation;1 a petition to the legislature in 
the US State of New York to vote on a bill introducing education on human trafficking in the school 
curriculum in order to prevent sexual abuse of children in schools (the so-called “Erin’s Law”);1 a 
the petition by the anti-slavery organisation Polaris, urging the US Congress to pass the Fraudulent 
Overseas Recruitment and Trafficking Elimination Act of 2013, which aims at preventing trafficking 
for labour exploitation by increasing the oversight of job recruiters. 
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4.1.17  Podcasts  
A podcast is ‘a program (as of music or talk) made available in digital format for automatic 
download over the Internet.’210 Podcasting is normally a free service where users pull audio files 
(typically MP3s) from a podcasting Web site (platform) to listen to on their computers or 
personal digital audio players. Podcasts can be listened to on the go, at home, in the car and are 
thus easy ways of obtaining information. Podcasting has become a popular medium for 
accessing and embracing information: “Subscriptions of podcasts on iTunes surpassed 1 billion 
last year, while RawVoice says that monthly unique podcast listeners has reached 75 million, up 
from 25 million just five years ago.”211 Podcasts are increasingly being used to deliver audio 
recordings of lectures, educational material and documentaries to a vast audience. It is the 
premise of this section that through various platforms (iTunes, Archive.org, Audiboom, 
Rawvoice, etc.). Podcasts have contributed to combating and preventing human trafficking, by 
contributing to raising awareness about the issue. With podcasts, the line between combating 
and preventing human trafficking is more blurred than in other technologies, as such we will 
look at both areas in this section. For instance the iTunes podcast Ending Human Trafficking is a 
biweekly podcast, which challenges listeners to study the issues relating to human trafficking. It 
serves as an educational voice and is produced by the Global Centre For Women And Justice at 
Vanguard University.212  
 
Podcasts allow for easy access to distance learning and are, for this reason, a suitable channel 
for online training and/or awareness raising aimed at the combating and prevention of THB. In 
brief, podcasts are another media, like online petitions, through which activism can prevail. It is 
therefore a tool of pedagogy of THB; it can reduce ignorance across a broad audience and thus 
acts as a combating and preventive tool. Examples of podcasts are illustrated in Table 5 below.  
 

                                                        
210 Merriam-webster.com, podcast, no date. http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/podcast. 
211 Cohen F. “Mediatwits #134: Podcasts Rise Again, This Time with Profits”, Mediashift. 
http://www.pbs.org/mediashift/2014/10/mediatwits-134-podcasts-rise-again-this-time-with-profits/  
212 Morgan, Sandra and Dave Stachowiak ‘Ending Human Trafficking Podcast’, iTunes, no date. 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/ending-human-trafficking-podcast/id434716755?mt=2  

Name Platform 
Ending Human Trafficking Podcast Available on iTunes 
International Human Trafficking Available from the FBI website 
Human trafficking in Europe – Myths and facts Available on Tindeck 

Awareness: By signing a petition and sharing it on social media, we are teaching other individuals 
about the topic. Seeing via Facebook or twitter (for instance) that a friend signed a petition might 
spark an interest in other users to go look at the petition, read the text enclosed and thus learn about 
the issue. Trafficking in human beings is a vast issue that sometimes may feel as if it is too big for 
individuals to tackle. Online petitions can empower members of society by giving them a voice to 
rectify the poignancy of this situation.  
 
Petitions and other forms of campaigns are particularly useful in less known areas of human 
trafficking such as forced marriages, forced labour, forced begging and criminal activities. As a 
society we are the largest buyers and consumer of goods and services, including those that are a 
product of forced labour, therefore it is paramount that campaigns raise awareness about our role 
and responsibility in fighting human trafficking.  
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4.1.18  Social Networking Sites  

While there exists a rich diversity of technology options that can used in relation to THB, the 
majority of research points to strong role of social networking sites in combating and preventing 
THB. SNS can be a platform for the array of technologies described in this Section. In other 
words they foster and provide a space for interaction and are interoperable with other 
applications. Online petitions, training resources, campaigns can all feature on a social media 
page. 
 
Facebook is a core SNS: Indonesia is one of the world’s top Facebook users with 50 million 
people signed up to the site, and Facebook is also the main SNS in other countries such as 
Romania.213 Its use in prevention can guarantee the reach of target groups and maybe potential 
trafficked persons. Facebook’s advantage is that it is an appropriate channel for reaching 
individuals (especially children and young people). A study on several European countries has 
revealed the youngest profiles of users of the Internet being Romanians (40% are young people 
between 15 and 24 years old) with over 50% of the Internet users accessing chatting and instant 
messaging at least once a week214. Social media in this respect is one of the most appropriate 
channels to use in order to assure the efficiency of a message among youngsters.   
 
This is already being recognised and anti-trafficking campaigns have already found a home on 
the site. The ECPAT Don’t look away campaign215 aims to promote new ways to combat the 
sexual exploitation of children in the context of travel and tourism has made rich use of 
Facebook. At the same time the campaign highlights to us some of the difficulties with using 
technology. Different countries have different policies and practices with regard to the content 
that can be used in a public domain. The TRACE project learnt during the validation workshop 
in Tilburg that the images used in the campaign have to be changed depending on the country. 
For example images used of adults and girls are not used in the Dutch version and it is difficult 
to get partners to agree on the exact images or content.  
 
This remark by ECPAT Netherlands highlights the difficulties in using technology; we continue 
to face a divergence of approaches, which in turn could have an impact on the end result.  
Another relevant example of social media use is the National Agency against Trafficking in 
Persons’ (ANITP) online campaign on reducing demand, with the message “Exploitation kills 
souls. Choose to know, to not judge and to prevent!”216 The campaign targeted three main forms 
of exploitation: sexual, labour and begging. The online campaign was promoted on the Official 
ANITP’s Facebook Page and the Official pages of the 15 Regional Centres, subordinated to the 

                                                        
213 Facebook and Hi5 are national leaders in social media, with Facebook growing fast and Hi5 on a declining trend. Facebook 
has a 43,3% penetration in 2013: “Social media guide”, Business Culture, no date. http://businessculture.org/eastern-
europe/romania/social-media-guide/  
214 National Agency against Trafficking in Persons & Save the Children Italy, Survey Results in Romania-REACT project 
Raising Awareness and Empowerment against Child Trafficking, 2011, p.5-6; MCDC, Marketers & Consumers, Digital & 
Connected Realizat de IAB Europe, February 2010.  
215 “Don’t look away”, no date.  http://www.reportchildsextourism.eu/  
216 “Exploatarea ucide suflete. Alege să cunoşti! Alege să nu judeci! Alege să previi!”, ANITP online, 5 December 2014. 
http://www.anitp.mai.gov.ro/programs/campania-nationala-de-comunicare-si-prevenire-exploatarea-ucide-suflete-alege-sa-
cunostialege-sa-nu-judeci-alege-sa-previi-2/  

In Plain Sight Podcast Available on iTunes or  Stitcher 
How Stuff Works: How Human Trafficking Works Available on http://podcast.co.uk/ 

Table 5: Examples of Podcasts on THB 
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Central Agency. The campaign generated 366 text and visual messages that had an organic 
reach of more than 50.000 visitors who came in contact with the preventive message and call to 
action217. The campaign was cantered on an essay contest through which the online public were 
invited to write a short statement explaining why they would not use the services of a trafficked 
person. They had to choose one of the three major forms of exploitation and to give arguments 
in favour of reducing demand.  57 participants registered in the contest and three of them were 
awarded (prizes consisted of one tablet computer, an E-book reader and an MP4 Player)218. The 
interactive approach of this campaign generated the expected community involvement, which 
proved to be a relevant prevention technique with quantifiable impact results and direct access 
to the target groups. Practices in this area speak in favour of the importance of using social 
media when it comes to community policing, community prevention and community 
involvement.  
 
Social media can also be used to combat human trafficking. Traffickers may have accounts on 
social media. Trafficked persons may know about these accounts, especially if they were 
initially friends with the trafficker or were recruited via social media. By following the 
traffickers on social media law enforcement officials can engage in investigative work. The 
below case illustrates how Facebook (and alike websites) can contribute to combating THB and 
protecting vulnerable persons. Equally social media have the potential to serve a preventative 
function when used wisely by the people who are at risk themselves. For instance, Facebook can 
provide persons at risk of being trafficked with the opportunity to access information, available 
on the profile pages of the perpetrators, which can raise suspicion. Such information could be in 
the form pictures, giving away a criminal lifestyle, a circle of social media friends, who are 
predominantly very young women; signs or symbol of belonging to a gang, and so on 
 
However, this approach also raises privacy questions. Clarke has explained that privacy is 
divided into privacy of the person, privacy of personal data, privacy of personal behaviour and 
privacy of personal communication.219 Whilst more revolutionary, Finn, Wright and Friedewald 
have expanded the definition to also contain privacy of thoughts and feelings, of location and of 
association.220 In discussing the use of social media in investigating human trafficking 
(including using the accounts of trafficked persons to get to the traffickers), it is necessary to be 
cautious of what is permitted with regard to privacy encroachment. This is particularly true of 
the police, who as an arm of the State may not necessarily have the same rights as the rest of 
society to be inquisitive about social media accounts of others.  
 

                                                        
217 More information on the campaign strategy and activities are available on the Agency’s website and on the Agency’s 
Facebook page, available at http://www.anitp.mai.gov.ro/wp-content/uploads/Campania-Exploatarea-Ucide-Suflete.pdf ; 
Fotografii din cronologie - Agentia Nationala Impotriva Traficului de Persoane | Facebook  
218 Internal Agency’s evaluation (march -2015) of the Facebook prevention campaign meant to reduce the demand for trafficking 
in persons crime. 
219 Roger, C., “What’s “privacy”’?, Australian Law Reform Commission workshop, 28 July 2006. 
http://www.rogerclarke.com/DV/Privacy.html  
220 Rachel L. Finn, David Wright and Michael Friedewald, “Seven Types of Privacy”, in Serge Gutwirth et. al. (eds.), European 
Data Protection: Coming of Age (Springer, 2013) pp. 4-5. 
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Another way in which trafficked persons or those at risk of being trafficked could use social 
media is by participating in online support communities, such as forums or social media groups, 
where people in a similar situation can share experiences and information, and offer support to 
one another. An example of such online support community is the Brazilian Facebook group 
called “Victims of Human trafficking”, which numbers 310 members and is geared specifically 
to helping with the search for trafficked children and holding the Brazilian government 
accountable for allowing the criminal activity to take place.221 However, observations by the 
TRACE Civil Society Partner – Animus Association - indicate that there is a limited will for 
trafficked persons to engage in forums and online communities. One possible reasons for this is 
that the traffickers can sometimes control the access to and communication on social media of 
the trafficked persons. This may include knowing their passwords for social media sites and 
email and reading the postings and messages, thus exercising control over the online life and 
instilling fear.  
 
Therefore, based on the these observations of failures on the part of trafficked persons to take 
into account information readily available on social media about traffickers and indications of 
risk, and to use online support groups, it can be concluded that more work is needed in the way 
of educating them on how to use the internet for protect themselves. Such training must take 
into account that while the vast majority of those finding themselves in a situation of 
exploitation actively use social media, some may have a low level of Internet literacy and 
technical skills. Thus, trainings on improving their ability to use social media as a preventative 
tool would need to be adjusted to their levels of understanding, and should be interactive, with a 
lot of hands-on exercises and examples of real situations occurring in virtual space.  
 

4.1.19  Supply chain management toolkits   
In California in the US, as reported by Latonero et al. (2012) businesses making over $100 
million in profit (annually) are required by law to monitor and track their supply chains, and to 
post compliance efforts on their websites – thereby being transparent in their practices. The CA 
Transparency Act “requires companies to reveal whether they have undertaken efforts to 
evaluate risks of human trafficking in their supply chains, to audit suppliers to ensure they meet 

                                                        
221 Facebook, “Victims of Human Trafficking, Public group, no date. 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Victimsofhumantrafficking/ 

Case Study: A Bulgarian NGO wished to contact a former client for there was an opportunity for 
the young woman to be included in a project supporting young unemployed people. However she 
could not be reached and thus the social worker called the young woman’s friend. The NGO learnt 
that the girl had disappeared along with her two children, her phone was permanently off and she 
was last seen with a man of Roma origin who was known as a trafficker. She had told her friends 
that she had gotten married to this man.  The NGO found out his name and looked at the publicly 
shared information on his Facebook profile, as well as the shared information on his Facebook 
contacts’ profiles. Their nicknames, postings and pictures indicated that they were openly living a 
criminal lifestyle, including involvement in prostitution, drug use and trafficking and human 
trafficking. Far from concealing it, they appeared to be showing off their criminal involvement. In 
connection with the above facts and due to the risk of involvement in prostitution and human 
trafficking for sexual exploitation on the part of the former client, the NGO notified the police unit 
specializing in human trafficking. The police confirmed that the suspected traffickers were, indeed, 
known to them, and had been charged with human trafficking in the past, but were not convicted on 
account of insufficient witness testimony evidence. The police begun a search for the young woman, 
and, unfortunately, determined that she had been trafficked to Greece for the purpose of sexual 
exploitation.  
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corporate standards, to require direct suppliers to certify that products meet the trafficking laws 
of the countries where the products are produced, and to train employees on human 
trafficking”.222 In support of this act, Lexis Nexis, a global provider of business information and 
technology, has developed a supply chain management toolkit that supports business owners in 
this process.223 The toolkit, Due Diligence Dashboard, is able to synthesise “data from more 
than 20 global databases including public records and news and company filing information to 
uncover risks in supply chains”.224  
 
From an EU perspective, the 2011 EU Directive on Human Trafficking does not mention the 
need for businesses to oversee or even ensure that their supply chains are traffic free. Moreover 
few, national legislations dictate such strict rules on businesses. Whilst the UN for instance have 
guiding principles indication that businesses should monitor supply chains, this is not binding. 
However, in Section 54 of the newly adopted UK Modern Slavery Act, there is a clause on 
transparency in supply chains.225 Outside of the law, various civil society organisations have 
developed online toolkits that can help in identifying supply chains. For instance Finance 
Against Trafficking have developed a ‘chain checker’ that can support businesses in enhancing 
their understanding of the risk and vulnerability to human trafficking with regards to supply 
chains.226 The ‘checker’ also draws attention to particular areas of concern as well as guidance 
to mitigate risks. 
 

4.1.20  Websites (Generic)  
Many organisations and Governments have dedicated generic websites detailing their efforts to 
tackle THB. The following table (Table 6) provides some illustrative examples of websites from 
different types of organisations and their content.  
 

Organisation Website Information 
European Commission http://ec.europa.eu/anti-

trafficking/  
Legislation 
Case law 
Projects 
Funding 
Member States 
Publications 

UNODC http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/h
uman-trafficking/  

Human Trafficking 
Migrant Smuggling 
News and Events 
Prevention 
Protection 
Prosecution 
Tools and publications 
Victims Trust Fund 

Civil Society (e.g., 
Polaris) 

www.polarisproject.or  
 

Services (e.g., policy advocacy, 
data analysis) 

                                                        
222 Latonero et al., 2012, p. 16. 
223 Ibid., p. 17. 
224 Kaddell, Marie, Uncovering Human Trafficking in Supply Chains with LexisNexis Due Diligence Dashboard, Government 
Info Pro (Blog), 2 March 2012. http://www.governmentinfopro.com/federal_info_pro/2012/03/uncovering-human-trafficking-
in-supply-chains-with-lexisnexis-due-diligence-dashboard.html  
225 UK Modern Slavery Act 2015,  C 30, Part 6, S 54. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/30/section/54/enacted 
226 “Chain Checker is Live”, Finance Against Trafficking website, 2015. http://www.financeagainsttrafficking.org 
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www.eliberare.com  

THB information 
Taking Action (e.g., campaigns) 
Media 
Fundraising 
Support 
National human trafficking 
resource centre (e.g., helpline) 
 
Awareness raising in Romania 
Anti-trafficking campaigns 
Steps to take in possible THB 
situations 

News organisations 
(e.g., The Guardian) 

http://www.theguardian.com/glob
al-development-professionals-
network/modern-day-slavery  

News articles on modern day 
slavery 

Government websites 
(e.g., National Crime 
Agency - UK) 

http://www.nationalcrimeagency.
gov.uk/crime-threats/human-
trafficking  

Information on THB 
Reporting THB 
Types of THB 

Table 6: Examples of websites addressing THB  
Please note: this is not an exhaustive list, but simply a means of providing some examples of the types of content 
that can be found online. 
 
Whilst (generic) websites can be a useful means of displaying information about combating 
THB, it is important to note that they require constant updating and editing and can thus easily 
quickly become out of date. Crucially, websites do not always supply information relating to 
when a page was last updated which can cause difficulty in being able to evaluate the true value 
and timeliness of the information. Nevertheless, websites can be a useful tool in combatting 
THB. For law enforcement agencies, information including names of suspects or venues can be 
collected from trafficked persons as part of an investigation. Subsequent search engine queries 
may return websites, such as YouTube, Facebook, Viber and various chat rooms, that host 
pictures and other personal information (postal addresses, web of affiliations, lifestyle, hobbies, 
etc.) that assist investigations.  For instance, in the course of Cyprus Police investigating a 
labour trafficking case, a simple search with the suspect’s full name linked to a 30-minute 
documentary on YouTube, which, inter alia, explicates the modus operandi of the trafficker and 
publicises that the suspect is wanted in their home country. This, prompted the Police involved 
to alert the corresponding authorities via Interpol. Open data source are an asset in such 
investigations. This is largely because websites disclose information pertaining to users, 
irrespective of whether the user is aware of the extent of information available. This means that 
with the assistance of technology, the digital trail of those involved in trafficking crimes can be 
utilised for investigative and prosecutor purposes. However, training of relevant personnel to 
utilise the opportunities presented by digital trails is key to investigations, and the use of 
information obtained this way also relieves the trafficked persons of having to carry a 
prosecution on their testimony alone. 
 
However, privacy and data protection are clear issues raised in this context. Research is 
encouraged by privacy and data protection scholars on the extent to which investigations can be 
undertaken by law enforcement agencies and others using open sources, such as social media 
websites. 
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4.2 HARDWARE 
This sub-section identifies different types of hardware that can be used to prevent and combat 
human trafficking, including: camera and video technologies and associated outputs, close 
circuit television (CCTV), desktops, laptops and tablets, e-mail, routers and backup devices, the 
telephone and television. 
 

4.2.1  Closed Circuit  Television (CCTV) 
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras are “a system in which the circuit is closed and all 
the elements are directly connected. This is unlike broadcast television where any receiver that 
is correctly tuned can pick up the signal from the airwaves”.227  
 
CCTV is a useful means of monitoring both open (e.g., public places like streets and parks) and 
closed spaces (e.g., trains and airports). More recent estimates suggest that in Britain, 1.85 
million CCTV cameras are in use, this represents one camera for every 32 citizens – the 
majority of which are run by private companies.228 From a crime fighting perspective, CCTV, a 
form of surveillance has for a long time been seen as a way of monitoring and deterring 
crime.229 The extent to which CCTV is a successful crime deterrent has been widely questioned 
(for example see Gill 2006230). What then does this mean for the use of CCTV as a means of 
combating THB? 
 
In terms of combating THB, CCTV appears to be acknowledged as a suitable tool for 
prosecution purposes. In the UK for instance, the Crown Prosecution Service states that one 
special measure for the protection of trafficked persons in the prosecution may be through the 
use of CCTV as a means of providing evidence in a protected environment, in some 
circumstances this could even go so far as to avoid revealing the person’s identity.231 If CCTV is 
to be used in this manner, the CPS advises that ‘Digital Evidence Screens should also allow for 
CCTV footage and other video and audio evidence to be presented easily in court’.232 In 
addition to protecting those that have been trafficked in the prosecution process, footage from 
CCTV may also provide a useful means of evidence for prosecution purposes. For instance in 
November 2014 a member of a gang involved in trafficking women from an impoverished areas 
in Hungary for the purpose of sexual exploitation in South-East England was sentenced to two 
years and nine months in prison (five other members of the gang were also prosecuted).233 
CCTV footage showed members of the gang meeting women who had just been flown in from 
Budapest.234 
 

4.2.2   Routers and backup devices 
Law enforcement persons use backup devices (external memory and an unconnected PC), for 
saving sensitive information such as intelligence and databases. Moreover, routers and modems 

                                                        
227 “Introduction to Closed Circuit Television”, CCTV Advisory Service, no date. http://www.cctv-
information.co.uk/i/Introduction_to_Closed_Circuit_Television  
228 Lewis, P. “You're being watched: there's one CCTV camera for every 32 people in UK”, The Guardian Online, 2 March 
2011. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2011/mar/02/cctv-cameras-watching-surveillance  
229 Gill, M., J. Bryan, and J. Allen, “Public Perceptions of CCTV in Residential Areas: ‘It Is Not As Good As We Thought It 
Would Be.’”, International Criminal Justice Review, Vol. 17, No. 4, December 1, 2007, pp. 304–324. 
http://icj.sagepub.com/content/17/4/304.  
230 Gill, M. ‘CCTV: Is it effective?’ In M. Gill (Ed.), The handbook of security, 2006, London: Palgrave. 
231 Crown Prosecution Service, Human Trafficking, Smuggling and Slavery, CPS Website, no date. 
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are also used for gaining access to the Internet with I.Ps, which are not registered with the 
police.  
 

4.2.3   Telephone  
Across Europe, Helplines and toll-free numbers for reporting crimes are a useful means of 
engaging the public in the fight against THB. They enable individuals to report their situation or 
engage in a dialogue in an anonymous manner. Often whistleblowers or trafficked persons are 
frightened and an avenue of anonymity provides them with security. This anonymity can put a 
caller at ease. In this Section, we present examples of telephone lines from Romania, although it 
is acknowledged that such numbers exist elsewhere throughout Europe.  
 
In Romania, helplines and toll-free numbers are a tool implemented by authorities to prevent 
trafficking in persons or provide assistance to trafficked persons. Two hotlines can be mentioned 
related to the efforts of Romania in preventing trafficking in persons and associated crimes. 
First, the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons has provided a dedicated phone 
number for THB. The 0800 800 678 toll-free telephone line is available to everyone in Romania 
for the reporting of prospective trafficking cases or to ask for general information about this 
crime and its vulnerabilities (for example work conditions abroad or immigration regulations in 
foreign countries are the most asked topics). Each year the average number of calls received 
requesting information related to immigration conditions, working conditions abroad is 
approximately 80, and requests for general information about trafficking in persons is 
approximately 200 calls235. The calls reporting confirmed cases of trafficking in persons have 
ranged from 16 in 2011 to 4 in 2012236. The second helpline is part of the European telephone 
number 116000 for missing children, which in Romania is administered by the Romanian 
Centre for Missing and Sexually Exploited Children-FOCUS. At the national level, the service 
includes calls for reporting missing children- reports that are passed to the police, guidance and 
support for the missing child and supporting police investigation. Because of existing interlinks 
between the phenomenon of trafficking in children and missing children, this helpline help in 
finding, identifying and supporting a missing children exploited by traffickers.237 Additionally, 
the Ministry of Romanian External Affairs has considered an extension to the application 
“Travel Safely” as referred to in Section 4.1.2. Even if this service is not addressed specifically 
to trafficked persons, it provides assistance for people who find themselves in difficult 
situations.  
 
Instant chat and online messenger systems are the contemporary version of the telephone line.  
Another examples presented during the TRACE workshop by ECPAT Netherlands is “Police 
Chat”; which is a service that provides direct contact between citizens and the police. In the 
instance of a trafficked person, they can elect to use Police Chat to obtain information about 
whether to meet with Police or not.  
 
Despite developments in telephone technology, the mobile phone itself can be a source of 
human trafficking. The technology industry relies on manual labour; this includes sourcing 
materials to make high-tech devices such as smartphones. The labour however can be unethical, 
                                                        
235 Based on the calls registered and presented in the last 3 years in the national reports regarding trafficking in persons in 
Romania prepared by National Agency against Trafficking in Persons. 
236 National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons Annual Report regarding Trafficking in Persons in Romania in 2013, 
Ministry of Internal Affairs Press, Bucharest, 2014, p.41; National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons Annual Report 
regarding Trafficking in Persons in Romania in 2012, Bucharest, 2013. www.anitp.mai.gov.ro ; National Agency Against 
Trafficking in Persons Annual Report regarding Trafficking in Persons in Romania in  2011, Bucharest, 2012. 
www.anitp.mai.gov.ro  
237 Southeastern European Centre for Missing and Exploited Children, “Background paper to the forum”, Greece, 2014. 
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and issues around forced or child labour and exploitative working conditions in mines and 
factories are numerous. For instance the DanWatch238 report entitled "Child-mined gold in your 
gadgets?" stated that young children work, by extracting gold, in unauthorized mines in Mali 
and Ghana.239 Almost all mobile devices use gold, which in turns allows us to question the 
supply chains of mobile devices. The report highlights that ‘The five biggest smartphone 
producers on the European market (Samsung, Apple, Research in Motion, Nokia and HTC) 
cannot tell if the gold in their products is from Ghana or Mali, and thus cannot guarantee that 
they are not using gold produced by children.’240 In order to promote fair working conditions, 
the fairphone has been developed. The Dutch start-up company, Fairphone, is working to build a 
fairer technology, starting with the smartphone and planning to move into the tablet domain too. 
The phone is made from mineral components extracted from mines, where no forced labour 
occurs. It is made from aluminium and a recycled plastic and runs on Google’ Android software. 
The Fairphone web page shows the journey of the components.241 In this report we recognise the 
endeavour to try and change the status quo of forced supply-chains in the technology domain, as 
a method of preventing human trafficking.  
 

4.2.4   Television   
Cable television is an older type of technology used for many years in different activities related 
to the prevention of trafficking in persons for raising awareness. Through the TV adverts audio-
video images with different messages are broadcasted. In the same time, specific TV channels, 
national and/or local ones are offering invitations to anti-trafficking specialists to participate in 
different broadcasted TV Shows with different topics related to trafficking in persons. Within 
the campaign “Don’t be fooled-You can be a trafficking victim too!” an audio video spot of 30 
seconds was created, especially for the use in TV adverts. Another audio videos spot of 90 
seconds was used in preventive activities with children, students, teachers and other awareness 
activities242. 
 
Just as television can be used for prevention, it is also worth noting the availability of Liquid-
Crystal Monitors (LCD) monitors in public transportation buses in Bucharest. The LCD’s 
network was designed for informing the public with general information about the transportation 
routes and times but could also support video-images with different social messages. Each LCD 
offers the passengers information about the route of the bus in which is located. At the same 
time, the free available broadcasting space on these LCD’s is also serving the purpose of 
informing the passengers about different social events, places of interest in Bucharest or for 
entertainment. In these spaces, short video-spots for raising awareness about trafficking in 
persons crime are “broadcasted”. For example, the video-spot of the campaign “Trafficking in 
persons forgives no one” has been available for 500 LCD monitors in the buses in Bucharest. 243 
 

4.3 DISCUSSION 
There are a number of positive uses of technology for the prevention and combat of THB. 
However, it is diligent to consider whether they are effectual in practice. For example, Apps that 
allow for reporting possible THB cases provide that possibility, but they are not necessarily 

                                                        
238 DanWatch is an ethical watchdog and centre for analysis that investigates and documents the consequences of the global 
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effective if they are not accessed by people who could benefit from them, especially if their 
existence is not well known. During the TRACE validation workshop one respondent stated that 
trafficked persons, beyond making calls, sending texts and browsing the net, do not always 
know about technological solutions. As such, they argued that online campaigns and training 
courses do not always reach them because: “A lot of resources are often put into the 
sophisticated technologies but very often the victims do not have the know-how.”244 On the 
other hand, a member of ECPAT Netherlands argued that what may have been true before the 
popularisation of smart phones is no longer true today. Smart phones and Internet access are 
changing everything; even in Africa where sometimes water may be scarce persons are surfing 
the web and using apps.  
 
Therefore, it is uncertain whether, generally speaking, trafficked persons are aware of assistance 
provided via these technologies and whether they can access them. Thus, here remains a need 
for the following targeted two-tiered approach to future research: (i) are trafficked persons able 
to use / have access to the relevant technologies; (ii) when used, are the technologies successful 
in preventing and combating human trafficking? The following example places these research 
questions in context: Would an individual subjected to forced labour who has a smartphone 
know that he/she can download an app that can provide information about where to seek help 
and would he/she use it, given the various means that he/she is controlled by.  
 
Related to the questions of use are the issues of data protection and privacy of the user.  Data 
protection and privacy concerns are relevant in proportion to the use of the technologies. For 
instance, data (including DNA samples) of suspected traffickers that is retained by police raises 
concerns regarding the use (with or without consent) and storage of personal data by state 
authorities. Ethically sound and legally compliant use and collection of personal data obtained 
through the implementation of these technologies remains a relevant consideration regardless of 
whether the collection and use of personal data is done so for the purpose of investigations.245  
 
Further, participants at the TRACE validation workshop also raised the prospect of using 
technologies for the identification of trafficked persons.  A number of the technologies 
examined in this report could be adapted for use to identify trafficked persons, their identities, 
their contacts and their location/s. For example Apps could be developed to help frontline staff 
ask key questions to ascertain if a person has been exploited. Internet sites or apps designed to 
raise awareness among the general public about the risks of trafficking and what the crime of 
trafficking entails (modus operandi and forms of exploitation) could also serve as a tool for self-
identification by trafficked persons. Other technologies used for developing the skills and 
knowledge of different professionals working in the anti-trafficking field or in other areas 
(education, assistance) can also aid in the identification of trafficked persons, because the 
greater the level of awareness amongst professionals, the greater the prospects are for detection 
of traffickers and trafficked persons and for the provisions of assistance and related services.  
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PART 2: FUTURE TRENDS IN THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN THB 
 

5 TECHNOLOGY, THB AND FUTURE TRENDS 
Thus far in this report, emphasis was placed on identifying and examining those technologies 
that are used to facilitate, combat and prevent THB. However, there are also those technologies 
that can play a role in combating and facilitating THB in Europe that are less well known. 
Accordingly, this chapter seeks to identify and briefly discuss those technologies that are 
‘emerging’ in Europe and that may play a role in THB. These include big data, digital currencies 
such as Bitcoin, large data sets, geographical mapping, remotely piloted aircraft systems and 
tailored search engines. These technologies have been identified based on desk-based research 
of existing literature (e.g., news reports, reports and personal experience of law enforcement 
agencies).  
 

5.1 BIG DATA 
Current digital technologies enable the collection, storage and analysis of large amounts of data 
in a broad variety of contexts. In the context of human trafficking, this data can be utilised in 
ways that may lead to the prevention and/ or to combat human trafficking, particularly in the 
disruption of predatory networks.246 Big data can also potentially facilitate trafficking 
enterprises. This sub-section will focus on the use of big data, through big data analytics and 
other processes, in the detection, prevention and combat of human trafficking. The collection of 
data related to activities of traffickers or trafficked persons can include immigration records, 
financial records, location data and social media data. This data can be analysed to assist law 
enforcement agencies, civil society organisations and others to detect and prevent and/ or 
combat acts of trafficking by gaining insight into behaviours locations and methods used by 
traffickers. This data can also be utilised to respond to and locate trafficked persons. These types 
of data are examples of big data. However, a lack of clarity as to the precise types of data 
required for effective anti-trafficking measures is a current issue amongst those working in that 
context.247 Discerning what data to collect is vita to the effectiveness of the utilisation of big 
data in the context of facilitating, preventing and/ or combatting trafficking. 
 
Generally, big data means any collection of massive datasets with an immense diversity of types 
so that it becomes difficult to process by using state-of-the-art data processing approaches or 
traditional data processing platforms.248  The volume, veracity and the velocity of data, or the 
3Vs249 of big data, have long been the yardstick to ascertain whether data collected, stored and 
used amounts to big data. Gartner elaborates upon its 3Vs definition of big data: “ Big data are 
high-volume, high-velocity, and/or high-variety information assets that require new forms of 
processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization.”250 
Recently, the 3VS have been extended to include additional Vs. according to an organisation’s 
special requirements. A fourth V has been used to refer to Value, Variability, Veracity and 
Virtual.251 Thus, the ability to enhance decision-making, insight and optimize processes are what 
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make big data unique generally, but also useful in potentially assisting in preventing ad 
combating human trafficking. Relevantly, combining and analysing data sets related to 
behaviours and activities of traffickers and trafficked persons can provide insights in real time, 
which make them valuable in situations where time is of the essence.  
 
Relevant types of big data 
The types of big data that are potentially relevant for use in the context of preventing and 
combating THB are varied. These data could include immigration and travel records (both 
domestic and cross border), social media data, criminal records, health records and financial 
data. This can include a large volume of either structured or unstructured data and can also 
include facial information gleaned from the surveillance of automated teller machines used to 
wire money, rental-car license plates monitored at different locations, phone records, and places 
that suspected traffickers or trafficked persons known to have visited. Immigration records held 
by customs and border crossing agencies area useful when they can be shared and combined by 
a number of trans-national agencies to depict travel routes, preferred times of travel and 
common characteristics of identification documents used by traffickers and those they have 
trafficked. However, the specific types of data that would be most useful, especially in 
preventing and combatting trafficking by identifying traffickers and their methods and locations 
etc., require evaluation. This is so the breadth of data collection does not either harm trafficked 
persons and/ or is so broad that it becomes meaningless when big data analytics is performed on 
the data. Attendees at the TRACE validation workshop raised a concern with indiscriminate 
collection that is not a direct response to a targeted question or investigative path because 
sweeping data collection is not necessarily useful when it does not answer an investigative query 
or cannot be analysed to show specific patterns or behaviours. At that workshop, a call was 
made for those involved in the prevention and combatting of THB to make purposeful and 
question-driven decisions about the types of data that are required.252 Furthermore, having a 
mandate for the specific types of data to be collected also aids in the protection of personal data 
that can have negative affects in particular for trafficked persons when their data is stored 
without any guarantee of its erasure and can potentially lead to acts of discrimination against 
trafficked persons, especially after they have sought assistance. 
 
Specific data that can provide insight into trafficking activities is social media data (see Chapter 
3). The analysis of social media data is useful to the extent that these data can answer questions 
about, and provide insight into, the formation of relationships between traffickers, or when 
social media has been used to facilitate arrangements for trafficked persons. Furthermore, 
financial data is particularly useful, although it requires a large degree of cooperation between 
financial organisations and law enforcements agencies that are required to comply with varying 
degrees of privacy and data protection legislation. For example, examining financial data, 
including the flow of money through credit card companies, bank transfers and money wires can 
indicate transactions related to forced labour. This has been the focus of law enforcement 
agency’s strategies in the US in the detection of trafficking enterprises. Manhattan District 
Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr. states, "Sex trafficking, like many other organized crimes, leaves 
classic electronic footprints."253 Further, in 2014, a working group that included the anti-
trafficking conference, Trust Women, Thomson Reuters Foundation CEO Monique Villa and 
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Vance released a white paper254 with the help of financial institutions and anti-trafficking 
organisations that outlined the signs of trafficking operations. A representative of Western 
Union who worked on the Paper provided the basis for that focus: “We were looking to figure 
out how the trafficking rings moved their money, if we could identify transactions and customer 
traits that might have a correlation to red flags for trafficking indicators for our investigators to 
pursue”.255 
 
The types of big data that can be utilised that can assist to prevent and combat human trafficking 
appear obvious, however as previously mentioned, in practice, attention must be focused on the 
need to come to an understanding of what specific types of data would be required for certain 
anti-trafficking measures.256 However, these data are merely collections of data unless they are 
processed and analysed for informed and evidence-based decision making and in the case of 
human trafficking, assist in preventing and combating the crime, as well as assisting trafficked 
persons.  
 
The use of big data for preventing and combating THB 
An unprecedented volume of data can be captured, stored and processed for a multitude of 
purposes, including for the benefit of communities and individuals. Big data analytics software 
can scan for specific keywords and behaviours that could indicate unlawful activity, behaviours 
and locations of traffickers or those they have trafficked. This is especially so where geo-tagging 
has been activated, such as with social media data or photography using smart devices. Big-data 
analysis programs—which can massage the data gathered from so many places in today’s 
records and sensor-filled world—may be the answer. Such programs are already being used to 
complement law enforcement practices.257,258 

 
An example of the use of big data to combat and prevent THB is the collaboration between 
Palantir and the Polaris project. The Polaris Project259, an anti-human trafficking organisation, 
operates a national hotline for trafficked persons to call when they're in desperate need of help. 
The hotline has received more than 75,000 calls, and specialists manning it previously had to 
navigate between a caller's location on Google Maps, a Microsoft Word document detailing 215 
protocols for handling specific situations and a list of nearly 3,000 resources, including shelters, 
legal services and local law enforcement agencies that would be available to trafficked persons 
through Polaris' network. In 2012, Palantir, a Silicon Valley startup, created 
software that streamlined Polaris’ network of resources into a single dashboard for call 
specialists to use, that informs them of what areas require a response.260 The dashboard 
aggregates data according to geographical location whilst culling other relevant information 
such as age, immigration status, language needs, shelter requirements to assist a specialist 
deliver assistance specific to a trafficked persons’ situation.261 In addition to using data 
technology to make it’s call lines more efficient, Polaris’ data team has used the information 
collected from phone calls, texts or emails with trafficked persons to better understand the larger 
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trends among trafficking circuits.262 This analysis has revealed insights that help Polaris better 
gear its outreach campaigns to trafficked persons by, for example, identifying truck stops that 
have become hot spots for forced prostitution.  
 
Further, big data analysis in the context of labour trafficking means identifying destinations of 
demand, and allows for the identification of points in the trafficking operation where greater 
activity is occurring a, for example, a specific location or website, as indicated by relevant data. 
This can include points in the recruitment pipeline and high-risk industry sectors like hospitality 
where increased data activity may obvious at some points, such as responses by prospective 
trafficked persons to the placements of an initial job advertisements on websites by traffickers. 
In the instance of studying data related to workers' interactions with recruitment companies, the 
relationships between companies, clients and trafficked persons central to the operation can be 
identified.  
 
As well as big data utilisation to detect where and when trafficking is occurring and who is 
facilitating it, big data use is also a focus of organisations, law enforcement agencies and 
research groups to assist in preventing human trafficking. Theresa Leigh, a working group 
member of the Program on Human Trafficking and Modern Day Slavery at Harvard University's 
Kennedy School of Government states, “We are actually pursuing it from a preventative 
standpoint, being able to see patterns with big data that we haven’t seen before.” 
 
Elsewhere, US based company Milcord are currently looking to collaborate with Demand 
Abolition to develop software solutions to better understand the demand component of Internet 
facilitated sexual exploitation. Examples of activities that could be facilitated by such 
technology include buyer/John profiling, analysis of advertising content, software for scalable 
collaboration and knowledge sharing and ‘using statistical and machine learning methods, 
estimate where newly identified/contacted buyers are likely to fall in the market 
segmentation’.263 
 
Overall, examples of engagement with big data, specifically big data analytics software, to assist 
to prevent and combat human trafficking is a growing area of crime prevention which sees the 
intersect of big data, big data technologies and crime prevention. Nevertheless, it does face a 
number of challenges.  
 
The challenges 
In theory, big data, and associated technologies and applications can play a role in detecting, 
preventing and combating the trafficking of human beings. However, the reality is that 
challenges exist in relation to the availability of the data, its subjectivity to privacy and data 
protection requirements, as explored by the  ‘Data-act’ – data protection in ant trafficking action 
project264 and the willingness of organisations to share data, especially in the instance of cross-
border transfers of data. Further, there currently exists an issue surrounding a lack of clarity of 
precisely what data would assist with anti-trafficking measures and is an area that requires 
further research so that an informed consensus can be made about the questions posed and the 
data required to answer those questions. 
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The sharing of data to extract meaning and insight in order to prevent and combat THB may 
depend on the interconnectivity of data sources, and the willingness and legality of sharing these 
data. However, the financial services sector provide an example of how data sharing can be 
achieved: “We built models and utilised technology to identify transactions that had red flag-
indicators, which we then investigated and in many instances we shared our results with law 
enforcement, which is required under certain regulations”. 265 This was performed “consistent to 
the right to financial privacy. These are not just exercises in data dumping.”266 Nevertheless, law 
enforcement agencies, civil society organisations and cross-border enforcement authorities 
continue to operate to a large extent as silos, which acts as a major barrier to increased use of 
big data to gain useful and meaningful insights into the acts and behaviours of traffickers, as 
well as in the potential protection of trafficked persons.  
 
Whilst much of the information being used and analysed is open source and available to the 
public at large, they do however, require big data technologies and human skill to interpret it. 
This often requires collaborations between software companies and organisations assisting in 
preventing and combating human trafficking. As a number of these organisations are publicly 
funded or non-profit organisations, they are likely to rely on volunteer collaborators to achieve 
optimum insights from data. This is compounded by the fact that a major challenge for law 
enforcement agencies who have access to relevant data face technological challenges associated 
with the fact that structured and unstructured data often arrives or is collected from a large 
number and variety of data sources, which require a new generation of technologies and 
architectures. These new generation technologies and architectures require resources, both in 
terms of the financial resources and human resources, such as the high-level of skill required to 
interpret and analyse the data. For public agencies and organisations, this may not be a funding 
priority. 
 
Future focus areas 
Big data can be utilised to assist law enforcement agencies, humanitarian organisations and 
others to detect, prevent and/ or combat acts of trafficking by gaining insight into behaviours 
locations and methods used by traffickers. Big data can also assist organisations and law 
enforcement agencies to locate and respond to trafficked persons in real time. However, in order 
to do so, the challenges discussed above need to be met, especially the need to identify the types 
of data that would be most helpful in this context, and a big data strategy in this area requires 
development and implementation with a consideration on the cost effectiveness of engaging 
with big data to fight THB.   
 
Increased cooperation between law enforcement agencies and in particular, cross-border 
agencies to share data would assist in identifying and distinguishing domestic and transnational 
human trafficking activities. This would require a focus on standardised agreements between 
key organisations that consider the extent to which data can be shared in compliance with key 
local and international privacy and data protection legislation. Agreements would also address 
issues with interoperability of systems used by parties to these agreements. Coordinated efforts 
are required to minimise the duplication of effort and in order to identify the best big data 
strategies and practices for adoption by organisations playing a role in preventing and combating 
human trafficking. Beyond coordination between relevant law enforcement agencies, 
coordination with humanitarian organisations and anti-trafficking initiatives are necessary. 
Coordination would be required first at a national level in order to effectively contribute to 
coordinated activities on a global scale.  
                                                        
265 Op. cit. Sneed, Tierney, 2015. 
266 Ibid. 
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Another future focus for big data utilisation in preventing and combating human trafficking 
would concern the appropriate allocation of resources. This is vital to ensuring the 
implementation of big data technologies and practices in an efficient and effective manner. This 
means that both new generation technologies, and the requisite level of human skill to 
implement them and interpret the data must be acquired in order to extract meaningful insights 
from the data processed. Simply holding big data or having access to data will not be sufficient. 
Collaborations such as the one discussed above between Polaris and Palantir is a sound example 
of cross-sector collaboration with the objective of preventing and combating human trafficking. 
Whilst such collaborations would be an overall objective, preliminary efforts in the area of 
information giving and education are required for agencies and organisations dealing with big 
data to best understand the benefits of big data utilisation in this context.  
 
Big data sets can be used in preventing and combating human trafficking. However, further 
research and collaborative efforts, both domestically and cross-border, are required to ensure 
that the relevant insights are extracted from that data.  
 

5.2 DIGITAL CURRENCIES  - BITCOIN  
Bitcoin, known to most people as an artificial currency of sorts that can be used for purchases 
over the Internet, is, according to its official website, a “consensus network that enables a new 
payment system and a completely digital money [and represents] the first decentralized peer-to-
peer payment network that is powered by its users with no central authority or middlemen.” 267  
 
The Bitcoin concept uses cryptography to control transactions and to issue “money,” rather than 
using a central authority as seen with traditional financial institutions. Since Bitcoin is open-
source and its design is public, nobody owns it and nobody exercises control over it. Rather, it is 
run by a network of anonymous developers who issue Bitcoins and manage transactions. The 
claimed advantages include the freedom to instantaneously send and receive money anywhere in 
the world at any time, without limits on the amount; no transaction fees, or fees lower than those 
imposed by credit cards and PayPal; lower risks of fraud; and the ability of merchants to control 
the transactions and to avoid hidden charges. Caution is advised regarding the volatility of the 
price of Bitcoins, the irreversibility of payments, and the fact that the transactions are not 
anonymous, since anyone can see the balance and the transactions of any Bitcoin address (but 
not the identity of the user), and for this reason, users are advised to change their Bitcoin address 
regularly.268  
 
From the perspective of a new Bitcoin user, the first step is to choose a “wallet” for a mobile 
phone, desktop, hardware or web. Then, Bitcoins can be purchased from an Internet exchange 
where payment is made by conventional means, such as bank transfers or credit cards. 
Businesses may also accept Bitcoins as payment for goods and services and have the option to 
process the payment on the Bitcoin network or use the services of a merchant. The site 
Bitcoin.org advises users to comply with the tax regulations of the respective jurisdiction, and 
counsels users accepting payment in Bitcoins to treat them as cash transactions.269   
 
Since its creation, Bitcoin has grown rapidly in popularity and its value has increased manifold. 
However, its growth may be limited by future governmental regulation related to the monitoring 
of Internet communications for security purposes. Measures such as banning encryption, which 

                                                        
267 “Frequently Asked Questions”, Bitcoin.org, no date. https://bitcoin.org/en/faq#what-is-bitcoin  
268 Ibid. 
269 “How to Accept Bitcoin, for Small Businesses”, Bitcoin.org, no date. 
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/How_to_accept_Bitcoin,_for_small_businesses#Merchant_Services 
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the UK government announced it was considering in the wake of the June 2015 terrorist attacks 
in Tunisia, are one example. The United States’ government has also tried to weaken the 
algorithms used for encryption after secret documents were revealed in the so-called the wiki-
leaks affair.270 
 
Bitcoin and Trafficking in Human Beings 
The relevance of Bitcoin to trafficking in human beings is connected to the ability of Bitcoin 
users to conduct financial transactions outside of governmental and regulatory scrutiny, to the 
extent that the lack of such scrutiny facilitates the carrying out of criminal activity more 
generally. In regard to THB, Bitcoin could help conceal the proceeds from trafficking, pay for 
bribes in the process of recruitment and transportation and to support traffickers in avoiding 
prosecution or conviction, as well as enabling clients to pay for clients’ payments in sexual 
exploitation cases.  
 
Instances of alleged use of Bitcoin for criminal activity related to THB include the US-based 
classifieds website Backpage, known for advertising adult escort services, which started 
accepting only Bitcoin payments, after Visa and MasterCard discontinued processing their 
clients’ payments to the site in July 2015, because of allegations that Backpage was being used 
for “sex trafficking” and prostitution.271 Another example is the website Silk Road, offering a 
vast range of drugs, from cannabis weed and seeds, to ecstasy and stimulants, for which reason 
it has been dubbed “the Amazon.com of drugs.272 According to Gawker, the key to the success 
of Silk Road is that sellers feel comfortable offering even hard drugs on the website precisely 
because the transactions are “entirely obscured” as the site only accepts payment in Bitcoins.273  
 
Bitcoin in this way helps create a shadow economy, connecting not only drug users and sellers, 
some of them students, but also gamblers and anyone else who wants to make payments without 
being traced.274 Thus, there can be an indirect link between Bitcoin and THB based on anecdotal 
examples of its use in the trafficking business and other organized criminal industries, such as 
drug trafficking, identified above and in WP1 and WP5. Combating the use of Bitcoin for illicit 
activities would necessarily involve increased scrutiny over transactions conducted over the 
Internet or financial tracking.  
 

5.3 GEOGRAPHICAL MAPPING  
Geographical mapping (Geo-mapping) is a visual representation of data by mapping it 
geographically.  It often looks like a geographic map with symbols representing different 
information. However, it can also include detailed images representing a sequence of events. 
Geo-mapping is different from other forms of mapping (such as relationship-mapping, mind-
mapping, power-mapping and resource-mapping), it always has a geographic location attached 
to the data (GPS coordinates) being represented. The data used to create the map can be 
collected in a number of different ways such as applying GPS coordinates to existing data.275 
 

                                                        
270 “Would an Encryption Ban Kill the UK's Bitcoin Businesses?”, Coindesk.com, 12 July 2015. 
http://www.coindesk.com/would-uk-encryption-ban-kill-bitcoin/ 
271 “Former prosecutor calls Visa, MasterCard split from Backpage 'a step in the right direction'”, Wect.com, 10 July 2015. 
http://www.wect.com/story/29521688/former-prosecutor-calls-visa-mastercard-split-from-backpage-a-step-in-the-right-direction  
272 Chen, Adrian, “The Underground Website Where You Can Buy Any Drug Imaginable”, Gawker.com, 6 January 2011. 
http://gawker.com/the-underground-website-where-you-can-buy-any-drug-imag-30818160  
273Ibid. 
274 Mahdawi, Arwa, “Bitcoin: more than just the currency of digital vice”, Theguardian.com, 4 March 2013. 
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/mar/04/bitcoin-currency-of-vice 
275 https://www.newtactics.org/comment/2257#comment-2257. Viewed on 22 July 2015. 
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With the rise of technology, mapping tools become not only more available to practitioners that 
may previously have shied away from using technology, but maps also offer new possibilities 
for advocacy, promoting transparency around human rights issues, sharing critical information, 
tracking impact of human rights efforts, and engaging the community in local issues. Geo-
mapping is a rapidly developing tool in the human rights community and can be potentially used 
in combating human trafficking as well. The possible ways that Geo mapping can be used for 
preventing human trafficking are the following: 
 
Sharing and Representation of Stories – Maps can be used to represent different stories of 
trafficked persons. By sharing their stories, the community not only can document the events, 
but also access the new trends in trafficking in human beings, gaps in the system and assistance 
available to trafficked persons. By mapping narratives spatially, for example, in conflict 
situation or a disaster situation, practitioners and the community are allowed to respond more 
effectively. For example, The World Is Witness project276 collected stories of people affected by 
the genocide around the world and portrayed them geo-spatially.  
 
Sharing Critical Information – Various types of maps can be used to report and share critical 
information at times of conflict or disaster. As human trafficking is prevalent in an acute armed 
conflict and post-conflict situations and women and children, including those who are living in 
war territories, forcibly displaced or seeking asylum, are extremely vulnerable, maps can aid in 
identifying frequent sources of violence, including human trafficking for various forms of 
exploitation, and delivering more effective assistance. Ushahidi277 developed a crisis mapping 
tool CrisisNet278 that is an open platform which consolidates source of global crisis data, finds, 
formats, and exposes crisis data in a simple, intuitive structure that’s accessible anywhere. 
 
Mapping Long-term Impact – In order to document progress in combating human trafficking 
and compare data at the international, regional or national level, the same map can be generated 
on a regular basis for comparison, or using color-coding for different years, one map provides a 
powerful visual representation of the spatial dimension of impact over time279.  
 

For example, the International Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association 
(ILGA) has developed a Rainbow Europe 
map which depicts various positive advances 
and negative trends that happen at national 
level. The Map’s fluid rankings are 
complemented by a detailed country-by-
country analysis.280 
 

 

                                                        
276 World is Witness, a project of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, bears witness to genocide and related crimes against 
humanity around the world. Information available at http://www.aaas.org/page/ushmm-%E2%80%94-world-witness  
277 Ushahidi, Inc. is a non-governmental software company that develops free and open-source software (LGPL) for information 
collection, visualization, and interactive mapping. Ushahidi created a website in the aftermath of Kenya's disputed 2007 
presidential election that collected eyewitness reports of violence reported by email and text message and placed them on a 
Google Maps map.  
278 CrisisNet is a firehouse of global crises data. This tool has been used for monitoring the conflict in Syria. This project 
retrieved 10k+ social media posts per day while monitoring thousands of YouTube channels and hundreds of Facebook pages. 
Information available at http://www.ushahidi.com/product/crisisnet/  
279 More information available at https://www.newtactics.org/geo-mapping-human-rights/geo-mapping-human-rights  
280 More information available at http://www.ilga-europe.org/resources/rainbow-europe/2015  
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Figure 6: Geo-map of THB statistics in the Baltic Sea 
Region 

Another example is the use of geo-mapping to 
create an easy to read macro-regional snapshot of 
human trafficking statistics in the countries of the 
Baltic Sea Region. The illustrated map of the 
Baltic Sea Region complements the Human 
trafficking 2013 – Baltic Sea Region Round-up 
report developed by the Council of the Baltic See 
States Task Force against Trafficking in Human 
beings 281.  

 
Combining Existing Data to Create Impact – Information on human rights issues, including 
human trafficking, can be combined with existing maps or satellite images and serve as a 
powerful basis for advocacy and transparency. In the case of Colombia, a map was created that 
combined data on the frequency of human rights violations caused by military officials with the 
locations of US government funding for military operations. The map portrayed the links 
between US military funding and local human rights violations in Colombia, and thus 
challenged the US government's claim that the funding did not have any adverse effects in 
Colombia.282    
 
Transferability – Given the availability of free mapping tools online and the possibility of 
engaging the society in re-defining already existing maps, geo-mapping constitutes a powerful 
tool that can be used for a wide range of human rights issues, both at the local and global scale. 
For example, on a national scale, non-governmental organizations could create a common map 
online and map the impact of new law. Worldwide, maps could be used to collect data on the 
trafficking routes to potentially identify locations with the high risk to be recruited or exploited. 
Geo-mapping could provide an excellent way to collect multiple sources of information in order 
to help various anti-trafficking actors to assess broader impacts and provide a data foundation 
for recommending more far reaching policy and actions to combat trafficking in human beings. 
The newest software solutions can enable users to understand the geographical context and the 
location-based relationships that lie within data. It gives users the tools to analyse and monitor 
data more fully and efficiently283.  
 

5.4 REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS (RPAS)  
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) are ‘An aircraft [or aircraft-system] that is flown 
from a remote location without a pilot located in the aircraft itself’.284 Otherwise referred to as 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) or drones. In relation to 
the trafficking of human beings, within Europe, RPAS are a potential consideration of an 
emerging technology for combating THB. 
 

                                                        
281 Statistics presented in the tables and combined onto the illustrated Map of the Baltic Sea Region is taken from 2012. The 
Round-up report, with a special focus on each individual Member State, highlights practices and concentrates on:  new trends, 
ongoing projects, updates to the legal and institutional framework and coordination mechanisms. More information available at: 
http://www.cbss.org/safe-secure-region/tfthb/  
282 More information available at https://www.newtactics.org/geo-mapping-human-rights/geo-mapping-human-rights  
283 For example, Galigeo SellWhere – Enterprise is the only location intelligence and geo-mapping software capable of 
connecting mapping software to various types of data. More information available at http://www.galigeo.com/products-
overview/territory-management-products/galigeo/  
284 Australian Certified UAV Operators Inc., ‘What do we call them: UAV, UAS or RPAS?”, 2014. 
http://www.acuo.org.au/industry-information/terminology/what-do-we-call-them/ 
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In June 2015, amongst the backdrop of irregular migration in the EU, as reported in the news 
media, militaries from across the EU were instructed to employ RPAS for surveillance in the 
South-Central Mediterranean Sea to help combat ‘traffickers’ operating out of Libya.285 Among 
other activities it has been claimed that RPAS were expected to be used to help gather 
intelligence on trafficking operations: "The aim of this military operation is to undertake 
systematic efforts to identify, capture and dispose of vessels as well as enabling assets used or 
suspected of being used by migrant smugglers or traffickers".286  However, it is important to 
note, that although within the press the term ‘trafficking’ is used, that is not to say that indeed 
trafficking is taking place. Rather, there is a complex relationship between smuggling and 
trafficking – where those smuggled may be at risk of being trafficked. Thus, while it appears as 
if RPAS is being used to combat trafficking, and is therefore a relevant future technology, this 
may not be the case. It is therefore important to remain sceptical of the use of RPAS in anti-
human trafficking operations. As was highlighted during a discussion at the TRACE validation 
workshop it is fashionable for politicians to claim they are doing something in the name of 
fighting THB, however different motives may lie beneath the surface.  
 
The use of sensors, such as heat sensors attached to RPAS may support intelligence-gathering 
efforts. Within the drugs trade, police can use such sensors for detecting hazardous areas, or 
drug cultivation and production sites. 287 For THB, when trying to detect large groups of people, 
for instance travelling by sea, such sensors may provide useful for intelligence purposes. One 
such operation was performed in 2013 by Italian authorities using (disposable) RPAS in an 
operation called Mare Nostrum.288 The operation was launched in October 2013 as a response to 
the humanitarian crisis in the Sicily channel and had a dual aim; on the one hand, to identify the 
boats at risk of capsizing, rescue migrants and bring them to Italy and on the other hand, to bring 
human traffickers and human smugglers to justice. It involved the participation of forces from 
all branches of the Italian Military Forces, Police Officers, the Coast Guard and Customs 
Service as well as the military personnel of the Italian Red Cross. The operation contributed to 
the on-going fight against human trafficking as the mission increased the number of total arrests 
of perpetrators to around 500 human traffickers.289  
 
Outside of Europe, the use of RPAS for intelligence gathering has a longer history and is also 
seen in attempts to combat other types of organised crime, including for instance – drug 
trafficking. In Brazil for instance, military and police are using RPAS for monitoring drug 
trafficking and smuggling in border regions.290 As reported by Cawley, in South America, 
RPAS have proved effective in the fight against drug trafficking: “in 2012, Bolivian authorities 
credited Brazilian drone surveillance with the discovery of 240 drug labs in Bolivia's Santa Cruz 
department in June that year”.291 Not only are they an effective form of surveillance, but they 

                                                        
285 Neuger, James G., “EU to Deploy Drones, Warships Against Human Traffickers”, Bloomberg, 22 June 2015. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-22/eu-to-deploy-drones-warships-against-mediterranean-traffickers 
286 Kington, Tom, “Politics Delays EU Anti-Human Trafficking Ops”, Defence News, 27 June 2015. 
http://www.defensenews.com/story/defense/international/europe/2015/06/27/eu-politics-stalls-anti-human-trafficking-
mission/29294555/  
287 “Drug Detection”, AirDrone3D, 2015. http://www.airdrone3d.com/en/services/drug-detection.html  
288 Amnesty International, “Lives Adrift: Refugees and Migrants in Peril in the Central Mediterranean”, Amnesty online, 30 
September 2014. https://www.amnesty.org/fr/documents/document/?indexNumber=eur05%2F006%2F2014&language=en 
289 ANSA, “Alfano hails human trafficker arrests”, ANSA news, 29 August 2014. 
http://www.ansa.it/english/news/politics/2014/08/29/alfano-hails-human-trafficker-arrests_df573a4b-b1e7-41f3-abac-
8c3a4c72b5a3.html 
290 Cawley, Marguerite, “Drone use in Latin America: Dangers and Opportunities”, InSight Crime, 18 April 2014. 
http://www.insightcrime.org/news-analysis/drone-use-in-latin-america-dangers-and-opportunities 
291 Ibid. 
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are also regarded as being cost effective as they cost less to maintain and operate, and can be 
somewhat safer for intelligence gathering that through the use of personnel on the ground.292  
 
Elsewhere in the US, in Dallas and New Orleans in 2011 and 2013, police proposed the use of 
RPAS around the Super Bowl. RPAS was viewed as being a useful tool for surveillance 
purposes to monitor “suspicious criminal activities, including sex trafficking”.293 However, 
there are numerous concerns relating to human rights issues (e.g., privacy) on the use of RPAS 
for surveillance purposes. For this reason, the use of RPAS around the Super Bowl was 
denied.294 Some further concerns are discussed below in section 5.6  
 
Overall, RPAS present the opportunity for use in certain scenarios that could assist with 
preventing and combatting THB. It is likely that RPAS use will be considered in the context of 
anti-trafficking policies and strategies. However, the ethical and legal implications of such use 
must be taken into consideration to ensure that this technology, and the payloads with which it 
can be fitted, is used responsibly.  
 

5.5 TAILORED SEARCH ENGINES  
Today's web searches use a centralized, one-size-fits-all approach that searches the Internet with 
the same set of tools for all queries. While that model has been wildly successful commercially, 
it does not work well for many government use cases. For example, this search approach still 
remains a largely manual process that does not save sessions, requires nearly exact input with 
one-at-a-time entry, and doesn't organize or aggregate results beyond a list of links. Moreover, 
common search practices miss information in the deep web—the parts of the web not indexed 
by standard commercial search engines—and ignore shared content across pages.295 In relation 
to THB, the deep web is a space where THB related evidence might be located and is therefore 
able to facilitate THB, and thus there is a need for tools to identify this material. To help 
overcome these challenges, in February 2014, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) launched the programme called Memex. 
 
Memex seeks to develop software that advances online search capabilities far beyond the current 
state of the art. The goal is to invent better methods for interacting with and sharing information, 
so users can quickly and thoroughly organize and search subsets of information relevant to their 
individual interests. The technologies developed in the programme provide the mechanisms for 
improved content discovery, information extraction, information retrieval, user collaboration 
and other key search functions.296  
 
Memex will ultimately apply to any public domain content; but initially, DARPA peers into the 
“deep Web” to reveal trafficking in human beings and other illegal activity297. It aims to fight 
trafficking in human beings, with a focus on forums, chats, advertisements, job postings, 
and other Web-based platforms used to lure trafficked persons. As an analog computer to 
supplement human memory, Memex (a combination of “memory” and “index”) stores and 
automatically cross-references all of the user’s books, records and other information.298 It 

                                                        
292 Ibid. 
293 Pundina, Ieva, “Technology and Human Trafficking: Friends or Foes?”, Women in International Security, 16 July 2013. 
http://wiisglobal.org/2013/07/16/technology-and-human-trafficking-friends-or-foes/  
294 Ibid. 
295 Shen, W., Memex (Domain-Specific Search), no date. http://www.darpa.mil/program/memex  
296 Ibid. 
297 Greenemeier, L., “Scientific American Exclusive: DARPA Memex Data Maps”, 8 February 2015. 
http://www.scientificamerican.com/slideshow/scientific-american-exclusive-darpa-memex-data-maps/  
298 Shen, op. cit, no date. 
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currently includes eight open-source, browser-based search, analysis and data-visualization 
programs as well as back-end server software that perform complex computations and data 
analysis.299 Memex targets a key vulnerability of traffickers: the need to advertise.300 "In the 
end, sex traffickers are trying to sell a service and ultimately they have to advertise those 
services. That's their Achilles' heel," Jeff Schneider, the project's principal investigator and 
CMU research professor, said in a statement.301 
 
Evidence of criminals peddling services online is hard to pinpoint because of the use of 
temporary ads and peer-to-peer connections within the deep Web. Over a two-year timeframe 
traffickers spent approximately 250 million US dollars (€227 million) to post more than 60 
million advertisements, according to DARPA-funded research. Such a large volume of Web 
pages, many of which are not posted long enough to be crawled by search engines, makes it 
difficult for investigators to connect the dots. This is, in part, because investigators typically 
search for evidence of human trafficking using the same search engines that most people use to 
find restaurant reviews and gift ideas.302  "We're envisioning a new paradigm for search that 
would tailor indexed content, search results and interface tools to individual users and specific 
subject areas, and not the other way around," said Chris White, DARPA program manager in 
2014. According to Scientific American, Memex digs deeper than commercial search 
engines, scouring the so-called "deep Web" for untouched information that Google, Yahoo 
and other popular search engines do not index.303  
 
A multitude of this untouched information that may not be valuable to the average Web surfer 
can provide crucial information to investigators.  Much of this “deep Web” information is 
unstructured data gathered from sensors and other devices that may not reside in a database that 
can be scanned or “crawled” by search engines. Other deep Web data comes from temporary 
pages (such as advertisements for illegal sexual and similarly illicit services) that are removed 
before search engines can crawl them. Some areas of the deep Web are accessible using only 
special software such as the Tor Onion Router, which allows people to secretly share 
information anonymously via peer-to-peer connections rather than going through a centralized 
computer server304. Although sites do exist that index some Hidden Services pages—often 
around a specific topic—and there is even already a search engine called Grams uncovering 
sites selling illicit drugs and other contraband, the majority of Hidden Services remain well 
under the radar.305 DARPA is working to craft Internet search tools as part of the Memex 
programme that give government, military and businesses new ways to analyse, organize and 
interact with data pulled from this larger pool of sources.306 
 
A significant number of law enforcement agencies have already inquired about using the 
technology.307 According to published reports, the New York County District Attorney’s Office 

                                                        
299 Ibid. 
300  Spice, B., “Carnegie Mellon Developing Online Tools To Detect and Identify Sex Traffickers”, cmu news online, 13 January  
2015. http://www.cmu.edu/news/stories/archives/2015/january/detecting-sex-traffickers.html 
301 Mlot, S., “DARPA Search Engine Battles the Dark Web, Human Trafficking”, pc mag online, 3 February 2015. 
http://uk.pcmag.com/internet-products/39698/news/darpa-search-engine-battles-the-dark-web-human-tra  
302 Ibid. 
303 Mlot, S., op. cit, 2015. 
304 Tor is free software and an open network that helps to defend against traffic analysis, a form of network surveillance that 
threatens personal freedom and privacy, confidential business activities and relationships, and state security. Tor can be used 
to access sites on the Surface Web, but servers can also be assigned special addresses that can only be reached 
within the Tor network.  Available on: https://www.torproject.org/, accessed on 3 July 2015. 
305 Zetter, K.,  “DARPA is developing a search engine for the dark web”, wired, 2 October 2015. 
http://www.wired.com/2015/02/darpa-memex-dark-web/  
306 Greenmeier, op. cit, 2015.   
307 Ibid. 
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(NYDA’s) is one of several law enforcement agencies that have used early versions of Memex 
software over the past year to find and prosecute human traffickers, who coerce or abduct 
people—typically women and children—for the purposes of exploitation, sexual or otherwise.308 
 
In addition, Carnegie Mellon University experts in computer vision, language technologies and 
machine learning are developing new tools for such tasks as analysing the authors of adverts or 
extracting subtle information from images.309 
 

5.6 DISCUSSION 
Emerging technologies produce and process large volumes of varied data. Traffickers leave 
behind a digital footprint and increasingly organisations collect data through means of 
technology. Labour-inspection services, civil society organisations, immigration, embassies, 
health workers and police, are just some examples of the various institutions that may hold key 
data. However, at the same time, the crime of trafficking is difficult to investigate; the changing 
modus operandi, the apprehension of victims to come forward, the lack of awareness amongst 
professionals are some of the reasons why it is difficult to build a clear picture of THB. The key 
to countering human trafficking may lie in the appropriate implementation of emerging and 
future technologies that bring together information, such as big data, and enable it to be 
presented in an easy to understand and meaningful way (e.g., through Geo-mapping). However, 
as highlighted throughout this report there is a need to use these upcoming technologies in a 
lawful, effective and accountable manner. Privacy and data protection remain key 
considerations.  
 
The benefit of emerging technologies is that not only is there time to set practices in motion that 
will ensure ethical use of technologies but to also consider if the technology is actually 
necessary. With regard to data collection, the NGO run ‘datACT’ project is dedicated to 
ensuring that victims of trafficking are ‘perceived in their autonomy and not as powerless 
victims whose personal data must be collected and stored.’310 The project recognises that 
trafficked persons enjoy an equal level of protection of their right to privacy as any other citizen. 
The project has produced interesting literature that can aid those working in the field to 
understand the necessary measures that need to be implemented. At the same time we must bear 
in mind that traffickers, as human beings, are also privy to data protection and privacy.  
 
When developing a harmonised overview of emerging technologies we must also remember not 
to “get ahead” of ourselves. It is a truism that Bitcoin can have a role in facilitating THB, 
however we also have to consider whether realistically it will be a major component of the 
crime. During the TRACE validation workshop various Civil Society organisations asked 
whether there is much hard evidence on the use of the currency, especially in the light of 
research that shows most traffickers to be low-level criminals and not highly organised crime 
syndicates. Indeed in interviewing traffickers and reviewing court files as researchers we did not 
come across any mention of Bitcoin. Such realities should be taken into account when deciding 
how to spend limited resources. At the same time we must bear in mind the cliché that 
breakthrough technologies of yesterday seem commonplace today. 
 

                                                        
308 Fox-Brewster, T., “Watch Out Google, DARPA Just Open Sourced All This Swish 'Dark Web' Search Tech”, Forbes, 17 
April, 2015. http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2015/04/17/darpa-nasa-and-partners-show-off-memex/  
309 Greenmeier, op. cit, 2015.   
310 The aim of datACT is to promote the rights of trafficked persons to privacy and autonomy and to protect their personal data: 
“Data Protection In Anti-Trafficking Action’, DatAct, no date. http://www.datact-project.org/startseite.html  
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As already highlighted above, RPAS remain a controversial technology. Unsurprisingly they 
raise great privacy and data protection issues. For example in the use of RPAS there is scope for 
non-targeted mass surveillance. This in turn is a violation of human rights because the mass data 
collected will be of someone who has had their right to be left alone, ergo privacy, violated. It is 
therefore necessary to consider the “collateral damage” when using emerging technologies to 
combat human trafficking. Elsewhere, Free the Slaves, suggested the use of RPAS for locating 
and documenting forced labour, in that RPAS could be used to ‘facilitate police raids, and that 
video footage could also be used in a documentary film to raise awareness about slavery’.311 
However, this in itself could have important implications for the privacy and human rights of all 
individuals concerned. Thus, it is worth considering the legal implication of RPAS as a form of 
intervention in the fight against human trafficking by authorities. Consequently, in Europe, it 
may be worth examining lessons learnt from other combative operations (e.g., drugs trafficking) 
across the globe in order to enhance stakeholders understanding of the role that RPAS could 
play in the fight against trafficking, including the legal framework that may be required in order 
to prevent illegal and abusive use of RPAS. 
 
When thinking about the future we are left with key questions: Where are we headed? How 
should our investments be made? How should the breakthroughs of technology be translated 
into the reforms of practice? How do we stay true to key democratic principles of privacy and 
liberty? This report encourages the debate of these question and deliberations, especially before 
we run ahead with current of technology and it overtakes our policy and values.  
 
  

                                                        
311 “Trust Women Actions”, Thomson Reuters, 2013. http://www.trustwomenconf.com/about/news/2013-trust-women-actions/  
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PART 3: RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH  
This report undertook an analysis of the relationship between technology and human trafficking. 
This report concludes that technology is evolving at a fast pace and that it will become a key 
instrument in the years ahead. As such, the TRACE project recommends that all stakeholders 
incorporate technology consciousness into their considerations concerning the crime of human 
trafficking. At the same time, caution must be exercised to avoid technology for the sake of 
using technology: 
 

“A police chief who says 

‘‘if the technology is available, why not use it?’’ 
needs first to ask, ‘‘what are the likely consequences 

of using this technology, how does its 
use compare to that of other technologies and to 

the consequences of doing  

nothing?’’312 

 
This section is divided into two sub-sections. First, a series of recommendations are provided for 
tackling and engaging with technology in the fight against THB. Second, recommendations are 
provided relating to further research in this field. Combined, these recommendations are based 
on the activities undertaken in writing this report, as well as findings from a validation 
workshop held with stakeholder’s including representatives from law enforcement, civil society 
and research.  
 
 

6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESPONDING TO THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN THB 
The following sub-sections provide recommendations for different actors (e.g., law 
enforcement, policy makers and civil society organisations). 
 

6.1.1  Applications and software 
Law enforcement agencies  
There is a rich variety of applications and software that is integral to thinking about THB. This 
report finds that data generated from websites and social media should be of particular interest 
to law enforcement persons. Websites, can be used in facilitating THB for the recruitment and 
exploitation of trafficked persons, these include but are not limited to: social networking sites 
(SNS), dating websites, advertising/classified sites, adult entertainment websites, review forums 
and chat-room sites. Social activities on SNS are often used to persuade vulnerable persons to 
agree to enter an exploitative situation. This is just one way in which SNS aid traffickers (for 
further information see Section 3.1). There is evidence to suggest that the analysis of social 
media data is useful in providing insights into the formation of relationships between traffickers 
and between traffickers and trafficked persons. In addition it is possible to gain information on 
                                                        
312 Marx, Gary, ‘Some Information Age Techno-Fallacies’, Journal of contingencies and crisis management, Volume 11, Issue 
1, 2003, pp.25-31, p.25. 
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when social media has been used to facilitate arrangements for the trafficked person or has 
served as a platform for exploitation. The report has also scrutinised other applications and 
software, which form the base of the recommendations. Accordingly, law enforcement agencies 
should: 

 
 
Policy makers 
As traffickers who use technology leave a digital footprint it is necessary to engage in a 
partnership with tech companies that can facilitate access to that digital footprint. Moreover, the 
mass data that is generated through the use of technologies requires interpretation and 
compliance with privacy and data protection laws. TRACE recommends that policy makers 
should: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ø Strive towards greater data intelligence; this may require making use of new forms of 
processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process 
optimization (Sections 4.1.6; 4.1.7; 4.1.13).  

Ø An allocation of resources and staff to monitor SNS and other websites (e.g., online 
forums and message boards) as a form of intelligence in the fight against THB. This 
information can feed into online tools such as i2softwear (4.1.13), which will help with 
analysis and thus help to paint an accurate picture of the crime of THB. In this instance 
consideration needs to be given to data protection and privacy laws. 

Ø Work towards a raised consciousness of law enforcers on the role of SNS in facilitating 
and preventing THB. 

Ø Develop partnerships with SNS providers and other industry representatives to begin a 
dialogue on best methods for combating and preventing THB (see relationship between 
Palantir and the Polaris project & Milcord and Demand Abolition in Section 5.1). 

Ø Improve tools that can help facilitate the ease of anonymously reporting suspected cases 
of THB on websites and social media. For example by means of anonymous notification 
through the use of apps / websites / hotlines.  

Ø Consider the use of webinars amongst criminal investigating forces (national and 
transnational) for the purpose of training or sharing best practices among specialists. 
These webinars should be updated and staff should be encouraged to engage in “refresher” 
courses. 

Ø We acknowledge the shortcomings of web searches, highlighting that common search 
practices miss information in the dark web. In relation to trafficking in persons, the dark 
web is a space where THB related evidence might be located and is therefore able to 
facilitate the crime, and thus there is a need for tools to identify this material. Law 
enforcement persons should make use of software that advances online search capabilities 
far beyond the current state of the art. For example by developing software that picks up 
words such as young, new, fresh, which may indicate the exploitation of minors. An 
example of such a tool is Memex (see Section 5.5). 
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SNS are not only a platform where traffickers can conduct their business, in addition, they are a 
means of conveying a message to (potential) trafficked persons. Policy makers should therefore: 

Ø Make funding available for projects that seek to engage with big data to prevent THB, 
including funding for new generation of technologies and architectures that can aid in 
collecting and analysing information from the data collected via SNS.  

Ø Engage in co-operation with other Member States in order to exchange experiences on 
legislation, best practices and measures to use big data and technology in the fight against 
THB.  

Ø Advise private companies in the SNS and classified website sectors to recognise that 
offenders of human trafficking use their platforms and thus the companies should take steps 
to develop anti-trafficking proposals and technologies. In this context it is recommended 
that users of such sites be recognised as potential sources of reporting abuse. However, it is 
further recommended that users need to be taught about identifying possible signs of 
exploitation. 

Ø Encourage the close monitoring of online job advertisement sites (either by law 
enforcements or civil society organisations), in particular in industries where forced labour 
is known to occur. 

 

1

 
Ø Promote legal channels that could facilitate the provision of information on SNS spaces, 

frequented by (potential) trafficked persons. Such information would address the dangers of 
THB, trafficked persons rights; worker’s rights and trafficked persons support services.  
 
o E.g., in 2007 the Dutch government posted a banner raising awareness about human trafficking 

for sexual exploitation on the site of a popular Internet forum (www.hookers.nl) where visitors 
of red light districts and users of sex services exchanged tips and information. 
 

Ø Foster an environment where partnerships between SNS providers, law enforcement 
agencies and civil society are possible.  
 
o Sensitise relevant parties to the primarily responsibility of working together to ensure the 

safety of trafficked persons. 
o Arrange activities such as workshops and seminars where representatives can engage in 

dialogue. 
 

Ø Encourage online dating websites to have information on staying safe online.  
Ø Develop legal provisions with the objective of preventing exploitation on adult 

entertainment websites. For example: 
 
o Websites should address human trafficking in their terms of use and develop monitoring 

mechanism that will ensure THB does not take place on their platforms.  
o Consider prohibiting any registered sex offender from accessing commercial social networking 

sites, where there may be children. Facebook already has a policy that convicted sex offenders 
are not allowed to use the platform. If one encounters an account that may belong to a 
convicted sex offender, the user is advised to report it. 

 
Ø Develop protocols governing the development of adult entertainment websites and 

computer games, with the aim of making developers more aware of the threat posed by 
advertising exploitation. 
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Civil society organisations 
The safety of a trafficked person should always be prioritised. To this end, it becomes necessary 
for advocates in the civil society domain to raise their awareness and become proficient at 
understanding technology and how it can be used. Accordingly, civil society organisations ought 
to:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2

Ø Put in place, where appropriate, policies with the objective of discouraging the production 
of games that trivialise abuse and promote sexual exploitation.  

Ø Develop a national policy for the provision of information via different solutions (e.g., a 
mobile app, online training) on what human trafficking is, how to spot signs, how it should 
be reported to frontline staff, including medics, police, social workers, teacher, brothel 
owners, etc., 

Ø Engage with arguments raised by online petitions that address issues of human trafficking.  
 

Ø Make use of SNS that are accessible to (potential) trafficked persons, to disseminate 
relevant information. This could include publicising campaigns on SNS such as Facebook, 
or uploading explanatory videos that disseminate information to (potential) trafficked 
persons on matters such as employment rights and regulations or where to seek help.  

Ø Safe houses and centres for trafficked persons should teach trafficked persons the extent to 
which SNS technologies can be used to their advantage or against them. 

Ø Develop training for staff on how technology can be used against trafficked persons.  
 

For example, traffickers can use SNS to locate a trafficked persons whereabouts. One of the 
primary functions of a trafficker is to impose and retain control over those they traffic. To this 
end, a trafficked person’s phone records may be accessed online, a trafficker may track a 
trafficked person by monitoring social networking presence (e.g., checking in on Facebook) 
and increasingly sophisticated spyware has become routinely available. In light of this training 
should take place so that all staff who work with trafficked persons are aware of the various 
control mechanisms. The seriousness of a trafficker locating a trafficked person is well 
recognised, the technology that he/she uses can however may still be a novelty. Accordingly, 
front line staff should be made aware of the impact of technology on THB.   

 
Ø Raise awareness of a climate of zero tolerance for the exploitation of any individual on the 

web. In this regard the news media, campaigns, online petitions, social media campaigns, 
workshops and other means can be used to ensure that the public is made aware of the 
responsibility that comes with using the Internet.  

Ø Where appropriate consider the use of crowd sourcing (e.g., ClickStartMe a crowdfunding 
website used by a New York based non-profit organisation) for the purpose of raising funds 
(Section 4.1.5). 

Ø Inform government bodies of your view through the use of online petitions.  
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All stakeholders 

 
 

6.1.2  Hardware (including phone applications) 
Based on evidence gathered during the TRACE project, a key area for recommendations is   
mobile phone use and the applications they give access to. The devices play a central role in 
facilitating the act of THB; they enable recruitment and controlling of trafficked persons, 
advertising services and general communication. Research also reveals that most trafficked 
persons have a mobile phone that could be used to prevent THB or to protect those who may be 
trafficked. Notably, there are various concerns surrounding data protection and privacy that 
require attention. In light of the findings, TRACE recommends:  
 
Law enforcement Agencies 
 

 
Policy makers 

 

 
 
 

Ø Consider the use of Geo-Mapping for advocacy, sharing critical information, tracking 
impact of preventive efforts, and engaging the community. In particular 
 
o Map trafficked persons’ stories to illustrate to audiences the scale of the crime and to assess 

new trends in THB. 
o Create an easy to read macro-regional snapshot of human trafficking statistics. 
o Map long-term impact: the same map can be generated on a regular basis for comparison, or 

using color-coding for different years, one map provides a powerful visual representation of 
the spatial dimension of impact over time. 

 

Ø Train staff on phone related forensics, where information found on a mobile device (e.g., 
call logs, text messages or voicemails) may provide valuable information and evidence.   

Ø Consider informing (potential) trafficked persons of relevant matters through text 
messaging services.  

Ø Design a mobile app that would help an officer (or any front line staff) to ask specific 
questions in the language of the individual to identify if the person is a potential trafficked 
person.   

 

Ø Consider the ease of using procedures that allow for phone forensics (interception of 
communication) and the use of such evidence in court. If there are barriers to conducting 
technology sensitive criminal investigations, reflect on possible solutions.  

Ø Develop up-to-date legislation and policy on the use of phone forensics and data 
protection and privacy, this should take into account advancements in technology such as 
the popularisation of applications on phones.  
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Civil society organisations 
 

 
 

6.1.3  Data  
Law enforcement agencies 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Ø Location tracking can be built into many products, including mobile phones and sim 
cards. Even after a trafficked person has freed himself or herself from the trafficker’s 
‘grasp’ they can still be traced using location trackers on their mobile phones. Where 
possible, civil society organisations and/or social workers should provide trafficked 
persons with a new phone/sim card so that they cannot be tracked. 

Ø Organise training for trafficked persons about the safe use of mobile phones and 
promote the use of privacy settings.  

Ø Install apps on trafficked persons phones that enable language translation and to assist 
third country trafficked persons with going about their day and gaining independence.  

 

Ø The “Human Trafficking Case Law Database”, created by United Nations Office on 
Drugs and Crime (UNODC), is an example of an information-sharing platform. It 
allows for the uploading of criminal cases concerning THB. In turn this creates a 
public space where summaries and full court documents of trafficking cases are 
available and can thus educate about successful convictions in trafficking cases. 
Human trafficking can be better prevented, if there is a space where stakeholders can 
learn from other countries experiences. TRACE recommends that law enforcement 
persons become acquainted and engage with this tool, whilst also remembering about 
data protection.  

Ø Encourage the use of big data analytics in the context of labour trafficking: by 
studying workers' interactions with recruiting companies, the relationships between 
companies, clients and trafficked persons.  

Ø Increase cooperation between law enforcement agencies and in particular, cross-
border agencies to share data that would assist in identifying and distinguishing 
domestic and transnational human trafficking activities. 
 
o Coordinated efforts are required to minimise the duplication of effort and in order to 

identify the most appropriate big data strategies and practices for adoption by 
organisations playing a role in preventing and combating human trafficking. 
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Policy makers 

 
Civil society organisations 

 
 

6.1.4   Recommendations relating to law enforcement tools 
There are several tools available to assist in strengthening law enforcement approaches to 
combating and preventing human trafficking. It is imperative that lawyers, judges, prosecutors 
and the police are aware of, and make use of these tools. TRACE recommends: 
 
Law enforcement agencies  
 

 

Ø Create national and/or European databases on human trafficking cases. Such a database 
should not provide information on identification of trafficked persons or the offenders, 
however it could provide up-to-date statistics, comments on modus operandi, geographical 
patterns etc. The information could help make future Eurostat reports more reliable and 
easier to analyse.  

Ø Develop guidelines for law enforcement agencies, researchers, civil society and national 
organisation on data protection and privacy when using big data.  

 

Ø Make use of case management tools such as Pillango (Section 4.1) for the purpose of 
collecting, centralising and analysing data from multiple cases in order to support decision 
making and subsequent actions.  

Ø Establish partnerships with private companies that produce tools such as database software. 
Civil society may struggle to engage with ICT tools due to high prices for the products and 
the costs of training personnel. In addition civil society organisations that assist trafficked 
persons also doubt if there information is safe with such big companies. Engaging with 
technology companies can result in low or no fees and the development of trust. In turn 
private companies that develop such tools need to put privacy and data protection of 
trafficked persons at the centre of their activities.  

 

1

Ø Consider the use of CCTV and live streaming links as a means of providing evidence in a 
protected environment, in the cases where trafficked persons (especially children) testify 
in court.  

Ø When required use facial reconstruction software when victims of crime are not able to 
give a full description of their assailant. 

Ø Utilise available i2 software (or similar software) that will help turn data efficiently and 
effectively into actionable intelligence. The software should allow for: 

 
o Data management tools to collect and consolidate data. 
o Delivery of visual analysis, e.g., a diagram of a trafficking network, which illustrates the 

associations amongst people and events.  
 

Ø Encourage financial monitoring during a criminal investigation. This will help with the 
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6.1.5  Other recommendations for Policy makers  
Technology undoubtedly supports aspects of the business of THB, whilst at the same time, it 
provides the opportunity to disrupt the business of THB. Partners have examined a variety of 
technologies and taken into consideration that the EU and its Member States are reviewing 
policies that address THB. Accordingly, TRACE project partners make the following additional 
recommendations: 

 

 

2

timely seizure of the perpetrator’s assets, and increase the likelihood that the trafficked 
persons would be able to recover the due compensation, should he or she be successful in 
the criminal and/or proceedings against the trafficker.  
 

o Encourage co-operation to ease financial tracking, such as the Financial Coalition against Child 
Pornography (see Section 5.3). 

 
Ø Improve intelligence by considering the appropriate use of Remotely Piloted Aircraft 

Systems to undertake surveillance of areas where trafficking is likely to occur (e.g., 
borders). Data protection and privacy considerations should be met.  

Ø Although some technologies may seem out-dated (e.g., scanners, desktop computers and 
cameras) it is recommended that these always be taken for evidence during police 
investigations. Research has shown that offenders of human trafficking are not always 
technologically savvy, and still rely on older tools.  

 

1

Ø In developing the future EU strategy Towards The Eradication Of Trafficking in Human 
Beings, the European Commission should give special attention to the role of technology in 
preventing and combating human trafficking. 

Ø Consider establishing national-level taskforces, within national anti-trafficking agencies (e.g. 
office of the national rapporteurs) that will have expertise in understanding and engaging with 
the role of technology in the fight against THB, as well as the role of technology in relation to 
other crimes. Such taskforces could research and inform relevant organisations on the 
relationship between human trafficking and technology, develop and provide training, co-
ordinate the gathering and analysis of data and engaging with the private sector. In undertaking 
research for this project we noticed that there a lot of interesting technological solutions, 
however not everyone has heard of them or knows how to use them. There is thus a need to 
collaborate at a national (and even European) level, to determine the quality of such 
technologies and to disseminate their potential. 

Ø Those technologies that may have data protection and privacy implications that are designed to 
address THB should ensure they do not encroach fundamental human rights and respect privacy 
and data protection laws.   
 
o In considering the use of surveillance such as RPAS, monitoring websites or using CCTV, 

stakeholders should be aware of concerns as to how this can be employed without undermining 
human rights, for such intelligence gathering can be a form of state surveillance and be invasive of 
a person’s privacy. Safety measures, such as limitations and justifications, need to be considered. 

o When gathering data, take into consideration Article 6 of the UN Trafficking Protocol, which states 
that ‘In appropriate cases and to the extent possible under its domestic law, each State Party shall 
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2

protect the privacy and identity of trafficked persons, including, inter alia, by making legal 
proceedings relating to such trafficking confidential.’ 

o Rely on approved data gathering ethical practices such as obtaining consent and providing 
data subjects with information. 

o It is unacceptable to use data gathered for purposes other than those originally stated.  
o Develop a monitoring and evaluation system as to how to use technology in an ethical 

manner.  
o The EU should provide guidance where required to address data sharing between agencies 

and countries, and all agencies should develop processes for safe data sharing.  
 

Ø The EU and its Member States should engage with the US and other countries in long-
term initiatives directed at addressing human trafficking in the context of technology.  
 
o Research shows many technologies used to combat and prevent THB are originated in the 

US. To ensure EU competitiveness it is key to engage with these researchers and companies.  
 

Ø The European Commission and national governments should contribute to the support of 
fair trade technology and fair trade products. The technology, garment, food and alcohol 
industry relies on manual labour. Labour that can be unethical, and issues around forced 
or child labour and exploitative working conditions are numerous. 

Ø Promote policy and legislation in the European Union and amongst Member States with 
regard to supply chains. It is recommended that this domain is given particular attention. 
This report applauds the work of civil society bodies and other organisations who have 
developed online tools for consumers and businesses to check their supply chain. It is 
recommended that consumers are made aware of such tools so as to ensure ethical and 
conscious purchasing decisions. This in turn can transcend into diminishing the demand 
for goods produced out of forced labour. 

Ø Organisations, national centres in fighting human trafficking and governmental agencies 
should ensure that their websites are up to date. This includes having contact information 
where people can report crimes of human trafficking and information on advice. To 
ensure accessibility of information relevant bodies should also consider the development 
of mobile applications. Developing specific applications for the prevention of trafficking 
in persons could serve the purpose of raising awareness, social empowerment and 
education of people about potential risks is a way to approach people easily as well as 
supporting law enforcement combating effort by notification on the spot about potential 
cases of THB. 
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Further research is required in order to continue to enhance our understanding of the role of 
technology in tackling THB. To that end, the TRACE partners have identified a number of areas 
for future research, including in relation to the use and impact of both current and future 
technologies. These areas of research may also expand in line with increasing technological 
developments that enable traffickers to evolve their methods of recruitment. Nevertheless, they 
are required to truly understand the relationship between different types of trafficking and 
technology, which enable traffickers to meet the objectives of trafficking enterprises. As seen in 
this report, great emphasis in current research is placed on sexual exploitation and the role of 
technology – further research is required on other ‘types’ of THB and technology. Future 
research can support practitioners in understanding where to focus their efforts for preventing 
and combating THB, as well as to elucidate any potential for the use of technologies to assist 
trafficked persons in real time.  
 

6.2.1   Current technologies 
Further research is particularly vital in in the area of current web based technologies that 
enhance traffickers’ ability to recruit trafficked persons. For example, adult websites that 
currently play a major role in facilitating THB by, for example offering trafficked persons for 
paid services or by exploitation through pornographic images, require in depth examination. 
This research would include a focus into the technological aspects of these websites to reduce 
the degree of digital remoteness of traffickers, thereby making them more easily identifiable. 
This would feed into assisting organisations operating to prevent and combat THB to better 
understand the intricacies of the trafficking operation. Such technology specific research could, 
for example, focus on developing legally compliant ways to gather information about: 

• Where pornographic pictures are uploaded; 
• How widely pictures and advertisements are distributed and most commonly to where; 
• From what location the websites get the most ‘hits’; and 
• Information relating to the transactional side of the operation between the ‘buyer’ and 

the ‘seller’.  
 
Additionally, in the instance of sexual exploitation facilitated via adult websites, research into 
the social and psychological intricacies of the relationships between website users and 
traffickers ought to focus on whether the availability of these sites in fact fuels the demands for 
them. This issue can also be considered in relation to the online/ computer games, such as those 
discussed in Section 3.3, of this report. This focussed future research would assist by enhancing 
an understanding of one of the root causes of trafficking.  
 
This report also recommends future research into the role that online dating sites play in THB as 
very little literature exists on this topic, despite the presumption that online dating sites are a 
common source of recruitment. In fact, literature reviewed for this report  do not reveal any 
exact sources or findings. In the instance of online dating sites, research into the capacity for 
technologies to carry out something akin to a background check into customers of online dating 
sites may potential impact THB by preventing traffickers recruiting trafficked persons in this 
way.  
 
Other web based technology areas requiring future research that could present outcomes that 
assist with prevention efforts include the research focussed on converting knowledge of the 
effectiveness of online forums into real strategies for implementation. In this context, future 
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research could produce a clear strategy that incorporates lessons learned from the interaction 
between forum members/ those posting comments to warn against particular language used in 
job advertisements or other online methods of recruitment. This research may also identify the 
websites most commonly used by traffickers and the language and advertisements they post. 
The advent of forum administrators could play a role in monitoring and prompting dialogue 
about potentially scrupulous sites such as job sites and online dating sites with information 
about what information and method is commonly employed by traffickers on these sites.  The 
merit in conducting further research in this area is supported by the fact that it is accepted that 
people tend to trust reviews and comments on forums as they perceive them to be genuine and 
accurate. 
 
Last, social networking sites are a crucial area for Europe-based future research. In this regard, 
future research into social networking sites using data analytics is another major area for future 
research, which would likely produce concrete evidence as to the use of these sites in THB. As 
suggested in Section 3.1 of this report, researchers could use a similar approach to Latonero et 
al. (2011). By doing so, they will be able to expand their understanding of the role of social 
networking sites in Europe, which may also reflect the universal utilisation of these sites in this 
context. 
 

6.2.2   Emerging technologies 
Future research into the use of emerging technologies and associated practices, such as those 
related to big data use and processing is another focus area for future research that is likely to 
produce positive results. This is because monitoring relevant technologies can produce insights 
into the effectiveness of their use by traffickers to recruit and manage trafficked persons. Such 
research must be ongoing as methods employed by traffickers are likely to evolve in line with 
technological capabilities.  
 
A major focus area for future research activities is the use of big data to assist law enforcement 
agencies, civil society organisations and others to detect, prevent and/ or combat acts of 
trafficking by gaining insight into behaviours, locations and methods used by traffickers. 
However, before being in a position to utilise big data in this context, research into the precise 
types of data that would answer questions in a useful way for relevant organisations, and having 
regard for the privacy of trafficked persons, must be undertaken. Thereafter, a pan-European 
agreement can be made about the types of data that will be collected, used and stored in relation 
to traffickers, their operations and of course trafficked persons. The research must also extend to 
ways in which to promote and support the co-operation between organisations so that they can 
utilise (including share) big data to prevent and indeed, respond, in real time, to trafficked 
persons. This research can also lead to the development of standardised agreements for the 
cooperation of systems and sharing of data. For example, a starting point for this specific 
research area would be system interoperability between organisations/ agencies at a cross-
border/ - sector and - organisational level. This would also involve research for the development 
of legally compliant and ethically responsible means for deanonymisation techniques to aid in 
identifying traffickers. In addition, research for the development of systems that enable 
organisations that locate and assist trafficked persons in real time are vital to the effectiveness of 
big data use in these areas.  
 
On a more general level, this study has identified a range of other areas of research that can 
serve to enhance our understanding of the role and use of technology in the fight against THB. 
These include: 
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• The role and usefulness of online training courses for raising awareness of the sign of THB 
and efforts to combat THB. This includes consideration of whether to use the web for such 
training programs in Europe 

• The role and usefulness of forums designed to provide a safe means for trafficked persons to 
be able to communicate with each other, either during the process of their confinement and 
exploitation or after they have been provided with assistance 

• The best uses and effectiveness of crowdsourcing to combat THB from a response 
perspective, namely, whether this is a plausible use of crowdsourcing 

• The effectiveness of crowdfunding for combating THB. Such an initiative provides a timely 
approach to supporting those affected by human trafficking as supported and led by 
renowned and respected organisations in the fight against human trafficking. Assessing how 
successful this initiative is ought to be a key area of consideration in future research. 

• The rate of trafficking activities facilitated via the surface web as against the rate of 
trafficking activities facilitated via the Dark Web. This further research is required to ensure 
that the use of the surface web is not overlooked in favour of a focus on investigating the 
dark Web when law enforcement agencies investigate illegal online activity 

• Ways in which dialogue can be supported between trafficked persons and organisations and 
authorities attempting to prevent and combat trafficking to ensure a pragmatic, rather than a 
paternalistic view is taken in this area  

 
There are indeed a great number of avenues for future research in relation to future and 
emerging technology and it is likely that methods employed by traffickers will continue to align 
with technological innovation and advancements. Generally, close monitoring of the use of 
emerging technologies, particularly web based technologies, and applications will be required in 
order to enhance the understanding of trafficking enterprises. Without such a focus, law 
enforcement agencies will be at risk of lagging behind recruitment channels and be delayed in 
detecting the evolution of current methods as well as alternative channels utilised by traffickers, 
and alternatively they may risk any self-imposed modifications made by traffickers to the use of 
these technologies.  
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ANNEX A: TRACE WORKSHOP 
 
Workshop agenda 
 
09:00 – 09:30 Registration & coffee 
09:30 – 10.00 Welcome & an introduction to the TRACE project & introduction of 

participants – Kush Wadhwa (TRI) 
10:00 – 10:45 Keynote speaker – Paul de Hert  (Free University Brussels and Tilburg 

University)  
10:45 – 11:30 The role of technology in human trafficking: Anna Donovan (TRI) 
11:30 – 11:45 Coffee break 
11:45 – 12:15 Overview of key findings concerning the traffickers, including how they 

use technology to facilitate THB: Conny Rijken (TiU) 
12:15 – 13:00 Group discussion 1: How can technology play a role in preventing 

human trafficking?  
Introduction: Theo Noten (ECPAT)  
Chair: Suzanne Hoff (La Strada International) 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 
 Plenary discussion  
14:00 – 14:45 Environmental scanning to fight Organised Crime - Trafficking in 

Human Being case - ePOOLICE project, Franck Mignet (Thales 
Research and Technology), Detective Sergeant Tim Ingle (West 
Yorkshire Police). 

14:45 – 15:30 Group discussion 2: How can technology be seen to contribute to 
combatting human trafficking? (Law enforcement)  
Chair: Conny Rijken (Tilburg University) 

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break 
16:00 – 16:45 Plenary discussion  
  Group discussion 3: Ethical and data protection issues in the context of 

the role of technology in human trafficking 
Introduction: Baerbel Uhl (‘datACT - data protection in anti-trafficking 
action’) 
Chair: Anna Donovan (TRI) 

16:45 – 17:15 Next steps in TRACE & closing remarks 
Table 7: TRACE Validation workshop agenda  
 
List of participants 
33 participants attended the workshop from 29 organisations, representing six stakeholder groups. 
 

Organisation Country Stakeholder type 
Vrije Universiteit Brussels Belgium Academia 
United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime (UNODC) 

Austria Civil Society Organisation 

Human Trafficking Studies Center 
University of Warsaw 

Poland Academia 

Bureau National Rapporteur on 
Trafficking in Human Beings and 

The Netherlands Government 
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Sexual Violence against Children 
PAG-ASA (centre for victims of human 
trafficking) 

Belgium Civil Society Organisation 

Trilateral Research & Consulting UK Private sector 
Ulster University UK Academia 
INTERVICT - Tilburg University The Netherlands Academia 
MetaStoryProductions The Netherlands Private sector 
National Rapporteur on Trafficking in 
Human Beings  

Finland Government 

ECPAT  The Netherlands Civil Society Organisation 
Leeds Beckett University UK Academia 
ECPAT UK Civil Society Organisation 
Animus Association Foundation Bulgaria Civil Society Organisation 
INHOPE The Netherlands Civil Society Organisation 
CoMensha The Netherlands Civil Society Organisation 
La Strada International The Netherlands Civil Society Organisation 
Police and Border Guard Board Estonia Police 
Council of Baltic Sea States (CBSS) Sweden Government 
Thales The Netherlands Private Sector 
Myria Belgium Government 
Trijntje Kootstra Consultancy The Netherlands Private sector 
Tilburg University The Netherlands Academia 
General Inspectorate of Romanian 
Police 

Romania Police 

Centrum Kinderhandel Mensenhandel, 
Fier 

The Netherlands Civil Society Organisation 

University of Missouri – Columbia USA Academia 
Cyprus Police Cyprus Police 
datACT Germany Project 
West Yorkshire Police UK Police 
Table 8: Participants at the TRACE validation workshop.   
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ACRONYMS 
 
ANITP National Agency against Trafficking in Persons’  
API Application Program Interface 
ATM Automatic Teller Machine 
CCTV Closed Circuit Television 
CPCS Cyprus police computerization system (CPCS) 
CTIP Counter Trafficking in Persons 
CTM Counter Trafficking Module Database 
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency  
EU European Union 
EXIT End Exploitation and Trafficking  
HTLP Human Trafficking Law Project 
ICT Information communication technology 
ILGA International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association 
IOM International Organisation for Migration 
IT Information Technology 
LCD Liquid-Crystal Monitors 
MOOC Massive Open Online Course 
MS Member States 
NGO Non-government Organisation 
OATH Oklahomans Against Trafficking Humans 
OoCTHB Office of Combating Trafficking in Human Beings 
OSRD Office of Scientific Research and Development 
OTSH Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings 
P2P Peer-to-peer 
POEA Philippines Overseas Employment Administration 
RPAS Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems 
SaaS Software as a Service 
SNS Social Networking Sites 
TRUST Training and Resources United to Stop Trafficking 
THB Trafficking of Human Beings 
TV Television 
UAS Unmanned Aircraft System 
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime  
USAID United States Agency for International Development  
Table 9: List of acronyms used in the report.  
 


